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Essex-based Provide celebrates
ten years as a Community Interest Company

•

The ‘army’ of Essex volunteers who rallied
to help their communities
An employee-owned employer of choice
Giving back £3 million to local causes
A funded health and wellbeing 		
programme for all Essex businesses
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•
•
•

How innovation, care and compassion
shaped Provide’s pandemic response

Expect more

care and expertise for all your commercial needs
Expert legal services and independent financial advice in Essex
Call us on 0800 013 1165

www.teeslaw.com

wood and disney
Advisors to Ambitious Entrepreneurs
PRESENTS

Strengthen
Optimise
Transform
We have created a unique system of over 500 resources and tools,
tried and tested over many decades to help you build your dreams.
Created following many years of advising and supporting
businesses and truly understanding their wants and needs.
Wood and Disney work in partnership with you on a carefully planned journey
to build a better future. Your Journey to Freedom is a pragmatic,
best practice process for established businesses where the owner has
either reached a plateau or has exploded with growth and is fearful of
losing control. It is not a business coaching system.

Wood and Disney
Lodge Park, Lodge Lane, Langham,
Colchester, CO4 5NE
01206 233170
www.woodanddisney.co.uk
www.yj2f.co.uk
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Great way to
finish 2021

W

ELL, here we are again,
almost at the end of
another year – and for us at
BusinessTime in Essex, what a way to
finish it!

faith and ongoing
support of so
many businesses.
Sincerely, thank
you!
There’s so much
going on in this
issue, it would
seem almost
churlish to pick out highlights so
I’ll just let you peruse at your leisure and
remind yourself what a fantastic place Essex
is to do business.

Not only are you reading our biggest-ever
issue at 88 pages, you’re also reading the now
award-winning BusinessTime in Essex. At the
end of October, we were thrilled to pick up a
Classic NOVO Award, one of just 26 handed
out to Essex businesses by BEST Growth Hub
in its inaugural awards to recognise quality
and innovation across the county. We were
shortlisted for a Gold award but, well clearly,
fell just short of that! You can read more
about the awards in our three-page feature
starting on page 67.

Looking ahead, in our spring issue we’ll be
running an in-depth feature on sustainability
(see page 5 for more detail) so if you’d like to
be involved, do get in touch.

Our award win and our record-breaking issue
comes at the end of a very challenging year
for the business community so I can only
express, once again, my deep gratitude for
the support this magazine has continued to
receive from the Essex business scene. I don’t
wish to sound glib, but all we have achieved
would have been impossible without the

So, may I wish you all an enjoyable, peaceful
and healthy festive season and we’ll be back
with our spring issue on March 1.

Back to the here and now though, and this is
a time of year for celebration and reflection.
As I said, it’s been a challenging year but if we
look back to where we were 12 months ago, I
hope most of us can say we are past the worst
and can look forward to 2022 with confidence
and enthusiasm.

Publishing Editor

BusinessTime in Essex
is published by
Colchester-based
PJR Communications.
Publishing Editor
Peter Richardson
01206 843225
or 07778 067614
peter@pjrcomms.co.uk
Sales
Vivienne Richardson
01206 843225
Designed and Produced by
Print Acumen Ltd
0345 340 3915
Mailed out by
The DS Group
01255 221322
To advertise or feature
in the next issue of
BusinessTime in Essex,
contact Peter or Vivienne
as detailed above.

In uncertain times,
you can be certain of
our services…
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We offer numerous services including:
• Guarding • Key-holding • Mobile patrol
VIP Security (Essex) Ltd
Security House, 4 Station Court,
Wickford, Essex SS11 7AT

Est. 1989

Email: info@vipsec.at
Website: www.vipsec.at
Phone: +44(0)1268 526212

Call us for a no-obligation chat and a bespoke solution to your challenge.
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This year we are celebrating
our 200th anniversary.

Authorised and regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority No: 488404

It’s not just about knowing the
law, it’s also about the impact
we have on our communities.
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ENQUIRY@BIRKETTLONG.CO.UK
WWW.BIRKETTLONG.CO.UK/200
#BLTWOHUNDRED

Colchester
Chelmsford
Basildon
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Sustainability feature
IN the spring 2022 issue of BusinessTime in Essex, we will be running an
extensive feature looking at the vital issue of sustainability.

In partnership with Essex Wildlife Trust and LoCASE (see
pages 26 and 27), BusinessTime in Essex will be examining the
challenging issues facing all of us as the battle to preserve our
planet and its valuable resources for future generations hots
up – no pun intended.
The business community has a vital role to play in this battle,
so we’ll be investigating how that battle is panning out across

the county. Specifically, we’ll be looking at what individual
businesses across Essex are doing to help us all become more
sustainable-friendly.
So, if your business is involved in any shape or form in
supporting sustainability, we want to hear from you. Or if your
business has adopted sustainability-friendly measures, we want
to hear from you.

Call Editor Peter Richardson on 07778 067614 or email him at peter@pjrcomms.co.uk

A helping hand
for your business
G
ROWING a
business is often
compared to
cultivating a plant,
with analogies about
setting down roots,
branching out, making
sure it has access to
water and sunlight,
and protecting it from
a hard frost.
But knowing how to take
each step can be difficult.
Which do you tackle first?
When is the right time to
water it? And with so many
different composts available,
how do you choose?
It is a difficult time for
businesses, looking at how
to adapt and recover from
Covid-19, transitioning to
a more digital age and
looking at how to grasp
opportunities afforded
by Brexit.
That is why the North
Essex

Economic Board (NEEB) has
put in place fully-funded
support to help you navigate
the obstacles and truly grow
your business.

Made up of the combined
district, borough and city
councils of north Essex
– Uttlesford, Braintree,
Colchester, Tendring, Maldon
and Chelmsford – along
with Essex County Council,
NEEB has committed
almost £525,000 to procure
four business support
programmes.
Provided by Colbea and
BEST Growth Hub, the help
is across themes of startup support, digital support,
import/export support, and
business support navigation.
The support will get
underway in the
coming weeks.

For updates on when they
launch – and, crucially, how
to sign up – keep an eye on
the BusinessTime in Essex
online news/PR service –
www.businesswire-essex.
co.uk - or contact your local
council’s business support
team.

The year-long programme
has the potential to help
hundreds of firms across mid
and north Essex, covering
all the local council areas
represented on the North
Essex Economic Board.
As we enter 2022, this
is both one of the most
difficult times for business
in more than a decade and,
simultaneously, a time
of huge opportunity and
potential, especially for our
small and medium-sized
businesses.
Navigating this landscape
can be a maze, where not
only can it be difficult to
know which way to turn,
but some grant schemes
and support programmes
have such short application
deadlines, you can almost
blink and miss them.
That is why we NEEB has set

up this strong programme of
support, across a broad range
of topics, utilising experts
who are well-established in
the county and who really
know their onions.
NEEB has funded these
because everyone relies upon
the business community
to keep the local economy
running, providing jobs,
goods and services which all
contribute to making the area
fabulous to live, work and
play in.
So, if your north Essex
business could benefit
from help, please look out
for details as the various
programmes launch and
sign-up. They are paid-for,
with advisers waiting to help
you - there is no catch.
As well as the business
support programme, NEEB is
also funding a skills package,
designed to provide training
for residents in the area
and give them the knowhow necessary to join your
workforce.
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Just clarity
Every avenue explored. Every opportunity identified. Every potential risk
comprehensively assessed. When you need legal advice, you need to know
you’re getting the full picture. Whether you’re a business, an institution or
an individual, achieving the outcomes you want means working with the
specialists who leave no stones unturned to deliver a clear way forward.

birketts.co.uk
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Essex tops UK table for Knowledge
Transfer Partnerships

N

EW data from
Innovate UK
has revealed the
University of Essex as
the leading institution
for active Knowledge
Transfer Partnerships
(KTPs) in the UK.

Topping the table for the
first time, Essex has fast
become the partner of choice
for businesses looking to
innovate across both the East
of England and London, and
now the UK, with 40 KTPs and
£10.2m secured in funding to
support their delivery.
Knowledge Transfer
Partnerships (KTPs) are
available to all businesses,
large or small, and empower
them to innovate and grow
through collaboration with
leading university academics
and newly hired talented
researchers.
With the aim to drive
productivity and economic
growth, KTPs help businesses
to develop new products,
processes and services
through the use of the
knowledge, technology
and skills generated by the
university. Importantly,
they also offer access
to funding grants from
Innovate UK – the UK’s
innovation agency that’s
part of UK Research and
Innovation.
At Essex, all KTPs receive
dedicated support from
University’s Business
Engagement team, part
of the Research and
Enterprise Office, who
have helped propel Essex
to the top of the table
for KTPs in theUK. In
addition to the 40 active
KTPs, to date the team has
successfully completed
55 KTPs to the value of
around £9m.
Holly Leonard, KTP
Manager at the University

of Essex said: “At Essex
we’re proud to be leading
the way in delivering worldclass Knowledge Transfer
Partnerships that are having
a huge commercial impact
on businesses not only across
Essex, but also the UK. Our
successful climb to the top
spot for KTPs comes as more
companies than ever look to
collaborate with Essex. Our
academics are passionate
about applying their cuttingedge research to real world
challenges to create new
products, processes and
services.
“We help guide businesses
through the entire Knowledge
Transfer Partnership process
from start to finish and have
a sector-leading track record
at winning funding. All our
projects are commercially
driven and underpinned by
academic expertise - the
ethos at the very core of our
team is to make engagement
and partnership with Essex
seamless and easy.”
Professor Chris Greer, ProVice Chancellor Research
adds: “We pride ourselves at
Essex on worldclass research,
enterprise and knowledge

exchange. With real purpose
and impact, our researchers
can find solutions to meet
any business challenges
brought to us through the
KTP Programme, and our
links with industry partners
will continue to help us break
boundaries.
“Recently we’ve seen more
KTPs than ever focusing
on health and enablement
through technology and
our new Institute for Public
Health and Wellbeing,
launching in February 2022,
will play a huge role in
helping take on the health
challenges we face.”
Natalie Cramp, CEO of
Profusion Media, a data
agency that specialises
in predictive modelling,
email marketing, business
intelligence and customer
satisfaction and which
recently completed a KTP
with Essex, said: “The
University of Essex has been
a crucial partner to Profusion
and we wouldn’t be where
we are today without them.
Having professors accessible
to us and being able to learn
from the latest academic
insights and take those into

our services and products
for clients has been really
transformational.
“The relationship with Essex
has blossomed far beyond
the KTP and developed into
a much deeper partnership.
It’s one where we’ve launched
new services together
and we’ve been able to
collaborate on commercial
bids - so there’s been more
opportunities as a result of
starting to build a relationship
through a KTP.”
The three most recent
partnerships to have secured
funding demonstrate the
wide-range of businesses
looking to use Essex expertise
to innovate are:

•

Shepherd Compello 		
– developing a data 		
science project 		
revolutionising the 		
management of risk in 		
warranty provision

•

Lewden Ltd – a supplier
of high-end electrical 		
components who 		
will be redefining their 		
digital strategy with Essex
Business School and 		
updating their business
model

•

Above Surveying, a leading aerial solar inspection and data analysis
company based at the Knowledge Gateway in Colchester, is one of the
KTPs that has taken the University of Essex to the top of the table.

Advent Insurance 		
Management – a supplier
of software services to
the Lloyds of London 		
insurance market 		
looking to develop a 		
sophisticated 		
matching algorithm for
their expert platform.

If you are looking to
develop a Knowledge
Transfer Partnership, or
any other kind of funded
collaboration with Essex,
contact the Business
Engagement team via
business@essex.ac.uk or
visit www.essex.ac.uk/
business
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Let’s hope 2022
continues on an
upward trajectory
W
ELL, that’s another
year nearly over and,
although like us I’m
sure you have had highs and
lows, it’s generally been a
better one than last year.

Hopefully next year will be better still
as we finally put the worst effects of the
Covid pandemic behind us.
We recently held our Annual General
Meeting online and I’m pleased to report
we generally had a successful past
year. Membership has held up better
than we might have expected given the
circumstances we have had to work in
and we remain financially sound. Thank
you to all our members for supporting
us in what have been strange times for
us and to the Chambers staff for helping
me keep the show on the road.
Looking forward to next year, we are
planning a full and varied programme of
events and other activities. Our training
courses will continue along similar lines
to this year and we will again be offering
a number of networking meetings with
the aim of having them live rather
than online. I know many of you have
supported us online recently and I look
forward to seeing you in person next
year.
I don’t know what you thought of the
Budget this year but I have to say I found
it pretty underwhelming with not a huge
amount for businesses generally and
Essex in particular. I’m still not really
sure what levelling up really means and
I’m not sure ministers do either but
they mustn’t forget the importance of
counties like ours in generating revenue
for their departments to spend and, in
return, we’d like to see some of it used
here to address the problems businesses
and residents face.
One really positive announcement we
had was that Thames Freeport is being
allowed to officially start operating and
it has since appointed the Rt Hon Ruth
Kelly, a former Secretary of State, as
its chairman. This initiative is a joint
venture by DP World London Gateway
and the Port of Tilbury, both of whom

are Chamber members. Essex Chambers
is pleased to support the aims of the
Freeport management which we believe
will ultimately be to the benefit of not
just south Essex but the whole county
and the UK generally. We wish them
every success for the future.

I have to confess I find politics
fascinating but also frustrating at times
and do wonder how our politicians
put up with it all at times. I would like
though to congratulate some of our
local MPs who received promotions in
the recent reshuffle the Prime Minister
carried out. Of particular relevance for
Chambers members was Brentwood
MP Alex Burghart becoming Minister
for Skills. We congratulate him on this
appointment which is really important
in helping getting the right skills balance
for the country as we move forward
from Brexit but also think more about
what we need to do to meet some of the
Government’s aspirations for net zero by
2050.
I must however finish on a sad note.
I’m sure, like me, you were shocked by
the tragic murder of David Amess MP.
We all have differences of opinions
but at the same time we should all be
able to go about our business safe from
harm. Southend is now to be a city as
a recognition of all that he did for the
town but it should not have come about
in this manner.

Let’s hope we can all be more
tolerant of each other in 2022.

Denise Rossiter, Chief Executive
of Essex Chambers of Commerce,
reflects on a challenging but
productive year – and invites you
to join the Chambers family.

It pays to be
a member
AS an Essex Chambers of
Commerce member, you
have access to a whole host
of benefits and services
to help your business. We
deliver practical business
training ensuring we find the
best experts in their field.
Our cost-effective support
workshops and training
courses are designed to
develop your business.
We are actively involved in many
local partnerships to promote and
protect the interests of the county's
business. Our regular contact with
Members of Parliament and ministers
ensures the concerns of our members
are both heard and understood. We
have the knowledge, expertise and
the credibility to engage with and
champion the key issues affecting
businesses across Essex and the wider
region.
Our Trade Expert training programme
delivers high quality courses
throughout the year.
The courses are specifically designed
for staff who are involved in exporting
and/or importing.
The training is British Chambers of
Commerce accredited.
We’ll be very happy to talk to you
about how you can become part of the
Essex Chambers of Commerce family.
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Expect more
care and expertise for all
your commercial needs
Expert legal services and independent
financial advice in Essex
Call us on 0800 013 1165

www.teeslaw.com

Offices in:
Chelmsford, Brentwood, Bishop’s Stortford, Saffron Walden, Royston and Cambridge

Tees is a trading name of Stanley Tee LLP regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority. Registered in England and Wales
number OC327874. Tees is a trading name of Tees Financial Limited which is authorised and regulated by the Financial
Conduct Authority. Registered in England and Wales number 4342506.
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Essex County Council promotes key
ambitions to support women in business

T

O support and
celebrate local
women in
business, Essex County
Council (ECC) has
launched Ambitious
Women, a new initiative
that aims to support
the growth and success
of women in business
throughout the county.

UK women make a significant
contribution to business but are
yet to receive as much support as
their male counterparts. Women
entrepreneurs were particularly
vulnerable to the pandemic’s
challenges, with 46% of working
mothers being made redundant
during the pandemic, citing lack of
childcare, and 48% of these women
being worried about being met with
negativity from their employer, due
to additional responsibilities.
Evidence illustrates that women
are under-represented as business
leaders and are much less likely
to be successful entrepreneurs

who attract investment, with male
peers being 86% more likely to
receive venture capital investment.
ECC is forming key partnerships
and investing in valuable support
to help deliver growth programmes,
new opportunities, and investment
to help deliver change.
Ambitious Women is hosted on
the Ambitious Women in Essex
Linked In group. As well as building
a community where initiatives,
ideas and information are shared,
the page also provides a virtual
platform for Ambitious Women
Wednesdays, a weekly video series,
allowing local women to discuss
their career journeys and promote
their own businesses.
ECC is proud to have also
invested in two entrepreneurial
programmes, which are free to
attend.
Angels@Essex: the initiative that
pledges to support closing the
female founder funding gap.
The Angels@Essex investment
platform was launched in 2020
by the University of Essex, to
support entrepreneurs with

innovative and market-disrupting
business, by providing them
access to a network of investors.
The network aims to develop and
grow the regional economy, by
giving start-ups access to Angel
investment opportunities, with
the planned community events
and collaboration having a specific
focus on female founders and
investors. The Angels@Essex
Female Founders and Investors
community is a female-led
network which will deliver regular
community events focused on
bringing Female Founders and
Investors together.
The community forms part
of the work delivered by The
University Enterprise Zone (UEZ),
with Angels@Essex, one of the
key initiatives developed to drive
forward business in the region.
For more information, please
visit: www.essex.ac.uk/business/
knowledge-gateway/universityenterprise-zone/angels-at-essex
We Are Radikl: the organisation
dedicated to supporting
entrepreneurial women.

8 x 2 hours
of online group
sessions

The We are Radikl (www.
weareradikl.com): “How to
Start Your Start-Up” six-week
programme is designed to
support learning in a meaningful
and impactful way. It offers 36
hours of flexible online learning,
valuable resources, weekly live
lessons, cohort learning and
real-life connections in an online
community space which allows
women to have the flexibility to
self-complete and replay material
at a convenient time.
For more information or to sign
up to the next cohort of “How to
Start your Start Up”, please email:
ambitiouswomen@essex.gov.uk.

3 hours
individual

1-to-1 support
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Need help to grow
your business?

Support is on its way!
Import/Export
Business support navigation

Start-up
Digital

Look out for details of fully-funded support
for mid/north Essex firms, coming soon.
The Business Support Programme is supported by the North Essex
Economic Board, made up of Braintree, Maldon Tendring and Uttlesford
district councils, Colchester Borough Council, Chelmsford City Council
and Essex County Council.
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Great (or not
so great)
expectations
I

N early October, my wife
Vivienne and I managed
to take in some Cypriot
sunshine which, as well
as being very welcome,
was a salutary lesson in
expectations (and I promise
you, this has business
relevance and is not another
travelogue!)
You see, this break to Cyprus (return
flights and 10 nights bed and breakfast
in a hotel) cost us £270 each. Yes, you
did read that correctly – for the price of
one night in an average English hotel,
we had 10 nights in Cyprus.
Now, when I booked this, and noting
it was a three-star hotel, I was not
expecting gold-plated luxury. In fact,
had I arrived and the hotelier thrown
me a sleeping bag and pointed me to
the nearest beach, I would not have
been totally surprised and would have
happily headed for the sand. When we
did arrive, I am probably stretching the
truth if I say I had my arms open wide
begging for the sleeping bag but, suffice
to say, the hotel did require a little TLC.
Vivienne is more likely to say the hotel
required a good bulldozing.

So, enter stage left,
expectations….
Having paid just £270 each, I wasn’t
expecting too much. The hotel was,
largely, clean, the bed was, largely,
comfortable and the shower, largely
worked. For me, the basic boxes were
ticked and I could cope with the threatto-life sunbeds, the inedible breakfast
and the sliding balcony door that simply
refused to slide.
Vivienne, on the other hand, still found
the hotel unacceptable, even at the price
we paid. Her expectations were not five-

star, but they were still higher than the
hotel managed to deliver.
So, how do we transfer this experience to
the everyday world of running our own
businesses? You see, expectations are
very difficult to define and quantify and,
a bit like beauty, are in the eye of the
beholder.
How many businesses, in the deep
recesses of their mission statement,
will include something bland and
meaningless along the lines of ‘we
always aim to exceed our customers’
expectations’. What I’d like to know
is how do you exceed a person’s
expectations when you don’t know what
those expectations might be in the first
place? You can supply exactly the same
level of service and at the same price to
three different customers and one could
be quite satisfied, another might be
disappointed and the third might have
their expectations exceeded – depends
on what they were expecting in the first
place, doesn’t it?
This, of course, shouldn’t stop us
striving to offer the very best service
we can. Perhaps the secret is to try and
offer something a little additional to
what the customer actually asks for.
Staff at Disney World, I was once told
by someone involved in staff training
there, have it drummed into them to
always offer something more than the
basic reply to any question asked of
them by a member of the public. So,
if a person asks a member of staff in
The Magic Kingdom what time does
the main parade start, the member of
staff won’t just say 3pm. He’ll say, it’s
3pm sir and I notice you have a very
young kiddie there so the best place to
stand for an uninterrupted view will
be half-way along Main Street outside
Mickey’s Emporium. Additional, useful
information costing nothing but a little
thought and a few extra seconds, but
which leaves the customer thinking,
what a helpful member of staff that

Looking at business
life with Editor,
Peter Richardson

was – unless of course it was me, when
I’d be thinking how much is it going to
cost me if I’m standing outside Mickey’s
Emporium for half an hour, with all
those goodies in the window screaming
to a five-year old – you want me, don’t
you!
So, is the secret to exceeding
expectations simply looking to offer
something a little additional to what is
being asked of us as opposed to simply
supplying what is being asked? The
additional something doesn’t have to
cost much or, indeed, anything, but can
make such a difference. I long for the day
when, at the end of a meal which has
cost me upwards of £100, the restaurant
owner, when I ask for a cup of coffee,
turns round and says: have that coffee
on us, sir. That coffee probably costs
the owner about 30p – not much of an
additional cost to incur when you’re
taking £100+ off someone, but think of
the goodwill that small gesture would
generate.
Anyway, the good news for Vivienne
is that I’ve booked a five-star hotel in
Cyprus for next year. So, please dear,
any chance I can now come in from the
garden – these nights are getting chilly
and the sleeping bag’s not very thick!
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http://www.festivalofbusiness.co.uk
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Unlock significant
funding to accelerate
innovation in your
business
You could receive up to 70% of project
costs through Innovate UK Smart Grants
by partnering with the University of Essex

The facts

#1
We’re number 1
in the UK for the
number of Innovate
UK funded KTPs

Speak to us today

07920 411044
www.essex.ac.uk/business

16

95%
Our funding
approval success
rate is 95% for
KTP projects

£10M
We’ve secured
over £10m in
project funding
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The demand on pet foods including pet
treats has also increased, with some
smaller businesses manufacturing pet
foods from home.
However, this is a complicated area and
there are several factors that all pet food
manufacturers, including those just looking
to produce pet treats, need to be aware of.
Firstly, all pet food manufacturers,
regardless of scale, must be approved
or registered with their local authority,
usually their trading standards service.
Manufacturers must not operate without
being registered /approved.
Additionally, legislation requires the
Animal and Plant Health Agency (APHA),
to approve manufacturing plants where
pet food uses or incorporates products of
animal origin - for example, eggs, meat,
milk, butter, honey. Further information
can be found at https://www.gov.uk/
guidance/using-animal-by-products-tomake-pet-food
A pet food is any product produced by a
pet food manufacturer, whether processed,
partially processed or unprocessed,
intended to be eaten by pet animals,
usually in the form of kibble, biscuit, or
as a wet food in tins or pouches, but also
includes, for example, dog treats, dog cakes
and other similar treats and raw feed
(frozen or fresh).
The pet food industry is highly regulated,
and the legislation applies to both large
commercial pet food manufacturers and
to smaller scale manufacturers, eg in a
person's private home or small unit.
Pet food must be produced in hygienic
conditions, be fully traceable, safe and not
harmful to animal or human health.
All pet food manufacturers must comply
with matters such as:
• safety and marketing requirements.
With special regard to the species and
type of pet for whom you 		
are manufacturing food
• stringent labelling, presentation 		
and packaging requirements, 		
including analytical declarations
• manufacturer responsibilities
• substantiation of any claims, including
nutritional claims

• prohibition on the misleading of 		
purchasers
• prohibition on making medicinal claims
• not exceeding the maximum levels
of various contaminants allowable in
pet food (for example, arsenic, lead,
dioxins and certain pesticides)
• prohibition of certain substances not
to be used in pet food.
Information given on a pet food label must
be truthful and not misleading about the
nature and quality of the product. The law
also requires a statutory statement on
every label or package containing certain
obligatory declarations.
Directions and description must state:
• whether the product is a complete
complementary feed
• the species for which the product
is intended
• directions for use/feeding instructions.
Regarding analytical constituents, the
percentage of the
following must be
listed:
• % of crude 		
proteins
• % of crude oils 		
& fats
• % of crude fibre

• % of moisture in
the product 		
when it 		
exceeds14%

If Vitamins A & D are added, their presence
and level must be declared. There are
specific units which must be used to
declare the level of vitamins.
The ‘best before' date indicates the
minimum storage life of the product. The
month and year must be shown.
A batch number or the date of
manufacture must be given to facilitate
traceability of the product. This may be
in the statutory statement or elsewhere
on the package/label/container, but the
statutory statement must indicate where it
can be found.
The Net Weight must be given, as must
the name and address of the company
responsible for the product. It may be a
manufacturer, packer, importer, seller or
distributor.
Further information is available on the FSA
website https://www.food.gov.uk/businessguidance/introduction-to-allergenlabelling-changes-ppds
Businesses requiring tailored advice
should email Essex Compliance
Consultancy service at 		
trading.standards@essex.gov.uk.

ecivda ecnailpmoC
strepxe eht morf

P

ET ownership levels peaked
to an unprecedented high in
2020/21, possibly because of
the coronavirus pandemic and
increased time spent at home.

If preservatives, antioxidants or colourants
have been added, their presence may be
declared on the label.

ecnailpmoC xessE
ycnatlusnoC

Pet food
manufacturers:
don’t end up in
the doghouse

specific ingredient (e.g. With Chicken), the
percentage of that ingredient component
must also be listed.

• % of crude ash 		
(labelled as one
of the following
terms 'crude 		
ash', 'incinerated
residue' or 		
'inorganic 		
matter').

Ingredients must be
listed in descending
order by weight,
indicated using
category names
or by their own
individual names.
When an ingredient
is used that does
not fall into any
of the prescribed
categories, its
individual name
must be listed. If
particular attention
is drawn to a

www.essex.gov.uk/tradingstandards
trading.standards@essex.gov.uk
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Spotlighting th
issue in Essex
Louise Aitken is Skills Lead for the South East Local Enterprise Partnership
(SELEP) which covers, Essex, Southend, Thurrock, East Sussex Kent and
Medway. Louise has been working in the skills landscape for more than 10
years, having produced a Skills Strategy and report for the south east which she
is now overseeing. This led to a successful bid to be a Digital Skills Partnership
(DSP) pilot area and the establishment of a Skills Advisory Panel (SAP) bringing
together a range of employers and partners to drive forward action. Louise has
led on European Social Funding (ESF) and more recently a £2 million Covid-19
Skills Recovery Fund and has been working with major projects locally to develop
a shared action plan for skills to ensure maximum benefits locally.

S

kKILLS shortages have
been regularly in the news
headlines recently and of
course this is having an impact
locally also.

Vacancy levels in Essex are high, in some
cases as much as 60% higher than levels last
year and employers are regularly feeding
back their difficulties in recruiting. The
LEP Skills Advisory Panel (covering Essex,
Southend, Thurrock, East Sussex Kent and
Medway) includes employers in sectors
as varied as engineering, food production,
construction, logistics, creative, digital,
health and care. Virtually all employers are
struggling to recruit and in a range of roles
from admin through to engineering.
There are various reasons for this; Covid-19,
the availability of migrant labour, a shortage
of tutors to teach the skills required and
bottlenecks in areas such as testing and
assessment. Positively, although this
presents challenges for the economy, it does
mean that there is plenty of choice for those
leaving education, job seekers and anyone
seeking a new career!
Pre- Covid-19, many employers locally were
already experiencing shortages and with
steadily increasing demand due to growth
and factors such as an ageing workforce
and fewer people joining, sometimes due
to misconceptions about the opportunities
on offer. The construction sector is a good
example. Major projects such as the Lower
Thames Crossing, Bradwell B, Freeports and
UK Health & Security Agency relocation
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(previously Public
Health England)
and housing
developments
are all happening
locally. These
developments will
require a range of
skills in areas such
as construction
and engineering
and will impact
significantly on existing skills shortages.
Construction is a huge employer in Essex –
54,000 people are employed in construction
across Essex, Southend and Thurrock and,
contrary to perception, roles range from
architects, project managers and directors
to carpenters and joiners and with salaries
as high as £110,000 for some roles!
Of course, even with the shift to flexible and
home working, there are still high levels of
out commuting to London. The proximity
to the capital is clearly a positive but there
is often a lack of awareness of the fantastic
career opportunities on the doorstep.
Added to this is population growth and an
ageing population, which will impact on
sectors such as health and care, also big
employers locally with 94,000 people
employed and with nurses and care
workers being the top two vacancies
posted currently totaling more
than 25,000 locally.
We have seen a growth in digital
skills needs across all sectors
and we’re fortunate to be
home to one of eight Digital

Skills Partnerships
across the country,
led by my colleague
Jim Wilkinson and
working with the
Department for
Digital, Culture,
Media and Sport and
enabling engagement
with partners such as
Google and Microsoft.
Access to digital
skills, kit and connectivity has become vital
and the pandemic has showcased just how
critical this is.
Employers in areas such as care saw a
new need for digital skills of many staff
virtually overnight and the barrier that lack
of internet or kit presents is now clear. We
were proud to give a donation to the Good
Things Foundation last year to help address
this barrier, through the work they do in
providing equipment and internet access to
those for whom this is a barrier. As well as
these basic requirements, vacancies in areas
such as coding, software development and
web design have increased and many
employers have experienced a need
to digitize, which
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the skills
our Covid-19 Recovery Programmes and
Growth Hubs are supporting with.
Much is underway to address these
shortages. We recently held a virtual
careers event and produced a magazine to
showcase local employment opportunities
and support on offer. You can still access the
careers event at https://southeastcareers.
vfairs.com and visit virtual stands of
employers recruiting including Stansted
Airport, HSBC, Morgan Sindall, the Lower
Thames Crossing and the NHS. You can also
click on some inspiring presentations from
employers in these sectors and shining a
spotlight on opportunities locally.
Essex County Council also held recent
virtual careers events, in partnership with
local businesses, with more planned for
February 2022. Nearly 10,000 people
visited recent Essex events and accessed
the virtual jobs boards. Southend Council
has run similar events and there are also
local portals with a range of information
and support such as Essex Opportunities
and Thurrock Opportunities. These are
proving popular. The Essex Opportunities
portal was launched in March this year and
has already had nearly 63,000 visitors. We
launched our own South East Skills site last
year in response to growing requests for
information (www.southeastskills.org.uk).
Our COVID-19 Recovery Funds Programmes
are supporting individuals to retrain and
businesses to grow and recover and we
have also helped to shape ESF programmes
of support for those already in employment
wanting to upskill. These alongside some
of the emerging Government programmes
of support are described in our recently
published South East Careers Magazine.
I mentioned the tutor shortages earlier as
one reason for some of the skills shortages.
This led us to fund a programme of support
to recruit tutors through bursaries and
showcase what a great career teaching is.
Through videos on the becomealecturer.
org website you can hear directly from
people who have

joined from industry about
their experiences and in a
range of areas of teaching
including engineering, digital,
construction, agri-tech,
hospitality, health and care.
Hopefully one of the tutors of
tomorrow is reading this article!
A tutor I spoke to recently
said that she had worked in
the city and became aware of
opportunities in her local college,
which led her to change career.
She now has a better work/life
balance, a far shorter commute
and a job that is incredibly
rewarding.
We have also co-funded some
of the facilities and equipment in
local colleges and universities and
these leading-edge facilities help
make them exciting places to work
as well as offering really rewarding
careers. Such facilities include
Stansted Airport College, (which is
right next to the runway), Colchester
Institute’s new Health and Care
Academy, the South Essex College
Centre for Digital Technologies and
the recently launched new Extended
Reality Campus at USP College which
has industry-leading virtual and augmented
reality technology. Again, head to our
careers magazine for further information
on our colleges, universities and training
provider networks and the great work
they’re doing.
Apprenticeships remain a key area
of priority for us and during National
Apprenticeship week we were pleased to
receive lots of videos from apprentices,
employers and providers locally to
showcase the great opportunities across
our area. These are available to view on
our Skills South East website. There is also
an Essex Apprenticeship Levy Service, with
Essex County Council supporting employers
to access unspent levy. This has already
supported 276 apprenticeships locally with
a value of £1.5 million and with a range of
sectors supported including hospitality,
finance, business management, health,
care, digital and construction. You can
find out more about the service at
essexalts.co.uk.
Through the pandemic, the
Kickstart programme was
also launched which is

offering a range of opportunities to young
people. Nearly 2,000 kickstart vacancies
were advertised across the south east in
September. There is a range of offers locally
and Essex County Council is supporting the
scheme with more than 600 kickstart jobs
being created across Essex employers and
harnessing more than £600,000 for the local
economy.
As we go forward, alongside digital, the
green economy is of course a key area for
skills development and ensuring we are
responding to everything from retrofitting
homes to supporting the electrification of
vehicles. Partners across Essex are exploring
such issues through the development of a
Skills Plan, to align with the Government’s
Local Skills Improvement Plan trailblazers
and which include two in the south east,
led by Sussex Chambers and Kent Invicta
Chambers of Commerce. We’re looking
forward to supporting such work and
helping to ensure we continue to work
collaboratively to ensure everyone has
access to the skills they need.
Further information: www.southeastlep.
com and www.southeastskills.org.uk
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We are all looking forward
to meeting people in person
again, and Hylands Estate
is primed and ready to host
your event. Set in beautiful
parkland, the spectacular
rooms in Hylands House and
contemporary Grand Pavilion
provide the perfect setting for
your business events.
• Awards Ceremonies
& Dinners

• Company Away Days
• Exhibitions

• Filming & Photography
• Hybrid Meetings

www.hylandsestate.co.uk | 01245 605500 | hylands@chelmsford.gov.uk
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Selling your business?
Sales and marketing is key

W

HETHER you’re
looking to sell your
business or not, the
chances are that as a business
owner, you want to make more
sales and greater profits.

I tend to see the same ‘growth opportunities’
listed out for sales. My first thoughts are
always: if it’s that easy, why haven’t the
owners already done it themselves and
bagged the profits?
The following are areas in which businesses
tend to differentiate themselves:
Having a strong brand and reputation. How
highly valued is your brand and reputation? It
tends to be difficult to measure this yourself,
so it may be worth undertaking an external
survey to gather some independent views and
act upon these accordingly.
Knowing your sustainable competitive
advantage and leveraging success from
it. What is it that you do better than your
competitors and that customers really value?
When advising clients, we call this their
’sustainable competitive advantage’ (SCA). We
work through an exercise with our clients to
identify their SCA and then work out a plan
to maximise the benefits this brings.

Following an effective clearly defined sales
and marketing plan. When we’re working
with clients on their plan, we focus on keeping
it action-orientated, condensing it down to a
90-day one-page plan, with clear strategies,
actions, responsibilities and timeframes.
Knowing your profit margin by product/
service and aligning strategy to this. Plenty
of businesses grow their top-line turnover
without this translating to a proportionate
increase in their bottom-line profit. Why is
that? It’s often a sign the business owners
don’t understand the profit margins on
their products or services. A buyer of your
business will need to know your profit margins
by products/services. It also gives you the
ammunition you may need to justify paying
you a higher price for your business.
Having an effective database of customers
and a strong pipeline of new work. A
decent Customer Relationship Management
system is a must if you’re looking to drive
up sales. We encourage clients to identify
their ’zebra’ customers. The analogy is that
a zebra, as opposed to, say, a warthog, will
feed a pack of lions and keep them satisfied
for a decent length of time. On that basis,
although it’s difficult to catch a zebra, if the
lions work together as a team, the pay-off
will be significant. The same applies to your
customers.

James Lay, Corporate Transactions
Partner at accountancy firm,
Larking Gowen, offers you some
useful tips for when it’s time to sell.
Having a high level of repeat sales from your
customer base. Buyers don’t like uncertainty,
so the more you can demonstrate the loyalty
of your customer base, the more attractive it
will be.
These key factors are taken from our free
and insightful ‘Sale Readiness’ diagnostic tool
which aims to give business owners a score
on the nine key factors determining how
attractive your business is for sale, whether
you will maximise the final business sale
value and the efficiency and smoothness of
your business sale process.
The online tool takes only five minutes to
complete and your results will highlight the
top three factors which are working well and
the top three factors which require the most
attention before you consider a business sale
process.

Start tracking
and be more
efficient
QBIS is a cloud-based solution
helping businesses to spend their
time right. We have innovative
software for Time Capture,
Project Management and
Expense Reporting.

Start tracking today
www.getqbis.co.uk

Spend your time right
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CALLING
ESSEX
BUSINESSES!

Join our FREE online, live & interactive
courses delivered by industry experts

Are you self-employed /small business owner?
Looking for new customers?
Looking to increase sales?
Need help taking your business on-line?
Apply to the South East Business
Boost FREE 12 hour business
support programme today!

WANT TO KNOW MORE?

ail

Em

enquiries@enterprisesupportalliance.com
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Providing a life-saving boost
to businesses

R

OSITA Ero has been running
her Interior Design business
for 19 years. However, with
the challenges of the pandemic,
Rosita sought help from the South
East Business Boost (SEBB).

Lockdowns during 2021 were hard for
everyone but particularly hard for small
businesses like Rosita Ero’s. During the
second lockdown of 2021, Rosita was
close to giving up her business as she was
facing many challenges. Then she found
the services of SEBB online and applied to
join the programme.
She said: “Lockdown had huge effects on
small businesses like mine. We were all
really struggling. The knowledge that I
was provided with, along with the support
and encouragement, was really helpful to
me, and I encourage other businesses to
experience it.”
The South East Business Boost initiative
aims to help Essex businesses grow,
including the self-employed, with a range
of live and interactive workshops and
mentoring, delivered by industry experts.
SEBB offers 12 hours of free business
support to businesses across Essex,
offering interactive workshops and
mentoring, covering digital marketing,
finance, creating digital content and video,
leadership and management skills, how to
sell more, in-depth customer engagement
and more.
“The programme helped me to have a
better understanding of social media
and I learnt new ways to get sales. The
workshops I took really helped me
restructure my business.
“If it wasn’t for the training I received from
the South East Business Boost, I would
have packed up my business - I was about
to give up. The support I received enabled
me to see new ways of doing business –
that’s why I am back!” said Rosita.
The South East Business Boost is currently
supporting more than 50 businesses in
and around Essex, offering guidance and
free support to help small businesses
grow. The programme runs until
December 2022, but spaces are limited.
The flexible approach of SEBB enables
businesses to pick and choose what
support is right for their business. With
more than ten different courses to choose
from and the opportunity of one-to-one

mentoring, SEBB
feels it covers
every angle of the
issues businesses
are facing postpandemic.
The application
process is easy,
the online
application form
is simple and
takes only a
few minutes to
complete. The
business is then
contacted by the SEBB team to obtain an
understanding of the business and the
required help. Within only a few days,
businesses can be enrolled onto the
programme and agree workshop dates for
the diary. It’s simple, quick and free.

‘If it wasn’t for
the training and
support I received
from the South East
Business Boost, I
would have packed
up my business.’
These are the words of Rosita
Ero of Stanford le Hope-based
Rosie’s Interiors.

media. It was delivered clearly, with
practical help and suggestion without
being too low or high level for those
finding their way with business social
media. Highly recommend.”
Sue Mundicha-Katerere said: “How the
course was delivered overall exceeded my
expectation. Furthermore, the methods
of measuring cashflow showed me how
my business would be performing. The
financial skills I have gained will provide
me with the basic understanding I
require. Well done to the team that put
the programme together. I recommend
any person running their own business
without basic financial knowledge to take
the course.”
SEBB’s team of industry experts and
specialist advisors work with each
business to generate a plan of tailored
workshops, training and mentoring that’s
right for their business, giving them the
tools, they need to develop and grow.

SEBB’s live interactive workshops run
virtually on Zoom with numbers limited
to 15 per session. Each session is based
on three hours of training with one of
SEBB’s expert trainers. The workshops are
interactive, informative, and motivational.
Businesses are required to take part in
four workshops to complete the 12 hours
of free support.

SEBB runs weekly online info sessions
taking place on Wednesday mornings at
9am, giving businesses the opportunity
to hear more about the programme
and ask any questions. To register your
place to hear more about how the
South East Business Boost can help
your business, contact enquiries@
enterprisesupportalliance.com

“The re-evaluating my business workshop
really helped me to stop, take a step back
and reflect on where my business is today,
and where it should be, so I would urge
any business to get in touch with the SEBB
team,” added Rosita.

So, are you self-employed? Do you run
a small business? Let the South East
Business Boost help you. To secure your
place and access 12 hours of free business
support, apply online at www.sebb.
enterprisesupportalliance.com

Other businesses supported by SEBB are
equally enthusiastic and grateful.

The South East Business Boost is funded
by the EU with some eligibility criteria to
be met. If you would like to know more
and access the application form, visit
www.sebb.enterprisesupportalliance.
com/eligibility

Rachel Gilbert said: “The online digital
marketing session was extremely valuable
especially for mid/late adopters to social
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Succeed, expand and grow your business in Chelmsford
CHELMSFORD is one of the
fastest growing centres for
commerce in the east of England
and is home to a number of
internationally recognised
businesses in the green tech,
advanced manufacturing,
engineering, construction and
professional services sectors.
Chelmsford is also within easy
reach of The UK Innovation
Corridor; the UK’s leading
scitech region.
Whether you are looking to have
headquarters, a regional hub or
just space to work from in the
city, Chelmsford can offer
premises to suit any business.
From Grade A office space in the
heart of the city to easy-toreach business parks. The city
has serviced offices from 100 sq
ft to 45,000 sq ft (9 sq m to
4,200 sq m), warehouses,
co-working and hotdesking
spaces.
New work club Patch has
chosen Chelmsford for its first
premises in the country for a
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community of freelancers,
organisations and businesses.
Co-founder Freddie Fforde said:
“A work near home future is
better for everyone. Patch’s
ethos is to be a cultural venue
for the people of Chelmsford,
many of whom have recently
moved out of London and
relocated to Essex.” As well as
flexible desks, meeting spaces
and private offices, Patch will
host events including cultural
talks, yoga and coaching.
Vision Co-Working Spaces,
which has been based in the city
since 2016, has found demand
from SMEs who need a base in
the city centre where they can
collaborate with other like-minded businesses has increased
since the pandemic. Companies
have also set up regional hubs
for their employees. Co-founder
Joe Price said: “A large majority
of the businesses at Vision come
from larger corporations who,
post-pandemic, are recognising
the importance of
the social impact

on employees who have been
working from home.” Vision has
ambitious growth plans, with the
addition of a third floor in its
Chelmsford premises opening
this month.
With Chelmsford superbly
situated in the heart of Essex,
only 35 miles and 28 minutes by
rail from London, the city offers
a portfolio of development
opportunities, including
residential, commercial and
mixed-use, on a variety of city
centre sites backed up by local
and national government,
developers and other organisations who are investing heavily
in strategic infrastructure to
support the city’s growth.
Major housing developments are
being made in Chelmsford both
in the city centre at Chelmer
Waterside, which will deliver up
to 1,100 new homes and to the
north-east of Chelmsford within
the Chelmsford Garden
Community which
will create around

10,000 new homes and new
employment opportunities.
Chelmsford has a reputation as a
great place to live and work with
a strong skills base. The city was
listed by The Times (2019) as
one of the best places to live in
the UK and second healthiest by
food supplement manufacturer
Biocare, due to the large
proportion of leisure facilities
around the city.
Chelmsford City Council’s
Economic Development and
Implementation Team can assist
you if you are a company,
investor or developer interested
in setting up in Chelmsford. The
team is here to support your
relocation journey. Talk to us
about your requirements and
join other like-minded businesses. Call 01245 606568 or email
economy@chelmsford.gov.uk.

Chelmsford For
Business. Make
your mark. Be part
of our city. Join us…
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From no to yes: make candidates
fall in love with your business

T

HE UK is in the midst of
what has been described
as a recruitment boom
with more and more vacancies
being made available every day
as businesses look to accelerate
growth post-Covid.

However, recent reports have suggested
employment workers are growing increasingly
concerned as candidates are turning down
interviews despite the record level of
opportunities.
One IT boss said more than half of the
interviewees they had for a recent job role
failed to attend, with one applicant telling him
he could not be bothered.
{Source: https://www-bbc-co-uk.cdn.
ampproject.org/c/s/www.bbc.co.uk/news/ukengland-leicestershire-58680073.amp }
There have been debates among union
representatives who insist workers should not
take jobs they do not want just because they
are available.
So, in this challenging recruitment and onboarding environment, what key incentives
could businesses implement in order to attract
and retain the best possible talent they can
find? The answer in most instances is culture:
implementing a culture that keeps the current

workforce happy and motivated and makes
potential new employees want to be a part of
that environment.
Companies can do this in different ways, of
course. However, we have created a list of some
ideas and notions that are widely reported as
‘desirable' by potential candidates in 2021:
Wellness programmes. In an era where
mental wellbeing rightly has such significant
prevalence, combined with the unprecedented
challenges that everyone has had to deal with
over the last 18-months, having some form of
wellness programme within your business is a
fantastic way to recruit successfully and keep
employees motivated and happy.
There is a wide range of different wellness
programmes available that include the likes
anonymous mental health check-ins, regular
team-building exercises, blocked times for
open discussion amongst the workforce to
discuss any potential grievances or friction
points so that they can be addressed as best
and quickly as possible before performance is
impacted or employees look to move on.
Referral bonuses. Recruiting good people who
fit in with the current team can be a challenge.
Offering your current employees a financial
reward for introducing a new team member
they think will fit the current dynamic is a
really smart way of recruiting good people as
well as motivating current employees.
Flexible working hours/places. Remote

Sarah McKee-Harris, founder
and director of Essex-based HR
specialists, Kingswood Group,
offers some advice on recruiting
from an apparently ever-dwindling
pool of choosy applicants.
working and flexi-hours is a topic of its own
that has dominated the HR world for each
business individually. But finding a balance
that allows employees to tailor their working
environment as much as possible is an
incredibly attractive principle that, again, will
not only attract potential employees but make
sure the current team is retained.
Opportunities to learn. With a slowing
economy, it’s imperative employers look to
support their best employees in any way they
can. One way to encourage employee retention
is to reimburse the expense of any training
courses or additional education that may
be undertaken. The potential to learn new
skills and refine current knowledge is another
attractive prospect for potential employees
which will go a long way in the recruitment
process.

Providing expert, fully
tailored HR Solutions to
businesses across Essex
For a confidential discussion, please email us at:
enquiries@kingswoodgroup.org, alternatively call us on:
Chelmsford 01245

204450 | London 0203 984 667
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GREEN GRANTS
FOR A BLUE PLANET
REGISTER YOUR SME BUSINESS
INTEREST TODAY!

www.locase.co.uk
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An energy reduction
strategy is not only
for business, but 		
also for home

T

HE benefits outlined
below are not limited to
home workers, as anyone
will benefit by implementing
these measures. Also, please
remember that any measures
need to be tailored to your
building and your circumstances.

Changes that won’t cost you a penny
• Talk to your energy provider about
installing a smart meter. You will 		
be surprised how much energy you
consume without even realising and
this could help you reduce your 		
energy usage.
• If your expenses (including energy)
have been increased due to being
asked to work from home, 		
make sure you claim tax relief 		
through the Government. 		
https://www.gov.uk/tax-relief-foremployees/working-at-home
• Ensure room thermostats, timers 		
and thermostatic radiator valves 		
are working and are set to the correct
temperature.
• Check the website of your water 		
company as they can send you a free
kit to help reduce your water usage.
• Make sure you keep external doors and
windows closed when your heating is
on as otherwise, your heating will
end up working harder to compensate
for the heating loss.
• If you have an economy 7 meter, make
sure you make the most of it by 		
operating your appliances 		
overnight or by charging your electric
vehicle overnight.
• Switch off the lights when you do not
use the room.

If you don’t mind spending a small
amount of money
• Ensure you service your boiler annually
in order to ensure its optimum 		
operation and to avoid it breaking
during a cold winter night.
• Fit draught strips in windows and doors
in order to avoid heat escaping and to
stop cold air from coming in.
• If you can’t replace your old boiler for a
newer, modern, energy efficient model
at the moment, you should fit 		
thermostats and controls in order to
have greater control of the heating
usage.
• Insulate your hot water tank in order
to avoid heat escaping and consider
installing a tank thermostat.
• Replace all your lighting with LED.
In most cases, this will be as simple
as switching a bulb in a current fitting.
A current 60 watt bulb can be replaced
with an 8 Watt LED.
• Install a chimney draught excluder to
reduce heat losses from your chimney.
• Fit a water efficient shower head which
will help you reduce hot water usage,
whilst at the same time giving you the
sensation of a powerful shower.
Measures that will cost but the payback
will be worth it
The recent government Green Homes
Grant could help you implement some
of these higher cost measures, but there
are limitations. You should check the
Government website for information
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/apply-forthe-green-homes-grant-scheme.
Irrespective of being able to receive a grant,
you should consider such measures, as
eventually they will help you reduce your
energy consumption and carbon emissions.

• Due to widespread homeworking and
spending more time at home overall,
household waste may increase. Ensure
you follow the current recycling rules
in order to dispose responsibly.

• Consider the viability of replacing your
current heating system with 		
an Air Source or Ground 		
Source Heat Pump. You will 		
benefit from good savings if you 		
currently have a gas boiler, but you will
be amazed by the savings of replacing
an oil boiler.

• Staying at home more could result in
making more hot drinks during the day.
Make sure you always fill the kettle
with the amount of water you need.

• If changing your heating to a Heat
Pump is not possible and you currently
use a non-condensing G rated boiler,
you should definitely replace it with

• Turn off your computers and other
appliances overnight.

The pandemic forced a large number of
businesses and employees to operate
from home. With energy consumption
shifting from the office to your home,
how can you ensure you won’t increase
your monthly energy spend and carbon
emissions, and yet potentially still save
money? Marialena PapadopoulouKipou, LoCASE Business Energy
Advisor, explains how.
a condensing boiler which will help you
reduce your bills significantly. Heating
is the single largest cause of carbon
emissions in the UK.
• Invest in smart technology 		
(thermostats, lights, alarms), as they
will give you greater control over your
heating, hot water and lighting around
the building even when you are not at
home.
• Consider replacing your car with an
electric vehicle. Not only will you do
your bit for the environment and 		
air pollution, but you will also save
on fuel costs and congestion charges.
LoCASE (Low Carbon Across the South
and East), can now offer grant funding
to qualifying SME businesses of up to
£5,000 towards the cost of used/		
second hand ULEVs (Ultra Low 		
Electric Vehicles). Register your business
interest at www.locase.co.uk
• Invest in double or triple glazing and
insulate your roof and walls, in 		
order to reduce heat loss and to 		
use your heating more efficiently.
This is especially necessary if you are
considering installing a Heat Pump.
• If your house is well insulated and
you have installed a Heat Pump and
LED lighting throughout, you could be
an ideal candidate for solar panels. With
your reduced energy usage, you will be
surprised how solar panels could largely
cover your energy usage.

Useful organisations:
Carbon Trust: www.carbontrust.com
Low Carbon Trust: www.lowcarbon.co.uk
LoCASE (Low Carbon Across the South
East): www.locase.co.uk
Energy Saving Trust:
www.energysavingtrust.org.uk
Low Carbon Vehicle Partnership:
www.lowcvp.org.uk
Low Carbon at Work: www.locaw-fp7.com
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We'll work with you as
your business grows
Whatever your financial needs, our
team of chartered accountants and
business advisors are committed to
securing your future, and helping you
reach your goals.

larking-gowen.co.uk

Committed to you.
business time JULY 21.indd 1
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Construction builds on
relationships to deliver change

T

HE construction industry
has been in the grip of
some crippling micro and
macro economic challenges;
all of which have now had a
profound long-term effect on the
way firms operate.

The economic recovery from the pandemic has
accelerated a number of those issues but has
also highlighted the importance of change in
both operational and construction methods. As
the industry gets back on its feet, the need for
firms to build stronger and more collaborative
relationships throughout the construction
process has never been more critical.
In October, Colchester-based Horizon
Construction hosted an event that brought
together more than 50 senior practitioners from
across the region. As a principal contractor
and a firm that is recognised for its unique
approach to construction, the focus of the event
was to provide an opportunity for a range of
industry professions to better understand each
other’s issues within the specific area of the
future planning environment.
Changes in the planning process, both
nationally and locally, are being driven by a

more sustainable and considered approach
to construction methods to minimise the
impact on the environment. Robert Pomery,
of Pomery Planning Consultants, provided a
detailed insight into those new changes. Closer
cooperation and collaboration throughout the
construction process – from the client’s initial
design requirements to fulfilment by the supply
chain – is required to deliver the requirements.
Fundamentally, construction solutions and
methods need widespread change to meet the
environmental challenges to our climate. This
also includes solutions that are more optimal
for the people who use them e.g. biophilia
techniques to deliver more natural and
beneficial living and working environments.
In addition to the changes in planning,
there have been far-reaching issues in the
economy. These include increases in the cost
of materials, rising production costs, supply
constraints, and a shortage of construction
professionals and skilled labour. The effects of
Brexit are also entwined with the complexity of
those issues. Recent data from the Department
of Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy
shows prices for construction materials were,
on average, nearly a quarter more in August
2021 than August 2020. Some material costs,
such as plywood, are three quarters more than
in 2020. At the time of writing, the price of

cement and bricks have not yet peaked.
Even with recent indications that some of the
economic challenges are easing, albeit slightly,
action is required by more developers and
firms involved in construction to engage with
the bigger picture.
Horizon Construction Managing Director,
Phil Holding, said: “Horizon Construction has
experienced remarkable success during the
pandemic. We have completed projects to
schedule and been in control of our supply
chain. With a forward-thinking agenda, we
are working with clients and partners to drive
change.
“Engagement with our clients, partners and
supply chain has never been more critical.
Horizon Construction has won several new
contracts during this year and we are working
ever more closely with all stakeholders,
including local communities and bodies, to
deliver future solutions which will suit the
test of time. The current issues in the industry
and for our climate set a clear agenda of
what needs to happen. The underlying issue
is to take our collective responsibilities in
construction to provide more sustainable and
considered methods of practice for the benefit
of buildings, the people they serve and the
environment as a whole.”
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Today’s
solutions negate
tomorrow’s problems
Intelligence and Analytical Services that
support your business to grow and thrive
We are innovative intelligence and data analysts, offering our
clients discreet and personalised services. Our services will enable
you to fully understand your risks, assisting you to mitigate them,
protecting your revenue, brand and reputation.

Our investigation research and analysis supports:

B4Secure’s team of
experienced experts in the
field of data and intelligence is led by
Julie Nel. With a career spanning 30 years
across UK military and law enforcement, Julie
specialises in Intelligence and Serious and
Organised Crime and has served as Force
Director of Intelligence and the
National Lead for Intelligence in
Her Majesty’s Inspectorate
of Constabularies
(HMIC).

HR teams
• Completing in-depth due
diligence checks for recruitment
or tribunals

Our incident and event support and threat 		
assessments assists:

Legal teams, solicitors, insolvency
practitioners, accountants, auditors
and chambers

Event organisers and security teams

• Advanced open-source research and analysis for due 		
diligence purposes.
• In depth research and analysis of all sources of intelligence and
data (including communications) assisting in civil and criminal
cases of fraud, bribery, corruption and asset recovery.
We provide support for both prosecution and defence and have a
fundamental understanding of the law, legal process, rules of
evidence and jury presentation.

• We provide intelligence support to live incidents and events,
delivering relevant, responsive intelligence assessments and
briefings. We monitor all intelligence feeds and cut through
the mass of ‘noise’, allowing you to make informed and 		
sound decisions.
• We deliver threat assessments to assist our clients in 		
understanding the levels of threat they are facing. The threat
can be from a group, individual or geographical source, or it
can stem from a particular problem.

I N T E L L I G E N C E , P R OT E C T I O N & S TA B I L I T Y

w w w. b 4 s e c u r e . c o . u k

01206 648 009
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How to manage your wellbeing when working remotely

M

ANY of us have
had to adapt to
the way we work
during the pandemic
and these changes
have seen many of us
working from home or
doing a blend of home
and work-based work.

Without the face-to-face
contact with our colleagues, the
designated office space to work,
and the journey to and from work
to reflect on the day, it can feel
overwhelming to work from home.
This can make us feel like there is
no structure to the day and often
leaves us feeling like there is no
boundaries between home and
work life.
Working from home doesn’t have
to take a negative toll on your
physical and mental health. In
order to manage your well-being
with remote working, the key is
creating healthy habits in your
day-to-day life, especially with
technology. Here are some useful
tips.

Start with setting up your
home office (or review your
existing set-up). Ideally create
a quiet space with a work desk,
comfortable chair and good
lighting. Try and minimise clutter
and have a defined start and end
to your day.
Minimise distractions. Make sure
your work life and your home life
don’t interfere with one another.
If you need to, cover your laptop/
computer with a cloth when you
have ‘switched off’ and try a ‘work
dump’. This involves writing down
everything you need to clear from
your work mind in order to focus
on home. Perhaps try and ‘leave’
work by exiting through one door
then walk round the house to a
second entrance.
Plan your communication.
Schedule meetings/video calls
for both work-related calls and
non-work-related calls. Your team
coffee breaks don’t have to stop
just because you are working
remotely! Ensure you build in
time to connect with family and
friends outside of work.
Set yourself up for success. Adopt

a growth mindset and focus on
hard work and progress. Review
and recognise small successes for example, not checking email
past a certain time.
Nurture your body and your
mind. Commit to achievable daily
physical and mental exercises and
explore activities and apps you
might enjoy. Practice self-care.
Remember to take a lunch break
and step away from your work
space.
Create something with your
hands. Take up a hobby that
involves tactile stimulation, such
as painting, woodwork, gardening,
baking, knitting, etc.
Be mindful of your technology
use. Monitor your tech use, delete
any apps that don’t provide value,
and do an occasional digital detox
by unplugging for a day.
With a range of in-house and
online options, it’s easy to start
your workplace wellbeing journey
with Provide. Here’s just some of
the funded support and training
available:

•

Support to achieve the Essex
County Council Working Well
Accreditation

•

The full range of Adult 		
Mental Health First 		
Aid (MHFA) training

•

Managers and Staff 		
Stress Awareness

•

Disability Awareness

•

Lunch and Learn: What’s in
Your Stress Container

•

Lunch and Learn: Managing
Your Working from Home/		
Life Balance

•

Access to specialist HR 		
Specialist and Workplace 		
Lifestyle Practitioners

•

Management training: Long
Covid, Stress Risk 		
Assessment, Menopause 		
& Hybrid working

Register today at www.
essexwellbeingservice.co.uk/
workplace or www.linkedin.com/
company/working-well-essex

Businesses urged: Find Your Active

E

mpowering employees to live better
work life balance is becoming a
priority for many. Workplaces are
taking on more of a responsibility by
giving employee productivity a boost
through encouraging them to look after
their wellbeing.
By offering employees physical activity
opportunities or adopting good wellbeing
practices, such as 50-minute meetings, coupled
with 10-minute walk and stretch, it will in turn
increase productivity, reenergise staff and
encourage employee retention. By implementing
small changes, workplaces will see the benefits
long-term for both their employees and their
business.
Employers have an important role in permitting
their staff time to pause during the working day
and promote physical activity opportunities to

help practice positive mental wellbeing. Company
wellbeing initiatives help reduce health risks,
enhances personal effectiveness, improve quality
of life, and benefits the organisation’s bottom line
through fostering teamwork. Simple methods such
as holding team challenges using step counters
and advertising free YouTube workouts to do during
lunch can help to encourage movement and time
away from the desk. Or, for those working from
home, their usual commuting time could be used
for a 15-minute run, walk or cycle to set staff up for
the day or allow them to unwind after.
Small steps can be taken, but we all hold the
responsibility for looking after our workplace’s
health. Covid has presented us with the perfect
moment to make this positive step and improve
everyone’s physical and mental wellbeing.
Have you seen our new campaign ‘Find Your
Active’? Find Your Active celebrates the fact that
everyone can enjoy the huge benefits of moving

more - it's just about finding what is right for you.
When it comes to getting active we know that
finding the right activity greatly increases your
chances of creating a new, sustainable, healthy
habit.
So, whether it's getting out in the garden, a short
walk, a social bike ride, some light stretching, a
friendly game of football or a visit to your local
leisure centre, the benefits of increasing daily
movement will soon show, and have a really
positive impact on your health and wellbeing.
To find more
about Find Your
Active please
visit the Active
Essex website
https://www.
activeessex.org/
find-your-active/
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T

hey say politicians
of every stripe
have a habit of
twisting statistics to suit
their arguments. But, in
his Autumn Budget and
Spending Review, the
Chancellor Rishi Sunak set
out some numbers that
are unarguable.
Sunak pointed out how here in the
UK, a nation that is home to less than
1% of the world’s population, we have
the second most Nobel Laureates and
20% of the world’s top-20 universities.
Assets like these are what underpin the
UK’s innovation economy.
From the development of the railways
through to the internet – via the
electric light, the telephone, the
television, the jet engine and the text
message – the UK has been at the
forefront of humanity’s great leaps
forward. “We need to do what the
people of this country have always
done: invent, discover, and create the
ideas and technologies that will change
the world,” said Sunak.
Although invention is largely conducted
in academia and private enterprise,
the government recognises its role
in stimulating the conditions for
this kind of innovation. It does this
through its programme of Research &
Development tax reliefs.

Government-backed R&D
The Treasury is planning to invest
£22bn – every single year – to help
companies with the costs of their R&D.
That will push the sum committed up
by fully 50%.
By doing so, it will allow more UK
businesses to improve the products and
processes they sell and use, ensuring
a better competitive edge, higher
profits and bigger tax receipts for the
exchequer. What this means for your
firm is there is a ripe opportunity to

Chancello
to expa
innovation
How UK companies can

receive tax credits – or indeed
cash – for the R&D you
undertake.
Speaking to the Daily
Telegraph, Joe Marshall,
the chief executive of
the National Centre for
Universities and Business,
said: “The Chancellor has
rightly highlighted that R&D
is central to the Government’s
vision for the UK economy.
This will give those investing
in R&D confidence to invest.”
To qualify, you do not
need to be reinventing the
wheel. Creating the nextlevel form of travel after
the jet engine, or the next
iteration of the internet
would certainly count, but
epochal developments are
not prerequisites to receiving
R&D tax credits from the
government.
Perhaps you are thinking of
developing a new production
method or a cutting-edge
new product. In essence,
anything that genuinely takes
your industry’s products or processes
forward in a way that would make an
expert in your field say, “That’s clever”,
can be considered R&D.

Rishi Sunak delivered an in
What R&D can do for you
So if you are planning something out of
the ordinary that pushes the envelope,
it is worth exploring whether you will

To get in touch with R&D Advisors, call 033
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or in push
and the
n economy
access vital cash for R&D
formal submission with HM
Revenue & Customs.
Some companies find this
process a little daunting,
which is why specialist
firms like R&D Advisors, a
registered tax agent, are
on hand to provide expert
support and to ease the
burden of red tape as you
prepare to undertake an
R&D project.

nnovation-friendly Budget
have a legitimate claim for R&D tax
credits. What that claim requires is
careful preparation and record-keeping
around the R&D projects you do, then
for the paperwork to be lodged in a

Kevin Auchoybur, founder
and managing director of
R&D Advisors, said: “R&D
is, by definition, not a simple
process. Having to run
through all the paperwork
and submit a claim with
HMRC can be complex
and time-consuming. That
is why we provide British
businesses the analytical and
administrative support they
require to submit accurate
and fruitful claims for their
R&D, allowing our clients the
peace of mind to focus on
the important work they do.”
For the first time, on top
of the traditional costs for
consumables, staff and subcontractors,
claims can now also cover the costs
associated with cloud computing
and with the purchase of data sets.

UK growth is in
the hands of the
innovators in
British business

As the government angles Britain
towards becoming a high-skill, highwage economy powered by its native
innovations, this will be of value to
enormous numbers of UK companies.
Dom Hallas, the executive director of
the Coalition for a Digital Economy,
told the Financial Times that the
admissibility of data and cloud costs
ensures “a critical programme [is
brought] up to date for 21st Century
R&D.”
Hallas estimates that for two-thirds of
startup businesses, R&D tax credits are
crucial for early-stage cash flow. But
it is not only startups who can benefit.
All UK-registered companies – SMEs
or large corporates – can receive
government support for the qualifying
R&D they do.
With tens of billions of pounds being
made available to drive that R&D, it
is worth asking yourself whether you
might also be an integral part of the
UK’s innovation economy.

R&D in numbers
£22bn – the amount the government
will invest every year in R&D

50% – the uplift in government R&D
spending by 2027

£47.5bn – the amount of R&D
undertaken by British businesses

0.7% – the proportion of UK GDP
spent by government on R&D in 2018
1% – the proportion of UK GDP spent
by government on R&D by 2026-27

33 444 026 or find them at www.rda.co.uk.
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In no more than
100 words, detail
your career to
date…
My background
was in engineering
and finance,
working in both
the public and
private sectors,
before moving into the world of research
and development (R&D) about 10 years ago.
Straight away I loved it. The chance to really
dig into and understand the innovations
companies are developing – and then to
help reward it with tax credits from the
Government – captured my imagination.
But it wasn’t until I started up my own tax
agency that I could put my stamp on how to
go about it. Now we have a team of 40 and a
client list with £5bn in aggregate turnover.

Childhood career ambition…
To become a racing driver or to run my own
business. Both need a hard hat at times!

Best piece of career advice
you’ve given...
Always start with a plan, have a clear
outcome and define your milestones.

Best piece of career advice you’ve
received…
From the strategic point of view, it was:
have a clear plan of what you want to

Revealed
The column which proves you can mix business with pleasure, with
R&D Advisors founder and managing director, Kevin Auchoybur.
achieve; start with the end in mind and work
backwards. From the human side of things,
it’s been: always support and treat people how
you would like to be treated.

our company to grow.

Hobbies/interests…
Motor racing - we sponsor racing drivers
and regularly attend events to support the
drivers. Football – although my favourite
football team is a London club, we sponsor
and support a local football club.

Your two perfect dinner guests, one
business, one pleasure…
Rishi Sunak and Dr Steve Peters. We’d
certainly get to the bottom of what makes our
Government tick.

Favourite ever book/TV programme/
film/meal/country visited…

The secret of running a successful
business is…

Book: Chimp Paradox. TV: Line of Duty,
Game of Thrones, Grand Tour. Film:
Shawshank Redemption (old) and Tenet
(new). Food: Mauritian Biryani (cooked my
way). Country: Italy.

To build a strong and dedicated team, put
solid processes in place and develop a clear
plan.

If you weren’t in your current
profession, what might you likely be…

Tell us something about you that
might surprise people…

A race engineer.

If you had a magic wand and could
change one thing in business, it would
be…

I don’t eat much.

To move to a larger office premises to allow

No borders. Think bigger. Think Star Trek.

If I ruled the world, the first thing 		
I’d do is…

Recruit an apprentice for 2022
Apprenticeships are an excellent way to support your organisation by harnessing new talent
or helping to upskill your existing workforce.
As part of our service to you, we support your business with advertising vacancies, managing applications
and matching prospective candidates already known to us.

Taking on a 16 - 19 year old apprentice?
Why not offer them an industry specific work placement?
16-19 year old students following a technical education route are now entitled to a quality industry
placement, following a commitment by the department of education (DfE). For employers this
will also provide a fantastic opportunity to get to know your potential future apprentices and
ensure that they are the right fit for your organisation. You will become a recognised *Industry
Placement Employer* and there is no obligatory cost to your organisation.

Want to know more?
If you are interested in becoming an Industry Placement Employer, our team will work
with you to assess your business needs and find the most suitable options for you.

Tel: 01206 712043

Home

Email: business.solutions@colchester.ac.uk

colchester.ac.uk/cibs

As an employer we
recognise the importance
of investing in new skills to
enable the future growth
in business.
Fläkt Woods Limited

1
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Can you make your emplo
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Recovering debt through
winding up petitionshave
– the Covid-19 vaccine
where are we now? T
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bus

F

OR many years, the threat
of issuing a winding up
petition has been one of the
most useful tools available to a
business confronted by a debtor
company. Provided the company
in question had failed to pay
a debt of £750 or more, it was
possible for a creditor to issue a
petition to wind up the company.

When a company is wound up, the directors
cease to have control of it and a liquidator is
appointed to realise its assets for the benefit
of its creditors. Accordingly, the mere risk
of a winding up petition would often bring
itinerant debtors to prioritise the debt owed
to your business and make payment.
Like many things, however, this changed
in the wake of the Covid pandemic as the
Government was concerned that allowing
this system to continue would drive many
perfectly viable businesses into insolvency,
particularly those which had fully or
partially ceased trading due to the lockdown

Their argument is sound. Comp
HERE has been much
to protect their people with hea
speculation about the
policies, but this argument is a
of choice and the individual's p
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and had thus been deprived of cash flow.
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and not close again
Following much discussiongiving
in the it
media,
theto provide its acceptable
21 days
protect their people and their
of directors’ liability for wrongful trading,
com
company released the following
statement:
proposals to clear the debt
and confirming
term.
ceased to apply from the end of June 2021.
– su
to be clear,
believe
that
that,we
failing
the
provisionThey
of these,
a winding
However, the restriction “Just
on winding
up as a company,
will also
need to reduce
a
Wild
the
future to
keep
petition
will
be issued.
However,
court
petitions was extended. vaccinations are the way ofup
which
can bethe
a significant
fact
wild
people safe from Covid-19.does
However,
havethat
the doesn’t
power to reduce
this period or
day operations.
long
mean
anyone
forced to have a
The restriction finally came
tothat
an end
on should be
to
dis-apply
it altogether.
Many companies will be reluct
jab, and as a company, not only can we not
do
peop
October 1 2021… after a fashion. It is now
compulsory vaccine because
it
that, but we would never advocate such a policy;
abo
Notwithstanding
these
ongoing
restrictions,
possible again to issue aitwinding
discrimination cases and unlaw
would beup
anpetition
outrage. All we are trying to do
it is expected
willrapid, beco
for most debts, however here
the amount
that
They may courts
adopt the
mas
is keep our
staff and customers
safe,that
and the insolvency
mai
busy given
the amount
of debt
which
has of protec
has to be owed before a some
petition
can actually
be
which
provides
a level
of that
goes be
towards
our legal
soci
obligations
on health
built up since April 2020.need for potential discriminatio
issued has been temporarily
increased
to and safety.”

Do you know the
potential cost to your business of
ignoring drug or alcohol-related
issues in the workplace?
Open Road is an
established drug
and alcohol recovery
support charity in Essex.
Open Road provides
training around drug
and alcohol awareness for managers and
their teams.

A

Let Open Road help you to look after your
business by supporting your staff. We can help
you identify the right level of support, whether
it be for an immediate concern or towards
your long-term wellbeing strategy.

For further information
call 01206 369782 or
go to www.openroad.org.uk
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come from participation in the new
Thames Freeport. All this is supported
by an advanced software business
providing online links to customers and
border control.

Britain’s tradi
future – invest
infrastructure

- at the
heart of
Britain’s
trading
future

F

OR most of us, the repeated
references to ‘global trade’,
made by politicians and
policy makers, economists and
executives, can feel abstract
and academic.
But in truth, the vital supplies on
which we all rely – food, medicines
and vaccines - depend entirely on
the trading infrastructure and smart
logistics solutions required to connect
our world’s unique patchwork of people
and places.
As an island nation, the sea’s profits
and possibilities have always defined
Britain’s prosperity at home and abroad,
but few realise how dependent our
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nation remains on maritime trade and
the organisations working to keep our
country moving.

DP World has invested £2bn in the UK
during the past decade. We believe in
the UK market and have the ambition
and resources to boost growth support
businesses, create jobs and improve
living standards, with a further £1bn
earmarked to bolster our commitment
to Britain’s trading future. Operational in
60 countries, DP World now handles 10
percent of worldwide container traffic
and runs the UK’s smartest logistics
hubs: two deep-water ports with freight
rail terminals at Southampton and
London Gateway, a rapidly expanding
logistics park on the doorstep of the
capital, and the economic benefits that

DP World in the
UK is committed
to improving and
expanding the nation’s
trading infrastructure.
During the past 10
years, £2billion has
been invested in the
UK - DP World’s largest
investment outside the
Middle East. London
Gateway is one of the
UK’s largest privatelyfunded infrastructure
projects in the past 30
years.

We are unique in
offering a choice of
deep-water entry and
exit points to and from
this country, enabling
greater flexibility and
choice for shipping lines
and cargo owners. We
are Britain’s maritime
gateway to the world,
making trade flow by
connecting with more
destinations than any
other logistics hub
in the country. This
enables us to make a
major contribution to
the UK economy. Taken
together, Southampton and London
Gateway handle around 3.6 million TEUs
per annum – that’s enough to stretch
from London to Buenos Aires….and
back. More than £43 billion of goods
each year to and from countries beyond
the EU.
At London Gateway, we have the space,
infrastructure and vision to support
customers as they grow. Our partnership
approach, logistics expertise, digital
solutions and inter-modal connectivity,
particularly rail, help us to solve
logistical challenges and give our
customers more control over their
supply chains. London Gateway is
already the most technologically
advanced and fastest-growing container
port in the UK. It uses some of the
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largest quayside
cranes in the world,
each as large as
the London Eye.
We are enhancing
the facility still
further with a
£300million new
phase of investment
in an additional allelectric fourth berth.
Our latest £40m
investment at
Southampton – the
second largest
container port in
the country – has
consolidated its
position as the most
productive port in
the UK. It can turn vessels around faster
than any other UK port.

Sustainability

gives us a natural advantage, while our
investment in rail interconnectivity at
both our hubs eases congestion on the
roads. Southampton has the highest
proportion of containers moved by rail
in the UK (more than 30 per cent) and
the emphasis on rail across both ports
takes 300,000 trucks off UK roads each
year.
We are investing in the electrification
of plant and machinery. Both hubs
now have hybrid straddle carriers to
move containers and we are trialling
a fully electric straddle. We are also

As part of the
Thames Freeport
partnership we
are funding a
skills accelerator
that will benefit
the area and
ultimately expand
the pool of talent
available to our
customers. We
also invest in
apprenticeship
programmes at
Southampton and London Gateway,
and we are developing relationships
with universities to help us advance our
skills and inclusion agenda.
DP World in the UK’s investment also
extends to community involvement,
partnering with local schools and
environmental charities in the Our
World, Our Future programme.

Turn to page 38

s

We have a clear responsibility to reduce
the impact of our operations and to
offer customers solutions that support
their own sustainability journeys. The
close proximity of London Gateway
to Europe’s largest consumer market

investigating the
use of biofuels.
The planned new
Berth 4 at London
Gateway will
be 100 per cent
electric.
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From page 37

Britain’s Trading
Future – getting it
right for customers
We aim to be a partner in our
customers’ business success providing
speed, security, reliability and flexibility.
Our productivity in terms of containers
unloaded per hour, at 30 per hour per
crane, is industry-leading. Shipping
lines recognise the DP World vessel
turnaround performance is better than
its competitors, whilst, for container
trucks, the average turnaround time
(to unload and load) is also industryleading at around 35 minutes.
Our commitment to innovation is
demonstrated by being the first port
operator to introduce a containertracking service - ‘Where’s my
Container’. Specialist software service
provides real time information
between all parties involved in
the handling of goods throughout
the supply chain. It also provides
connectivity into HMRC’s systems
and processes to help customers fulfil
their customs requirements. We will
continue to invest in and develop this
market-leading digital platform to meet
the future needs of businesses

Our commitment to our
customers means we are a
trusted partner:
• Major motor manufacturers rely
on us for ‘just in time’ supply of
components to keep their assembly
lines in production. If they need
components urgently, we can 		
provide them with a ‘hot box’ 		
service.
•

The Scotch Whisky industry 		

– a £5billion exporter and the UK’s
largest food/drink export – uses us
to access its overseas markets.
•

London Gateway handles 95 per
cent of fresh citrus fruit shipped
from South Africa.

• We can always provide the right
level of security and protection –
even for the export of newly printed
bank notes.

warehousing to support e-commerce,
we can work with customers such
as Made-com on their building
requirements of up to 1 million square
feet and deliver bespoke solutions via
a 28 day planning agreement with the
local council.
Compagnie Fruitiere has chosen to
locate their state-of-the-art banana
ripening facilities at the Logistics Park
giving them an integrated supply
chain and the ability to
reach their customers
quickly. Others using our
warehouse services as a
base for their distribution
services include Dixons
Carphone and UPS.

Britain’s Trading
Future – supply
chain intergration
We have opened a rapidly expanding
port centric logistics park at London
Gateway providing supply chain
solutions, high-quality warehousing
and light manufacturing. At the size
of 400 football pitches, it’s the biggest
of its kind in Europe and will become
home to a workforce of around 10,000.
The Logistics Park’s proximity to
both a deep-water port and London
cuts transport costs between port
and distribution centre, and between
distribution centre and markets. It also
has outstanding road links and access
to an adjacent rail terminal. Tapping
into the rapidly expanding demand for

Conclusion
We connect more destinations than
any other logistics hub in the country,
connecting people and places whilst
using our deep sector knowledge
and supply chain integration to help
customers drive efficiency.
Our international pedigree, investment
in the UK’s infrastructure, and
commitment to solving customers’
supply chain challenges places DP
World at the heart of Britain’s trading
future.

Thames Freeport-setting new standards
Thames Freeport is a new economic
zone at the heart of Europe’s biggest
consumer market. No location can
match its access to rail, road, river and
international maritime routes.
Comprising Britain’s most globally
connected ports and logistics park
and Ford’s world-class engine plant,
Thames Freeport represents a faster,
more cost-effective, and more
environmentally responsible way
to service domestic and European
markets. Our partners are world
leaders in making trade flow and have
invested more than £2.5 billion in port
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and logistics infrastructure during
the past 10 years, with more than £3
billion of further investment planned.
The UK’s largest freight ferry terminal
was completed in record time
and opened last year at Tilbury2,
demonstrating the partners’
commitment and ability to deliver at
pace.
10 million square feet of land, with
planning consent already in place, is
available now. A further 17.5 million
square feet is being prepared for
development.

Since freeport shortlist status was
announced earlier this year, retail and
manufacturing businesses looking to
expand or establish new operations
have moved to take advantage of the
unique opportunities on offer. Thames
Freeport offers outstanding financial
incentives, potentially equivalent
to 50 per cent of the investment.
These include no stamp duty on
land purchases, savings on employer
national insurance contributions,
a five year business rates holiday
and generous capital allowances on
investment.
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Budget brings mixed
news for Essex
business owners

T

HE team of Business
Navigators at the BEST
Growth Hub believe the
Chancellor’s autumn Budget
statement, whilst not total doom
and gloom for SMEs, will bring
some hard-hitting impacts down
the line.

BEST Growth Hub Manager, Brian Smith,
said: “On the upside, we welcomed the
notable good news for retail, hospitality
and leisure businesses. The 12-month
50% cut in business rates should make
a real difference to the sector that was
amongst the hardest hit by the pandemic
and consists of 3,800 of Essex's 90,000
registered businesses.
“Many of Essex's hospitality firms will
also benefit from the changes to alcohol
duty, and the introduction of draught

relief should give Essex's landlords
(and their punters) plenty to cheer
about. However, with an inevitable rise
in inflation, and likely tax hikes, it's
understandable that business owners
will still be nervous about the future.
“Fortunately, the BEST Growth Hub's
team of Business Navigators is ready to
help Essex's business owners overcome
the issues they face (whether they be
related to the impact of the Budget,
or not). Through the years, we have
supported hundreds of businesses
and provided an invaluable service of
signposting to available grants and
funding opportunities. For businesses
with the aspiration and potential to
grow in 2022, now is a good time to
develop scale-up strategies. Joining
one of our specialist programmes, like
Peer Networks, attending one of our
events or being supported by one of our

Business Navigators can provide you with
a strategic and tactical toolkit, free of
charge.’’
To learn more, visit www.bestgrowthhub.
org.uk or call 0300 303 4864.
The BEST Growth Hub is currently
reviewing how well it communicates with
clients. It wants to know what you think
of the frequency, content and relevancy
of its communications. If you don’t
receive an invitation to participate in the
survey, you can access the survey on its
website (News/Events section).

For further Essex reaction
to the Budget, see pages
40 and 41.

Keeping your Staff, Visitors and
Premises SAFE and SECURE
SECURITY SYSTEMS

FIRE SAFETY

SYSTEM MAINTENANCE

Fisk Group provide the latest and
most intelligent security systems
integrated into your establishment, ensuring round the clock
security and safety for you. Our
team can provide state of the art
security solutions.

Protecting against fire hazards and
risks, keeping your commercial
property guarded and reduce fire
risks. Assessing, installing, maintaining – Fisk are here to ensure
your business is Fully compliant.

Functioning systems are the
heart of security and safety,
which is why we ensure all of
our systems are maintained and
exceed industry standards. Fisk’s
service extends to maintaining
systems in all different sectors.

www.fisk.group 01245 244399
• Access control • CCTV
Electrical••CCTV
Fire safety
• Intruder alarm systems
Access• control
• Electrical
Cutting-edge technology
and family
customer
service
– it’s what makes us different.
• Fire
safetybusiness
• Intruder
alarm
systems
Cutting-edge technology and family business customer service – it’s what makes us different.
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The good, the bad a
of a much pre-hyp

N

OW the dust
has settled, it’s
a good time to
reflect on the main
points in the Autumn
Budget announcement
and see what Essex
businesspeople felt about
it.

The Chancellor announced a boost
for the high street with a 50%
discount on business rates for retail,
hospitality and leisure businesses.
This will be welcome news to many. In
the 2022-23 financial year, businesses
will be able to claim a 50% reduction
up to a cap of £110,000 per business.
Some businesses may be able to
claim Capital Allowance Relief for
new qualifying plant and machinery.
The Chancellor also announced an
extension of the £1million
cap for the Annual
Investment Allowance for
expenditure on machinery
until March 31 2023.
The Chancellor also
confirmed a 1.25% increase
to dividend tax from April 6
2022 to help tackle the social
care crisis.
He also confirmed an
increase to the National
Living Wage and National
Minimum Wage. While a
rise was expected, the 6.6%
increase that was confirmed in the
announcement was perhaps higher
than most people predicted.

Executive, Denise Rossiter said: “As
with every Budget, there are things
we welcome but also much we would
like more detail on. The changes
to taxation with reductions for air
passenger duty for domestic flights,
the continued freezing of fuel duty,
simplification of drinks duties and
the proposed reforms to the tonnage
tax for merchant shipping are all
things that are welcome.
“We are disappointed, though, that
he appears to have moved away
from reforming business rates which
our members tell us are still one of
the biggest barriers they face. The
changes to revaluation periods are of
course welcome, as are the proposed
investment reliefs to encourage the
adoption of green technologies along
with the proposed business rates
relief for property improvements.
“What is particularly welcome
is the announcement that the
Thames Freeport is one of three new
Freeports given the go ahead to begin
their operations in November. This is
very welcome and we believe this will
ultimately benefit not just the areas
of south Essex but the rest of the
county’s economy as well.”

BUD

While many of the most notable
announcements had been publicised
ahead of the Chancellor’s speech on 27
October, there were a few items that
businesses will want to take note of.
Firstly, corporation tax. Most
businesses will pay a higher rate of
corporation tax but not until April
2023. In his speech, Rishi Sunak
announced the increase from 19% to
25%.

To coincide with the making tax
digital exercise, businesses operating
as sole traders and partners will be
taxed on an ‘actual’ basis. This means
they will be taxed in accordance with
the tax year on their profits, from 6
April to 5 April each year. The change
will not take effect until 2024/5.
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From April 1 2022, the living wage
will increase from £8.91 an hour to
£9.50 an hour for workers aged 23
and over. For those aged 21 and 22, the
minimum wage will rise from £8.36 to
£9.13 an hour, while apprentices will
receive £4.81 an hour, up from £4.30.
Employers must ensure they start
to pay the new rates for the National
Living Wage and National Minimum
Wage from April 1 2022.

So, what reaction did the Chancellor’s
words and actions prompt from Essex
businesspeople?
Essex Chambers of Commerce Chief

As Peter Disney, of Colchester-based
accountants Wood and Disney, said
so much of the Chancellor’s spending
plans were given to the media in
advance, many of us were beginning
to wonder why we were bothering to
have a formal budget speech at all.
Peter said: “We already knew
corporation tax will rise from
April 2023. We also already knew
about the 1.25 percentage uplifts in
National Insurance and in dividend
tax. Rumours abounded that he
would increase capital gains tax and
inheritance tax and perhaps remove
higher rate tax relief on pensions.
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and the indifferent
ped Budget
by Editor, Peter Richardson

“So, what did he say in his speech?
The usual positives: growth up,
unemployment less than expected,
etc, and all due to this Government’s
actions naturally. Then he announced
a spending budget which could have
come from a Labour Chancellor!
Finally, a bit of nitty gritty tax stuff
but not tax increases as expected but
tax cuts.
“There was a revamping of research
and development tax reliefs to
cover investments in cloud and data
technologies and a vague promise
to focus on domestic innovation. He
extended the increase of £1 million
in the Annual Investment Allowance
which was due to drop to £200,000
from January 2022 for a further year.
He continued supporting hospitality,
retail and leisure industries by
providing a 50% business rates
discount. And to finish off, the
Chancellor said he planned to see
taxes going down by the end of the
Conservatives term in office. Overly
optimistic? Let’s wait and see.”

“So, what did Mr Sunak reveal?
Not much to be honest. Some are
niche (Tonnage Tax anyone?) but
announcements that may be of wider
interest include:
• ‘Basis period reform’ for the 		
taxation of business income is to
be introduced fully from 6 April
2024, with transitional rules in the
tax year 2023/24 (a deferral by a
year from the initial proposal),
which will see all unincorporated
businesses taxed in a tax year basis
• Annual Investment Allowance
(AIA), due to drop to £200,000
from 1 January 2022, will remain
at its current level of £1 million
until 31 March 2023 (AIA is where
businesses can potentially fully
offset against profits for qualifying
capital expenditure)
The deadline for reporting and
paying CGT due on the disposal of UK
residential property (including those
by non-residents) is to be extended
from 30 days from completion to 60
days (this is effective for sales made
on or after 27 October 2021)

said: “Whilst we’re still feeling the
impacts of COVID-19, we can now
see the start of an economic bounce
back. With forecast revenues
ahead compared to the Budget
announcement in March 2021,
there comes a new optimism in the
Chancellor’s announcement.
“Although there are no major
increases, there is a continued effort
to focus on investment and growth,
whilst keeping the books in balance
in a recovering economy. It was
interesting to hear the Chancellor
comment that inflation is likely to
rise in the new year and also that
there will be a new Charter for
Budget Responsibility.”
One Essex businessman who
struggled to find too many positives
in the Chancellor’s utterances was
Darren Hyde, director of Wickfordbased VIP Security. He said: “The
Budget was awful and makes life
even harder for businesses
“This spending debacle was caused
by the current Government, not by
the people paying into the system.
Why are they not held to account
for the appalling spending? Take the
NHS, which now has huge waiting
lists, and very few patients, and yet
they have created another tax – NI
- to pay for their mistakes. With the
pending doom of rising inflation,
with rising fuel, food & energy costs,
it's ludicrous to increase the national
living wage by more than 6% Do
they not realise it will only increase
production and service costs to
everyone else, which in turn adds
to the problem! You may earn more,
but you will pay more. A freeze on
allowances with rising inflation is
yet another loss to people's pockets.
This country is run by clowns!”

DGET
Ian Marrow, Director at Rickard
Luckin, said: “Tory supporters call it a
spend, spend, spend Budget. Labour,
a Budget for the rich. Can Mr Sunak
please anyone? Added to this the
event had had more leaks than a
Welsh farmers’ market, so there was
little sense of anticipation this time
around either.
“After the spending plans
and promises (an increase of
£150,000,000,000 in Departmental
spending for the life of the
parliament) surely there would be a
tax sting in the tail? Apparently not.
Expected changes on Capital Gains
Tax (CGT); or tax relief for pension
contributions where notable by their
absence. However, there are still tax
rises on the way.

• Rules allowing tax assessments
to be made following ‘discovery’
are to be “extended” to ensure that
they ‘work as designed and 		
intended’ - specifically in relation
to recovery of High Income Child
Benefit Charge, Gift Aid and 		
certain pensions charges
• Research and Development 		
tax relief will be reformed (from
April 2023) - expanding qualifying
expenditure to data and cloud
costs but also restricting relief to
innovation occurring in the UK.”

Richard Proctor, Tax Partner
at Larking Gowen, Chartered
Accountants and Business Advisors,
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Software: what are the
hard and fast rules?

I

N earlier BusinessTime in
Essex articles, I have looked
at some of the tax allowances
achievable when capital items are
purchased by a company.
On the back of recent changes in terms of
the new super-deductions, which have been
available to companies since April 1 2021,
I wanted to expand further on the area
of software. This often causes confusion
and debate in respect of categorising the
expenditure correctly and therefore the
timing and quantity of the reliefs available.
The starting point for any discussion
regarding expenditure from a trading
company is to ascertain if it is ‘revenue’
or ‘capital’ in nature. Sometimes this can
seem quite obvious, especially where the
expenditure is on something tangible, but
where the items acquired are more intangible
in nature, this can become harder to establish.
When expenditure occurs that can be either
revenue in nature, and therefore deducible
in computing the profits, or capital in nature,
and deductible via capital allowances, often
at 100%, the distinction does not seem terribly
relevant. However, where companies spend
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money on items such as software licences,
which can be considered to be capital, the
intangible fixed asset rules take priority. This
means the allowances for tax will follow
the accounting treatment and are therefore
only deducted against profits at the same
rate as they are amortised or impaired in the
accounts. This can be during a period of many
years depending on the accounting policy for
such things.
The distinction has become even more
important since introduction of superdeductions because companies will want to
ensure, where possible, items are treated as
tangible fixed assets for capital allowance
purposes and not unnecessarily expensed to
the profit and loss account, either directly or
via periodic amortisation.
The accounting rules do already accept that
software acquired with related hardware or
software added which is directly attributable
to bringing a computer system into working
condition for its intended use, is part and
parcel of the hardware and can follow its
tangible asset treatment.
It is also generally accepted that where
software licences are not paid on a periodic
monthly basis (like a monthly rental) but

Dan Aldworth, Partner with
Colchester-based accountancy firm,
Griffin Chapman, looks at what can
be the rather complex subject of
computer software allowances.
are instead paid by a lump sum payment
and have an enduring benefit greater than
two years, they will fail to be treated as
capital expenditure. This treatment puts
the expenditure automatically into the
intangible fixed asset regime, which can slow
down the availability of tax relief and mean
that it is precluded from claiming the more
advantageous 130% super-deductions.
In these circumstances, it is possible to
claim an election to dis-apply the intangible
provisions under s815 CTA2009. This has
the effect of making the expenditure on the
intangible software asset available for capital
allowances instead. Where super-deductions
or annual investment allowances are
available, this can considerably speed up the
availability of reliefs and result in quicker, or
even larger, tax savings.
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Provide: Transforming Lives
through Care, Innovation
and Compassion

W

ith its headquarters in
Colchester, Provide is a
Community Interest Company
(CIC) that delivers a diverse portfolio of
more than 40 health and social care
services to children and adults in the
community and NHS primary care
settings across the region. With more
than 1000 staff, Provide is an
employee-owned organisation that
became a social enterprise in 2011,
meaning all surplus profits are
reinvested into the community it
serves. In the last ten years, the
organisation has donated more than
£3 million to Essex-based charities
and community groups.
Mark Heasman was appointed as
Group Chief Executive of Provide in
September 2020, having served as a
part-time non-executive director since
2014. He talks to Business Time in
Essex about taking the helm during a
pandemic, and how Provide’s strong
culture has shaped its capability.

Provide has come out of a pandemic
with one of the most comprehensive
staff development and wellbeing
programmes in social care. We have
focused on workforce enablement,
resilience and wellbeing, and there is
no doubt that it has paid dividends for
our people, our services and the
communities we serve.

Wellbeing for Essex
I would also like to recognise volunteers
made up of the public and our own staff
across Essex, who stepped forward and
gave their time to enable us to deploy
vital support to the most vulnerable
people in our county during the
pandemic. Over the last nineteen
months, thousands of hours have been
given through the Essex Wellbeing
Service (EWS) and we are incredibly
proud of the difference they have made.

Leadership in 		
challenging times

Provide CEO

Transforming
lives
At Provide, our mission is to ‘Transform
Lives through Care, Innovation and
Compassion,’ and I believe we do that
every day. Our mission and values have
been tested over the last two years,
and the outcomes have been beyond
anything I could have asked or
hoped for.
Investment in our people, the way we
work, and the organisations we work
with across the NHS and care sector
enabled us to continue delivering that
care, innovation and compassion even in
a rapidly changing landscape.

Join us in
empowering
positive change
From the rapid development of a
UK-leading test and trace programme
to designing and delivering high-quality
frontline services virtually, our staff
demonstrated their agility and
innovation in real time to respond to
need. The stories you will read about in
this special supplement are just a
fraction of the huge contribution made
by Provide and its talented, caring staff
in recent times.

Having come from a commercial and
charity background I've been able to
really appreciate what an outstanding
organisation Provide is, and have seen
real proof that charity and commercial
is a perfect fit. We have a social
foundation, but we are also an agile,
high performing and financially robust
business.
The last two years have challenged
health and social care beyond anything
we could have imagined, and we owe a
huge debt of thanks to the incredible
people on the front line. We can have
the best infrastructure, but it only
works effectively if our people are
supported, so our core focus has been
on rewarding, retaining and recognising
our colleagues.

Mark Heasman

In this publication, you’ll read more
about this initiative, alongside the EWS
programmes we have running to deliver
funded mental and physical health
support and training in Essex. It’s part of
our commitment to working well, not
just for Provide but for every individual
and business in Essex.

Provide is continuing to grow, develop,
innovate and care in Essex and beyond.
We hope that you will come on that
journey with us. Whether you want to
join us as a colleague at Provide, use
our services, access our wellbeing
programmes or volunteer, we would
love to hear from you.

Find out more about Provide at www.provide.org.uk
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Provide: A Great Place to
Work, Develop and Thrive

Jenni Aylen, assistant director for OD
and Leadership, Learning and
Development, says: “A great workplace
is one that is made up of great people
and Provide certainly has an amazing
community of dedicated, passionate
and innovative colleagues working to
deliver the best care to our patients
and service users.

Investment in research and the
development of technology with an
agile mindset enables the organisation
and its people to deliver rapid and
significant improvements to services
and patient experience. Some recent
examples include:

s a progressive, collaborative and
dynamic organisation, Provide is
committed to nurturing its
colleagues, recognising and rewarding
talent and supporting wellbeing.

“Provide strives to ensure that coming
to work is fulfilling and engaging for
all. Where great teamwork is developed
without sacrificing individuality and
there is active investment in 		
colleague’s learning and development.
Provide has a particular focus on
“wellbeing, with a wide range of
initiatives including workplace health
champions, accessible health and
wellbeing activities and individual
support. We create a safe environment
by encouraging open and transparent
communicaton.“

•

The introduction of ground-		
breaking treatment for lower limb
wound care, set to be rolled out
across Essex

•

Supporting the roll out of the 		
clinical assessment tool Whzan to
care homes to deliver early analysis
and monitoring of illness, nutrition,
hydration, frailty and many other
conditions

•

The design and implementation of a
system-wide Bed Bureau, a live
position dashboard enabling NHS
staff to see occupied and vacant
beds throughout the network

•

Partner delivery of a range of
accessible virtual triage, health and
social care services for adults and
children unable to access on-site
care

Transformational
innovation in care
Provide is using one of its core values,
innovation, to transform a range of
health and social care services.

•

The launch of a carers passport to
support staff balancing caring
responsibilities with work

Investment in
people
Provide is committed to the
development of their workforce, and as
part of that has signed up as one of the
pilot organisations supporting the
Essex High Potential Scheme, which
assists staff in becoming future leaders
of the company.
The future also looks promising for
new talent, with successful collaborations in place to support student
placements and graduate trainees in
nursing, community care and mental
health.
Employees also have access to a range
of benefits, including staff discounts on
shopping and leisure, flexible working
arrangements, incremental pay scales
with competitive pay rates, a lease car
scheme, and access to a Credit Union.
Stephanie Dawe, chief nurse, said:
“We are rated outstanding by the Care
Quality Commission (CQC), and we
would never have achieved that without
the people that we work with across
the organisation, and that includes
everybody.“

Responding to need with
an ‘army of volunteers’

W

ithin hours of the
first lockdown
announcement in
March 2020, Provide worked
with Essex County Council to
launch the Essex Wellbeing
Service (EWS) to act as a
lifeline to some of the
county’s most vulnerable
people. Responding in
real-time, Provide’s
technical team worked
around the clock to develop

and deploy the UK’s most
successful test and trace
application, alongside an
online support platform,
enabling the EWS team to
rapidly mobilise more than
3000 volunteers.
From shopping and
gardening to dog walking
and doorstep welfare, the
EWS and its volunteers
enabled more than 21,000
vulnerable Essex residents

to stay safe
and cared for.
Transforming
volunteering,
the service has evolved to
create new partnerships,
support and opportunities
including a pre-employment
passport scheme for
employees and volunteers
that is recognised across
organisations.

"Tonight, when I clap for the NHS,
I will be clapping for you, and I
thank you from the bottom of
my heart. You keep my belly full
so my mind can be free to stay
safe. You are my hero tonight
and I will be clapping for you and
your colleagues in the NHS and
at Provide. Thanks a million!”

Access funded wellbeing support and services at www.essexwellbeingservice.co.uk
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Enriching communities
and transforming lives

N

ow in its tenth year as
a Community Interest
Company (CIC),
Provide reinvests its profits
both into its services and the
communities it serves.
Provide is also an employeeowned organisation, which
means staff members have
a say in how the business is
run, and the charities and
community causes it
supports. In the last ten
years, Provide has donated
more than £3 million to
charitable and voluntary
sector organisations across
Essex.
As part of Provide’s unique
structure, a team of
Governors made up of staff
members from across the
organisation, works
tirelessly to represent the
interests of more than 1000
colleagues. Their work
supports and enables an
enduring community impact
and helps Provide deliver its
vision and values of
‘Transforming Lives through
Care, Innovation and
Compassion.’
Each of the Governors are
assigned as a link person to
different service areas
across Provide to engage

Chair of the
Nicola Yarnall,
rnors
Council of Gove

directly with those
colleagues and share
organisational updates.
They spend time within
those services to understand
how they can better support
colleagues and to listen to
ideas for service
improvement and innovation,
which are then fed back to
the senior leadership team.
This autumn, the Provide
Board published its 20212024 strategy. Chairman
Derrick Louis says, “We have
never stood still as an
organisation and indeed why
would we? Even during a
pandemic, we continued to
adapt and respond,
redesigning children’s
services, developing our
website to deliver remote
patient interactions and
progressing our technology
to enable AI-powered
triaging. We led new primary
care partnership
programmes and opened
upgraded facilities to ensure
we provide the best possible
estates for our staff and
patients.

Nicola Yarnall, Audiologist
& Service Lead for
Community ENT &
Paediatric Audiology at
Provide and Chair of the
Council of Governors
explains, “During the last
19 months it has never been
more critical for us to adapt
the way we engage with
Provide colleagues to ensure
they are supported, heard
and have a voice.
“The 2021-2024 Governor
Strategy reflects all those
member voices as we move
towards a new phase at
Provide. Every Governor is
linked to a service area, and
we are very happy to have
resumed site visits to meet
with colleagues and service
users in person. Technology
will also allow us to virtually
host and drop in at meetings
to share information and
feedback to and from the
board.

“We delivered
unprecedented investment
in our staff through an
extensive range of skills
training, mentoring and
wellbeing opportunities, to
be able to listen to, support
and empower our people
through the most
challenging times. Provide
has a unique culture.”

“We want Provide to be an
inclusive, diverse and
welcoming place to work
and are particularly excited
to be supporting a range of
people-first initiatives,
including our Ethnic Minority
Network and Wellbeing
groups. Whether we are
onboarding new colleagues,
nurturing great relationships
with our people or working
with our external
stakeholders and leadership
teams, we are here to listen,
learn and empower.

In the next three years, the
team of Governors aim to go
even further. The strategy
represents a changed
workplace and mirrors the
ambition that exists
throughout the organisation.

“Provide is an employeeowned organisation with so
much to be proud of,
powered by dedicated,
talented and hard-working
staff members. We want to
share those stories, and the

Chairman Derr

ick Louis

positive
impact our grant funding
makes to the charities and
voluntary organisations in
the communities we live and
work in.”

Provide Governor facts:
•

Provide has a team of
20 Governors; all staff
member volunteers. Any
permanent member of
staff with a contract of
at least 11 months can
apply for an available
Governor role.

•

Provide is an employeeowned organisation.
Employee ownership
means that you can 		
become a registered
individual shareholder
of the company you 		
work for. Shareholders/
members can attend
and vote at annual or
special members 		
meetings and share 		
ideas and feedback via
the Governors to the
board and senior 		
leadership team. 		
They can also vote 		
on the distribution of
charitable donations.

•

Members can also apply
for grants of up to £2000
to enhance services in
their community, as 		
well as applying for 		
match funding for any
monies raised for a 		
charity.

Find out more about Provide at www.provide.org.uk
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Siobhan Morrison, Group Chief
People Officer at Provide

A

t Provide we have a
compelling vision for
our current and future
colleagues that makes us
stand out as an employer of
choice. We want to recruit
people who are as passionate
about health and social care
as we are, and who want to
be part of an organisation
with ambitious plans that
has care, innovation and
compassion at its heart

with a line of sight to the
Board.

A pathway for
every colleague

We have extensive learning
collaborations too, including
partnerships with the
University of Essex and
Anglia Ruskin University, not
just for development but
driving innovation through
our knowledge transfer
partnerships.

When you join Provide,
whether in an entry level or
senior role, you will benefit
from a skills and personal
development pathway that
will support you throughout
your career. Our commitment to continued professional development supports
our workforce to achieve
their aspirations through
development programmes
and high-potential schemes

Provide has a holistic
approach to colleague
learning and professional
development, and a clear
social mobility journey that is
for every individual. Those
building blocks can start with
basic functional skills or an
apprenticeship and continue
to masters level degree
courses.

At Provide we are driving
change with clear objectives
to address inequalities in
health and social care and to
develop an inclusive workforce that represents the
diversity of the communities

we support. By 2024 we have
pledged to improve our
gender balance and increase the number of men
in the organisation from
11.4% to 15%. Working in
partnership with Men into
Nursing Together (MINT),
we are targeting health and
social care roles to open up
opportunity. Our wide range
of programmes and networks
represent and support every
colleague, regardless of age,
gender, sexuality, or ethnicity.

Caring for a
workforce that
cares for others
Delivering colleague wellbeing initiatives and opportunities to decompress has never
been more vital following
what has been almost two
tumultuous years for health
and social care. We are proud
to offer a leading range of
wellbeing initiatives, from
mentoring and support to

Siobhan Morris
on,
Group Chief Pe
ople Officer

company-			
wide events such as ‘Health
and Wellbeing Week’.
Every colleague has a voice,
whether that is through staff
partnership forums, networks, or our council of
governors. We provide a
broad range and reach for
colleagues to communicate,
influence, and help shape
the decisions of the senior
leadership team and the
Board.
Whether you are looking to
start or progress your
career in health and social
care, please get in touch to
learn more about the wide
range of opportunities at
Provide.

Did you know that 100% funded health and wellbeing
support is available to all* Essex businesses?
Welcome to Working Well …
Whether you’re a small business or a large organisation, a simple online health check will give you access to extensive training, advice and
support services at no cost to you. We’ll help you develop your working well strategy, and you’ll have the opportunity to apply for up to three
levels of the Essex County Council Working Well Accreditation Award and access Mental Health First Aid training and qualifications. With a
range of in-house and online options, it’s easy to start your workplace wellbeing journey with Provide.

•

WHAT’S AVAILABLE:

A Full Suite of Mental Health First Aid (MHFA) training • Managers Stress Awareness • Staff Stress Awareness •
• Lunch and Learn: What’s in Your Stress Container? • Lunch and Learn: Managing Your Working from Home/Life Balance •
• Access to specialist Workplace Lifestyle Practitioners • Managing long Covid • Mindfulness •
• HR specialist support: policies, procedures, managers training • Workplace Health and Wellbeing Champion training •
• Access to a range of lifestyle services from weight loss and stop smoking to physical activity for employees •

HOW DO I QUALIFY? If you’re a business based in Essex* you’ll qualify for fully funded support, training and accreditation.
We have a team of health and wellbeing experts waiting to support your business, free of charge.
Contact us today so we can help your business and your staff achieve Working Well.

Start your Working Well journey today - register at www.essexwellbeingservice.co.uk/workplace
*excludes businesses in the unitary authorities of Thurrock and Southend

Access funded wellbeing support and services at www.essexwellbeingservice.co.uk
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Cyber security and privacy expert takes
leading data science role at Essex

C

YBER security and privacy
expert Professor Haris
Mouratidis is the new
Director of the Institute for
Analytics and Data Science (IADS)
at the University of Essex.
Professor Mouratidis focuses his research
on the intersection of security, privacy and
software engineering and has pioneered
work in developing methodologies, tools and
platforms to support the analysis, design and
monitoring of security, privacy, risk and trust
for large-scale complex software systems.
His work is used in many ways, including
protecting data from unauthorised access,
improving organisational understanding of
security-critical data processes, developing
data security strategies and modelling and
analysing security threats. It is also used to
enable organisations to comply with privacyrelated regulations, such as GDPR.
I look forward to working with colleagues
across the university to ensure IADS continues
to lead the international research on data
science and our research and knowledge
exchange activities tackle real world problems
and challenges,” he said.

“IADS has a worldwide reputation as a centre
of excellence in data science, while at the same
time it is widely recognised for creating real
impact to the local and global communities.
I am impressed by the multi-disciplinary
approach IADS takes on tackling analytics and
data science challenges. It is an approach I
completely share, and it fits with my research
ethos.”
Professor Mouratidis has applied his theoretical
work to practical applications in areas such
as critical infrastructures, cloud computing,
healthcare, telecommunications, banking and
public administration.
He has published more than 185 papers
and has also received funding for research,
knowledge exchange and industrial projects
from national and international funders
including UKRI, EU, NII (Japan) and industry
including BT, ELC, Powerchex and Ford. He is
a ‘standards-maker’ at the British Standards
Institution for the Privacy-By-Design and
Software and Systems Engineering national
committees and Vice-Chair of the International
Federation for Information Processing working
group on secure engineering.
“My long-term research goal is to enable the
development of secure and privacy-aware
software systems for large, open and dynamic

environments, which embed principles of
data security and privacy in their designs,”
he explained. “I strongly believe security and
privacy are not just technical challenges,
but are multi-dimensional socio-technical
challenges requiring expertise from different
areas including security, privacy engineering,
software engineering, data science, legal and
ethical issues and social sciences to name a
few.”
One of the major challenges around data,
stressed Professor Mouratidis, is finding ways
to manage the sheer volume of data created,
collected and stored for every type of human
activity - from socialising to health care and
transportation to education.
“At the same time, as data becomes more
available to everyone and computing
environments that store such data are
becoming more interconnected, the potential
for attacks and the possibilities for human
errors that can lead to data breaches and
unlawful manipulation are significantly
increasing. Coupled with the need to ensure
the privacy of sensitive and personal data,
we need to develop appropriate methods,
techniques and frameworks, which can
protect our data and the relevant data
infrastructures against cybercriminal
activities and human error,” he said.

As your business moves away from the Covid-19 pandemic we are here to support you
Acquisitions and Disposals | Investments and Joint Ventures | Structuring and UK Expansion
Commercial Contracts | Restructuring | Intellectual Property Rights | Financing Arrangements

Mary Anne Fedeyko

Nick Mayles

Claire Powell

Nicola Rout

The Thompson Smith and Puxon Corporate and Commercial team is recommended by the Legal
500 and team leader Mary Anne Fedeyko is highlighted as a Leading Individual in its guide to
outstanding lawyers nationwide.

tsplegal.com
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When you employ an apprentice
before January 2022 you could receive up to £3,000.
We recruit each apprentice with care and can help
you complete all the necessary paperwork.

Find out more today.
Call 01245 265611 Ext 3319 or email employers@chelmsford.ac.uk

www.chelmsford.ac.uk
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Are you a
contented or
an ambitious
entrepreneur?
W

HY do we claim to be
advisors to ambitious
entrepreneurs? Surely
anyone who runs a business is
an entrepreneur and surely all
entrepreneurs are ambitious?
Well, our research during many decades
doesn’t support this idea at all. According
to INC. Magazine, the world’s number one
small business guru is Michael Gerber,
who more than 30 years ago dispelled the
myth that most people who start small
businesses are entrepreneurs.
Most small business owners are
technicians who, in Gerber’s opinion,
‘have an entrepreneurial seizure’
which lasts a fleeting moment of
time. They have a technical expertise
in something and that’s the business
they start. Bakers start a bakery and
painters start a decorating business.
They remain technicians who have
replaced a single employer with
potentially hundreds of much more
demanding ‘employers’ - their new
customers. This is perhaps one of the
reasons why 80% of small businesses
cease in under five years when the
technician realises they don’t want to be
in business and would much prefer to let
someone else deal with the stress.
Are those businesspeople who are
still trading five years later real
entrepreneurs? Not necessarily because
the type of business makes a difference
too. If your business is a lifestyle
business, which basically means you sell
just enough to cover your needs and then
are happy to stop, then you are not really
an entrepreneur because an entrepreneur
has a much bigger vision of where he or
she wants to be.
Is an entrepreneur an inventor or
innovator? Again, not necessarily,
although James Dyson is often mentioned
as an example of an entrepreneur but
many of the inventors we have met

Peter Disney, of Colchester-based
accountancy firm, Wood and
Disney, examines the difference
between a contented and an
ambitious entrepreneur.

during the years haven’t made the jump
from inventor to successful business
owner.

So, we have a basic definition of an
entrepreneur but is there a reason for us
to refer to ambitious entrepreneurs?

But if entrepreneurs are not inventors or
innovators, what are they?

Ambitious people are not satisfied with
what they have achieved to date. They
continue to have higher aspirations
which they are driven to achieve or
acquire.

Sometimes it is the person who sees the
potential of another’s idea who is the real
entrepreneur. Take for example the story
of Ray Kroc who was just a travelling
salesman who bought McDonalds and
turned it into the world powerhouse it is
today.

Their aspirations can be money, profit,
sales, size of their business, number of
employees, or perhaps an end goal to
sell but they are motivated as they can
visualise it.
We mentioned the lifestyle business
early on because such businesses
only grow to a level when the
owners make sufficient money to
satisfy their current needs as they
have already reached their level of
contentment.
Ambitious people are never satisfied
and continue to take risks to grow
their businesses further or faster.

So, we definitely need to add that an
entrepreneur is ‘the see-er of potential’
because that statement would include
both Dyson and Kroc. But there has to be
more to it because the see-er of potential
could just be a dreamer. Is the potential
real or just imagined? Does the idea solve
a real and significant enough pain? We
have met people who have created a
solution to a problem that is simply not
big enough or painful enough to cause a
large enough volume of customers to pay
for a solution.
We could, I suspect, find dozens of
definitions of entrepreneurship but let
us stop at: ‘a see-er of potential in a
solution to a significant pain felt by a
large enough volume of people to be able
to visualise a sizeable business’.

We believe you can be an
entrepreneur but reach a level of
contentment with your business and
decide to enjoy the proceeds of the
risks you have taken so far rather than
continue to stive further.
So, our ambitious entrepreneurs have
unfulfilled goals and they recognise they
need help to realise those goals.
Without planning and control, higher
aspirations do not necessarily lead to
success. Aambitious entrepreneurs may
not be planning what they do and often
are not in control of their businesses so
this is where we can help.
If you have either reached a plateau in
that your business has stopped growing
and you need help to identify why and
kick-start it, or suddenly exploded with
growth and you are scared you can no
longer control it, then perhaps you need
to contact us.
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Closing the healthcare skills gaps

B

ACK in 2017, it was
identified within
Essex alone, an ageing
population meant 137,000
more people would need
care support by 2030, whilst
nationally two million new
workers would be required in
health and care by 2022.

With ambitious housing plans for the
South East, and now in the wake of a global
pandemic, there is an obvious need to increase
and diversify future hospital and social care
staff, whether in laboratories or diagnostic
settings, on the wards or in frontline care.
With the aim of tackling growing skills
shortages and enhancing the workforce
pipeline for one of Essex’s priority industry
sectors, the college met with leaders from the
East Suffolk and North Essex NHS Foundation
Trust (ESNEFT) to sign a Memorandum of
Understanding between the two organisations.
The meeting took place in the college’s
brand-new Centre for Health and Social Care
Professions.
The memorandum outlines both parties’
commitment to working in collaboration,
primarily to assist the local hospitals’ Trust
to recruit to key roles, whilst enabling college
leavers to put the skills and knowledge they’ve
learned on a range of health and care courses
to good use.

Discussions took place on a wide range
of themes, including workplace visits and
work placements and bespoke programmes
designed to prepare students to go straight
into much needed roles at the hospital – either
straight from college, or after university. Such
roles might include radiography, sonography,
biomedical science, nursing, midwifery or as
healthcare assistants.
Launched this November, the £5m brand-new
centre is designed to support the healthcare
sector in the region by addressing skills
shortages and preparing learners for further
training and higher education. Working in
partnership with employers the centre will
provide a range of training and qualifications
to meet the demand for new recruits.
The development saw a fifth floor added to
the college’s existing south wing building,
providing an additional 1,000 square meters
of innovative teaching facilities, including
realistic working environments.
The centre is a dynamic and inviting
environment incorporating the very latest in
interactive learning technologies and hightech training equipment. The new facilities
include skills laboratories, a dental surgery
and a decontamination suite.
There are dedicated rooms for role-play and
recorded assessments, an interactive facility
where bespoke environments can be created
to develop interpersonal and problem-solving
skills around a realistic backdrop, rooms for
collaborative learning and apprenticeship
assessments.

Gary Horne, Executive Vice Principal
Finance and Corporate Development
at Colchester Institute, explains how
opportunities to access careers in the
healthcare sector have never been greater.
Opportunities to access careers in the
healthcare sector have never been greater.
The new centre is focused on this, providing
training which can quickly lead to meaningful
and rewarding careers within healthcare
settings, and underlining the college’s
commitment to support skills shortage areas.
As part of a Community Renewal Fund
project, Colchester Institute is also working
with ESNEFT on a new Pathways to
Diagnostics programme which has been
developed to recruit and train local residents
for roles within the new Community
Diagnostic Hub based at Clacton Hospital.
The course will provide real work placements,
training and a guaranteed job interview on
course completion.
Providing the exact skills that are most in
demand will make our students invaluable
future recruits.

EXPERT ADVICE ON YOUR RISKS
AND OPTIONS
With the largest specialist Insolvency team
in Essex and Suffolk. We can offer advice to companies, partnerships, directors and
business owners in relation to all insolvency matters.

Chelmsford | Colchester | Ipswich | Bury St Edmunds | Tendring | London

www.ellisonssolicitors.com
Ellisons is authorised and regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority. SRA number: 49336
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Service levels in commercial contracts

B

USINESSES often make
use of third parties to
provide various goods,
services and works on a
regular basis.

This can range from a third-party cleaning
company, right through to the outsourcing
of an IT function or part of a supply
chain. A key part of this type of contract is
defining exactly what services a supplier
will provide as well as the standard of those
services.
Service levels in most contracts are not
intended to cover all aspects of the services
and do not measure all things that can be
measured. Instead, they are used to focus
on the services of most importance and
value to the customer.
Ideally, service levels should be based on
a contractual obligation, in other words
something the supplier is required to do
under the terms of the contract.
Service levels should also be capable of
objective and reliable management as
well as being important to the customer’s
objectives. Service levels based on targets
can be problematic as it can be unclear
whether such a target is desirable or
obligatory and therefore difficult to manage.
It’s also key to ensure the service levels

cover the breadth of the service to be
provided.
Ensuring a contract has well-drafted service
levels is only the first part of the solution.
What happens if a supplier fails to meet
them? Firstly, it’s a good idea to ensure
any service level is actually achievable,
particularly if it is not met continuously.
If it is realistic, the contract should set
out the consequences of a failure to meet
the service levels. There are several forms
this could take, for example creating and
implementing a plan to correct the poor
performance or escalating the issue to
senior stakeholders.
Another common way of managing service
levels is service credits. A service credit
is where the customer receives a credit if
actual supplier performance does not meet
the levels specified in the contract. The idea
is not really to reduce the customer’s cost,
but to focus the supplier’s mind to drive
good performance.

Ed Manning, Senior Legal
Advisor, Corporate &
Commercial at Ellisons Solicitors,
explains the benefits of service
levels in commercial contracts.
the service level is exceeded in the same
way that the customer would get a credit
if the service is not met. These can also
be referred to as incentive schemes or
performance bonuses.

As with setting the service levels
themselves, care should be taken when
setting the service credits and at what point
they become due.

In many circumstances, service merits or
bonuses may not be an attractive option
to the customer. The main reasons for
this being the customer may not be able
to predict what the charges will be as
well as the fact that there may not be a
commensurate business benefit from the
improvement to the service that carries a
higher charge.

In some arrangements, particularly longerterm strategic contracts, service merits
might also be present. In essence, the
supplier receives some sort of bonus if

That said, if they are used, care should also
be taken to ensure a service merit is only
payable if the customer receives a benefit as
a result of the service level being exceeded.

SFB CONSULTING OFFER

A HANDS ON
COST EFFECTIVE
CONSULTANCY
SERVICE
Let our team of professional consultants help
you with your HR, Training and Health & Safety,
while you concentrate on the growth and
success of your business.

01279 874 676
info@sfb-consulting.com
www.sfb-consulting.com

HUMAN RESOURCES • TRAINING • HEALTH & SAFETY
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DID YOU KNOW
THE GOVERNMENT HAS
ANNOUNCED ADDITIONAL
SUPPORT FOR BUSINESSES
TAKING ON A NEW APPRENTICE?
THIS INCLUDES:

• £3,000 FOR A NEW APPRENTICE
AGED UNDER 25*
• £1,500 FOR EACH NEW
APPRENTICE AGED 25 AND OVER*
THE SOUTH ESSEX WORKFORCE TEAM IS HERE
TO HELP YOU NAVIGATE AND UNDERSTAND
THE NEW SUPPORT AND FIND THE RIGHT
APPRENTICE FOR YOU.
THINKING OF RE SKILLING AND UP SKILLING YOUR
EMPLOYEES? WE ALSO OFFER A RANGE OF FREE
ADULT SKILLS COURSES INCLUDING ONLINE
PROVISION FOR YOUR EMPLOYEES,
VISIT: WWW.SOUTHESSEX.AC.UK/ADULTS
IF YOU HAVE BEEN MADE REDUNDANT AND ARE
LOOKING AT RESKILLING, FUNDING FOR YOU IS
AVAILABLE, PLEASE CONTACT US.

GET IN TOUCH:
apprenticeships@southessex.ac.uk
www.southessex.ac.uk/apprenticeships
or call 01702 221 800

*INCENTIVES APPLY TO ALL NEW RECRUITS TAKEN ON UP TO NOVEMBER 30TH 2021
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College officially opens
Centre for Digital
Technologies

S

OUTH Essex
College held an
official opening
ceremony to welcome
students, staff and
employers to its brandnew Basildon town
centre campus.
The event, to celebrate
the official opening of the
college’s Centre for Digital
Technologies, took place on
October 21, which coincided
with Association of Colleges’
Colleges Week.
The Mayor of Basildon,
Councillor David Dadds,
cut the ribbon to mark the
occasion. Also in attendance
were Simon Warnes, Director
of Connect Partnerships at
Sharp and Chris Travers,
Area Director (Essex) at
Morgan Sindall who both gave
speeches at the event.
Guests were treated to
afternoon tea and tours of the
high-tech campus, viewing the
outstanding facilities, such
as the green screen suite and
virtual reality programmes,
which will help equip students
with the skills needed to enter
the digital industries.
Angela O’Donoghue, Principal
and Chief Executive at South
Essex College, said: “We
have been looking forward
to holding this event for
such a long time. It’s great to
finally be able to invite local
community and industry
connections on site. We’ve
built something really
special here, which will go
on to educate the future tech
workforce for many years to
come.”
The Centre for Digital
Technologies houses state-

The Mayor of Basildon, Councillor David Dadds, cuts the ribbon to mark the official opening of the centre.
of-the-art facilities and
equipment for students on
courses with a tech focus
including IT networking,
app development, games
design and animation. The
three-storey project has been
built on the previous market
site thanks to a partnership
between Basildon Council,
Homes England and South
Essex College.
Areas of the building have
been modelled on tech
sector offices, giving that
innovative ‘Google’ feel to a
lot of the open-plan spaces.
Students will be able to
experience working in this
kind of modern environment,
preparing them to enter the
industry.
The new Minister for Skills,
Brentwood and Ongar MP
Alex Burghart, also visited
the college’s new centre. He
met with staff, students and
employers to discuss the
college’s new T Level courses
in digital and construction.
T Levels are new two-year

technical courses. They
combine classroom study
with on-the-job training as
part of a substantial industry
placement. They are an
alternative study option to
other existing qualifications
such as A-Levels and
apprenticeships.
The minister said: "T
Levels are the next level in
qualifications, developed
hand-in-hand with leading
employers so students can
be sure they’ll get the skills
they need to succeed. It was
fantastic to meet some of
the pioneering construction
and digital T Level students
and see the brilliant
facilities available to them
at the new Centre for Digital
Technologies.”
Nicki Kelly, Assistant Principal
Curriculum and College T
Levels Lead, said: “It was great
to show the minister how we
have implemented two new
T Level courses at the college.
We’re working with big
employers such as MicroTill

and Willmott Dixon to offer
students excellent work
placements alongside their
classroom learning.”
David Hughes, Chief Executive
of Association of Colleges,
said: “It’s great to see the new
Apprenticeships and Skills
Minister at a college during
Colleges Week. Colleges
Week showcases exactly
why further education holds
the answers to some of the
biggest societal issues and
I’m confident Alex Burghart
will have seen the breadth of
opportunities for people of
all ages on his visit. Colleges
train the highly-skilled and
well-educated workforces
needed to deliver the
economic recovery to which
this Government aspires.”

For more information
about the digital courses
on offer at the college’s
new campus in Basildon,
visit www.southessex.
ac.uk/new-state-of-theart-campus-in-basildon
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Work smarter – not harder

S

INCE our launch in
Sweden 15 years ago, QBIS
has helped businesses
with our innovative software
for time tracking, project
management and expense
management. In 2021, we
finally took the step and
launched in the UK with our
office in Billericay, Essex.

Our goal is to help you spend your time
right, since time is a significant factor for
your success. It is also the very thing we
find to be most limited, yet we rarely stop
to consider if we are spending it efficiently.
Now is the time to stop and reflect. Because
maybe, all it takes to excel is one simple
change to optimise your processes.
Many of us, myself included, have worked
hard over the years. Still, the sense of
underachieving is somehow there, lingering
in the back of our heads. We carry out our
tasks, follow our routines and never miss
the deadline. Even so, there is still something
missing to hit that sweet spot for accelerating
our success. It turns into a Catch-22 because
there is never any time to stop and think
about what we can do differently, we are
simply stuck in our daily routines.

Tracking our time is more than just making
sure we work the hours; it is the very
foundation on which we build our success.
Instead of having to put in overtime, let’s
optimise so that we can save time where
it is most often lost and instead use it for
valuable work.
Digitisation is the future for your time
management. Tracking your time digitally
will provide vital data for you to identify
where and how time is being wasted. What
is often missed is that manual processes
need to be digitised. This is a common
trap because dedicated digital processes
have many other advantages that will be
lost when transferring manual procedures
into the digital sphere. For instance, digital
timesheets will create an opportunity to
automate payroll and invoicing. Instead of
the manual handling of data every month, a
few clicks with automation can save hours
in administration.
At QBIS we are dedicated to making it easier
for your business to capture each moment.
With our integrations to Xero and Sage,
we can provide you with fast, and secure
automation for both payroll and invoicing.
I’m going to leave you with my best tips
to get you started on optimising your
processes:

Ellinor Collin, Partner Channel
Manager UK with Swedishbased QBIS Business Systems,
urges you to take the time to
improve your efficiency.
1. Capture your moment – gather the
necessary data on how you are
spending your time
2. Analyse your data - identify 		
the time thieves in your daily work
3. Adapt – start the transformation
and spend your time right
How we spend our time is the answer to
creating happiness and success. Do not wait
any longer, treat today as an opportunity to
reflect upon where you are and where you
would like to be. And remember: spend your
time right.
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exactly what you require
business image for you that you can
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social media and publications.
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websites, emails, social
media and publications.
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Business property
relief: don’t look a gift
horse in the mouth

C

URRENTLY,
inheritance tax
is paid at 40%
on a deceased’s estate
which exceeds the
tax allowances. Or if
you leave 10% of your
estate to charity, then
inheritance tax will be
paid at 36%.

There are various tax allowances
which can be claimed such as
spouse exemption, small gift
allowances, a nil rate band
allowance, a residential nil
rate band allowance, charity
exemption, agricultural property
relief and business property
relief.
Business property relief is
an invaluable relief from
inheritance tax for many
business owners at either a

rate of 50% or 100% on some
business assets.
So, how does business property
relief work? At present, if you
have owned a business asset for
at least two years, you can claim
a full 100% business property
relief on shares in an unlisted
company and a business or
interest in a business or 50%
from the following:
•

on land, buildings or 		
machinery used in the 		
business and held in a trust
that it has to benefit from

•

on land, buildings or 		
machinery owned by the
deceased and used 		
in a business that they were
a partner in or controlled

•

shares controlling more than
50% of the voting rights in a
listed company.

By claiming business property
relief on assets which qualify,

this will reduce an
estate’s potential
inheritance tax bill.

Leah Woodnott is a Graduate
Member of the Chartered Institute
of Legal Executives specialising in
the Wills, Trust and Probate team
at Essex law firm Birkett Long.
Here, Leah explains the benefits
of business property relief.

Business property
relief can be claimed
by your executors
appointed under
your will. When they
submit an ‘IHT400’
to HMRC which details the
deceased’s assets and liabilities,
as at the deceased’s date of
death, the executor will have to
list any tax allowances that can
be claimed.

Succession planning is often
overlooked or left until a late
stage. It may mean a deceased’s
estate pays more inheritance
tax than needed because the
deceased did not plan ahead for
the future.

Family businesses are often being
passed down by generations.
There is a lot of sentiment and
emotion that goes with these
types of transactions. The
transition of a family business
from one generation to the next
must go smoothly for the sake of
the business continuing and the
family legacy that comes with
the business.

Business succession planning
is crucial. It ensures you have a
formal agreement in place for
your family business in the event
of an unexpected accident. By
ensuring you consider succession
planning in your lifetime, as
early as possible, it means you
can utilise the tax allowance and
take comfort in your loved ones
being well provided for.

Beware of ex-employees
setting up in competition

T

HE pandemic
has continued
to leave major
shifts in our economy
and the way people
associate themselves
with work.

According to MicroBizMag, in
the year 2019/2020, more than
600,000 start-ups were founded,
which equates to almost 2,000
a day. This will almost certainly
increase by the end of this
year, due to many people being
made redundant from their jobs
because of the issues brought by
COVID.
So, what does this mean for
current employers? With so
many new start-up businesses,
there is a concern that previous
employees are competing
directly with their former
employers.
What does it mean to be in
competition? Setting up in
competition can be the act
of an employee, that is still

employed, planning to set up
a new business that runs in
competition. It can also be the
case of an employee (or group
of employees) who either leave
of their own accord or are made
redundant, running their own
business in competition.
These individuals could
potentially take away current
clients from their old employer
and will have had access to
prices and other confidential
information that can be used in
competition also.
Breach of contract. If an
employee is suspected of, or
is caught in the act of trying
to set up a new business in
competition, they may be in
breach of their contract. If they
are not already an ex-employee,
they will likely be dismissed.
It is worth making sure your
business has the correct policies
set up to ensure this is covered.
On the other hand, if an
employee is found to not
have used any confidential
information and has simply
used their experience in

planning to set up a
business, this may not
breach the contract.

Michelle Brinklow, Managing

Enforcing Restrictive
Director of Bishops StortfordCovenants and Nonbased HR consultancy, SFB
Competition Clauses.
Consulting, offers some useful
As an employer, there
are several ways
advice on protecting our
you can mitigate an
business against departing and,
employee(s) setting
potentially, competing employees.
up in competition.
The first and probably
most important one is
These covenants will include
setting up restrictive covenants.
items such as setting up in
competition, poaching clients
What is a restrictive covenant?
and colleagues and using
Also known as post-termination
confidential information.
obligations, restrictive covenants
If an employee’s seniority
are within the employee’s
changes, or their position within
contract that stipulate they
the business, the employer must
cannot do certain things once
make sure the covenants still
their employment is terminated.
apply and, where necessary,
The employee must have signed
change them to reflect the new
this as part of their contract and
position.
can be made to be as specific
as necessary to cover the needs
With SFB’s experts in HR and
of your business. However,
legal matters, we are available to
these restrictions will have a
assist you, as an employer, if you
time limit so, after a reasonable
have an employee or group of
period, it may no longer be
employees, you suspect may be
enforceable.
setting up in competition.
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Love Our Colleges campaign
is paving the way
T
HIS year, as part of the
Association of College’s
national Colleges Week and
Love Our Colleges campaign,
Chelmsford College captured
college life through snapshots,
hearing directly from students
what they’ve learnt, where they
want to go and what their hopes
and dreams are for the future.

“Coming to Chelmsford College has really
improved my confidence. The tutors are
great and very supportive,” said childcare
student, Indiana.
Student Keira said: “Chelmsford College has
provided me with plenty of opportunities
and prepared me for the future,” whilst
Ebony said: “I love that I have been able to
study a subject I enjoy and meet new people
at college.”
Chelmsford College Principal, Andy Sparks,
said: “It’s marvellous to hear what makes a
difference to our students. To hear the love
and appreciation our student community

has for our college and our teachers is really
heartwarming. Colleges Week is dedicated to
highlighting the amazing work colleges do
nationally and why long-term investment is
crucial if the Government intends to level up
all areas of the country.

Princes Road, Chelmsford College, said:
“Our new Construction Centre will include
cutting-edge workshops for site carpentry,
bench joinery and green skills to support the
required growth and help create sustainable
building in the future.”

“Funding colleges, training and skills is
the catalyst for a stronger, fairer and more
resilient society and co-ordinated campaigns
such as Love Our Colleges help keep us in the
forefront of Chancellor Rishi Sunak’s mind.”

David Hughes, Chief Executive of the
Association of Colleges, added: “Now, more
than ever, we need highly skilled and welleducated workforces to deliver the economic
recovery this Government aspires to.”

There are 234 colleges in England, training
and educating 1.7 million people every year,
including more than 652,000 16 to 18-yearolds in colleges and 55,000 16 to 18-yearolds through apprenticeship programmes.
Colleges train 57% of all construction,
planning and the built environment and
44% of engineering and manufacturing
apprentices. Chelmsford College has just
invested in a brand new Construction Centre
at Princes Road, opening early 2022. The
new build is thanks to funding from South
East Local Enterprise Partnership, with the
support and involvement of Chelmsford City
Council and Ingleton Wood.

The national Love Our Colleges campaign
celebrates the brilliant work which goes
on in colleges and the staff who make that
possible. It’s also an opportunity to call
on the Government for better investment,
fair pay for staff and is a partnership
between Amie - for leaders in education,
Association of Colleges, Association of
School and College Leaders, GMB Union,
National Education Union, National Union of
Students, Trades Union Congress, University
of College Union and Unison.

Simon Drane, Director of Curriculum at

You can stay up-to-date with the latest news
about the Chelmsford College on its new
website at www.chelmsford.ac.uk and on
LinkedIn at www.chelmsford.college/linkedin
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Planning an
office move?
If you think moving house is
stressful, try moving office!

Office
refurbishments

Commercial
removals
Domestic
removals

Allcrates –
a family-run
business that
will move
heaven and
earth to
ensure your
move goes
smoothly.

Thankfully, Allcrates has moved hundreds of businesses and we
have the process off to a fine art. With 30 years’ experience, we
manage the entire moving project, liaising with you every step of
the way and taking care of every little detail.

01245 225420 www.allcrates.com
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Covid-19 support
schemes: HMRC’s
new money bag?

I

N the early days of the
pandemic, the Government
rushed to introduce a support
package to keep staff on payroll
– the Coronavirus Job Retention
Scheme (CJRS).
The speed with which this was
introduced made it incredibly complex
and changes happened with each of
the four versions of the scheme. The
Self-Employment Income Support
Scheme (SEISS) was equally challenging.
Both schemes had exclusions, strict
requirements (which changed as the
schemes went on), and potential traps.

payments it was not due. However,
HMRC is also looking at incorrect claims
and seeking to recover as much as
possible.
HMRC gets all sorts of information, but
there are two areas it’s really focusing
on for these investigations. Firstly, it is
‘data-mining’ to explore whether claims
look correct when compared to historic
‘PAYE Real-Time-Information’ data.
Secondly, it is receiving a large number
of whistle-blower reports, where staff
who were asked to work despite the
company claiming they were furloughed
are now reporting this directly to HMRC.

Many of our clients, and I’m sure
others too, were more worried about
protecting their staff, their cash flow, and
ultimately their businesses than keeping
up with the many technical updates
and the specifics of a claim; the risks of
unintentional mistakes being made at a
time of extreme pressure is clear.
When compared to the recently
announced Social Care Levy, which is
set to bring in £12bn a year, the furlough
claims are huge. It is currently estimated
the furlough scheme has cost the
Treasury more than £70bn. To recover
some of that, HMRC has deployed 1,300
investigators at a cost of £100m to
review claims. They expect this to bring
in £7bn and already more than 13,000
investigations have started.
HMRC is hugely concerned with furlough
fraud and a lot of the mainstream
media attention has been on companies
taking advantage of the scheme to get

Some of the areas where mistakes were
easy to make on the CJRS are as follows:
• calculation of pay (the reference
salary used for the claim)
• types of pay (e.g., salary, overtime,
and allowances)
• salary sacrifice arrangements
• individuals not qualifying but being
included in a claim
• flexi-furlough claims
• payroll frequency and potential
for double claiming

As HMRC begins investigating
claims, David Rose, Head of Tax
Investigation at Rickard Luckin,
urges businesses to ensure their
Covid support package claims are
all exactly as they should be.
• how any errors have been corrected
(e.g., not setting off incorrectly)
Legislation was added to the Finance
Act 2020 which converts overpayments
of CJRS or SEISS into a 100% tax
liability. By doing this, HMRC can use
its established framework of powers to
carry out investigations and to compel
repayment. There are also additional
powers whereby penalties of 100% can
be levied for failure to notify errors, the
outstanding liability can be transferred
to the directors of an insolvent company
and companies that deliberately overclaimed can be ‘named and shamed’.
If a business becomes aware that
support payments were received (or
retained) in error, this must be notified
to HMRC within strict deadlines,
but broadly no later than 90 days of
becoming aware of the overpayment.
The date for payment generally is the
usual tax payment dates, although if
HMRC raises as assessment, it would
need to be settled within 30 days of
being issued.
If you or your business made a CJRS or
SEISS claim, we would recommend you
check and double-check it is correct.
Of course, our expert advisers will be
on hand to assist should you have any
concerns about your claim or wish to
make a disclosure to HMRC, particularly
with furlough (CJRS) now at an end.

Are you protected if HMRC comes calling?
WE all have subscriptions to
different insurance policies
to protect us against the
eventuality of a car accident,
or a leak in the roof. But what
about your tax return? Are
you protected if HMRC opens
a costly investigation into your
personal or business affairs?

Rickard Luckin offers a Tax Investigation
Service to its clients, to protect you
from the professional costs, stress and
uncertainty brought about by an HMRC
enquiry.
Even if there is no additional tax to pay,
investigations and enquiries can cost
thousands and last for many months.
HMRC is targeted with closing the tax
gap of £35 billion, with small businesses

and individuals accounting for more
than half of this amount.
When you are chosen for investigation,
we will assist you every step of the
way, leaving you to do what you do
best. To ensure early resolution, early
professional representation is an
essential part of your defence.
Give me a call if you’d like
to know more.
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We are The DS Group, a full-service
Print, Marketing, Direct Mail and
Media company based in Essex.

01255 442799
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hello@thedsgroup.co.uk
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Partnership that brings
Antarctic heritage to life

A

PIONEERING
partnership
is discovering
what can be achieved
by applying futuristic
techniques to a past
that is frozen in time.
Using immersive storytelling,
a team brought together
through Anglia Ruskin
University’s StoryLab aims
to bring the story of British
exploration of Antarctica
to a global audience which
could never hope to visit the
continent for themselves.
Anglia Ruskin has run many
successful Governmentbacked Knowledge Transfer
Partnerships (KTP), exploring
a project centred on
knowledge exchange that puts
academics in collaboration
with businesses and a highlyqualified graduate to the
benefit of them all.
The interdisciplinary
partnership between UK
Antarctic Heritage Trust
(UKAHT) and the university’s
StoryLab and Business School
is exciting for Ben Hooson,
ARU’s KTP manager, who
said: “Working with a charity
brings with it societal and
environmental impact that
may not be apparent in many
KTPs while also offering
commercial possibilities to
develop new income streams.”
The trust has an incredible
story to tell. It is charged with
preserving buildings from the
British presence in Antarctica
dating from the 1940s to the
1990s. These are the places
where scientists worked in the
harsh conditions and studied
the Earth’s climate – an early
contribution to a scientific
field that is now vital to the
future of our planet.
At Port Lockroy, the first
permanent British base was
built in February 1944 as part
of a wartime mission code-

create interactive experiences
constructed around the
historic buildings, drawing on
immersive technology that
has evolved rapidly to inspire
people with unique content.

The interdisciplinary partnership between UK Antarctic Heritage
Trust (UKAHT) and Anglia Ruskin University aims to bring the
story of British exploration of Antarctica to a global audience.
named Operation Tabarin
to establish wintering bases
to deter rival claims for
sovereignty of the Antarctic
Peninsula from Argentina
and Chile, as well as to gather
meteorological data for allied
shipping in the South Atlantic.
After the Second World War
it continued as a science base
until the early 1960s.
Preserving this slice of history
is not easy. “These are timber
buildings in a very hostile
environment – it’s a huge
challenge,” sayid Camilla
Nichol, the trust’s chief
executive.
But UKAHT and the
British Antarctic Survey
Archives hold a rich store
of information about those
pioneers and the places they
lived and worked. Recent
photogrammetry and laser
scanning of the sites had
allowed some work on
creating digital models of
the huts. The KTP offers the
opportunity to do so much
more.
StoryLab offers huge expertise
in bringing that archive to life
through amazing advances in
technology, according to Dr
Shreepali Patel, the director
of StoryLab and the lead
academic on the project. “We

It is possible to create a
virtual space where a tour
party, led by an expert guide,
can experience for themselves
the reality of life in freezing
conditions for the scientists
who manned the historic
bases. “Everyone is interested
in the project and wants to
hear about it – it has genuine
global appeal,” said Lesley.

are almost spoilt for choice,
but the first priority is always
the same. What is everlasting
is storytelling. Here you have
a very good story to engage
people that will outlast the
technology,” she said.

And while the work will
directly boost the trust’s
mission, there are clear
benefits too for the ARU
academics involved. Shreepali
said: “There is so much
precious material in the
archives and it is a privilege to
be able to work with it all.”

Lesley Johnston was selected
as the narrative designer
for the project. Only a few
months into a 28-month
project, she is getting to
grips with the sheer depth
and richness of the material
available, piecing together
fragments of stories from
documents, photographs,
measurements and oral
testimony. “We have got so
much data from the archive
and data on site,” she said.

That’s the essence of why
KTPs are important to Ben
Hooson, who is also working
with a separate project
partnering academics and
a graduate with Lipolife,
a nutrients manufacturer,
to embed formulation
knowledge and scale up of
liposome production – tiny
vesicles made of the same
material as cell membrane
that can be easily absorbed
into the body.

The pandemic has leant
added importance to
connecting that history with
a larger audience. In normal
times, 18,000 people a year
would visit Antarctica, with
many of them calling at Port
Lockroy. Last year, the tourist
season was all but abandoned
and Port Lockroy remained
closed.

He is enthusiastic about both
projects – and keen to find the
next opportunity for a KTP
that matches ARU’s academic
expertise with a commercial
challenge.

Soon, Lesley Johnston,
working with her academic
supervisor Dr Fabrizio
Galeazzi, an expert in 3D
technologies and heritage
visualisation, will start to

If you think a Knowledge
Transfer Partnership could
be right for your business,
please email, business@
aru.ac.uk. One of its expert
team will get in touch to talk
through your business needs
and how they can encourage
growth and inject valuable
knowledge and expertise into
your company.
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What does COP26 mean for small
and medium businesses?

I

T seemed the world
converged on Glasgow in
November and the news
agenda dominated by climate
change and the various
pledges countries and global
corporations are making in
order to protect the planet.

Whilst the environment clearly affects us
all, what do any of these discussions mean
for small and medium businesses (SMEs)
here in Essex? Decisions made at COP26 will
have an impact on SMEs, even though they
are barely represented in the discussions.
The Department of Business, Energy
and Industrial Strategy (BEIS) has been
encouraging SMEs to pledge to reduce
their environmental impact, increase
sustainability and cut carbon emissions. BEIS
has asked businesses of up to 250 employees
to join the UK Business Climate Hub to
commit to reduce carbon emissions by 50%
by 2030 and to reach ‘net-zero’ by 2050. The
UK is in fact the first major economy to
legislate that this target will be attained.
The Federation of Small Businesses (FSB)
has published a report on climate change
and SMEs. It is estimated UK SMEs account
for almost a third of all UK greenhouse gas

emissions. What is clear is SMEs will be
expected to proactively take steps now to
play their part in meeting governmental
targets.
While many businesses may wish to
become carbon neutral and reduce
their environmental impact, the capital
investment required is often beyond the
reach of many businesses, especially
as they slowly emerge from the COVID
pandemic and the economic impact on
their business.
The FSB report notes more than half the
small businesses it surveyed say grants
or low interest loans would be a strong
incentive to become more energy efficient.
Just less than a third of SMEs say a discount
on business rates would also encourage
them to pursue greater environmental
efficiency.
It is clear SMEs are hoping COP26 will lead
to greater financial support to help them.
Many are concerned small businesses will
bear the burden of climate costs in order
to keep up with the policies heralded by
global corporations who have greater
access to resources and the flexibility to be
sustainable.
Some commentators argue there are
opportunities for financial growth by using

Nicola Rout, a solicitor in the
Corporate and Commercial Team
at Colchester-based law firm,
Thompson Smith and Puxon,
looks at what going green could
mean for SMEs.
innovative products and ideas to overcome
environmental issues, which can attract
The
start of the UKs new trading
outside investment, driven by consumers
relationship
the European
and potentialwith
employees
activelyUnion
seeking
has
not themselves
been without
its SMEs
challenges.
to align
with
with ‘green
However,
while many are having to
credentials’.

rethink how they operate, there are plenty
It is
clear SMEs cannot
to ignore
of
opportunities
aroundafford
for small
firms
this move
sustainability
and
net as
looking
to towards
engage in
international
trade,
zero as that is very much the direction of
Simona Daniel, FSB Development Manager
travel, both at a governmental level and
in Essex, explains.

also at a social level. SMEs can take simple
steps now to increase energy efficiency,
for example, which may lead to savings on
energy bills in the short term. There are also
marketing and PR opportunities for SMEs to
advertise their green credentials which can
lead to new customers and enlarged reach.

Helping clients meet their legal obligations.
More importantly we keep your people safe.





Examination and Testing of
Local Exhaust Ventilation Systems
(LEV’s)
Compressed Breathable Air
Quality Testing



Noise at Work Assessments



Smoke Clearance Testing

Contact us now
Tel:
01206 240370
Email: sales@thelevman.co.uk
Web Site: www.thelevman.co.uk
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Inspiring tales of achievement

I

THINK we can all agree
it’s been an incredibly
challenging time since
Covid-19 landed on everyone’s
doorstep in March 2020.

Throughout the uncertainty and challenges
however, there have been many highlights
and stories of amazing people doing
amazing things.
On November 3, ACL held its annual awards
evening – a celebration of success and
achievements. The evening showcased
the best of our learners, apprentices, and
staff. All were nominated by their tutors,
colleagues or managers and, with more
than 100 nominations, the judges had a
difficult task on their hands. I’d like to share
a few of these nominations with you now:
Walking off with Apprentice of the Year
award was John Leppard. His nominee
said: “John has impressed with his attitude
towards life, his professionalism and
enthusiasm to impact others’ lives. He
overcame so many barriers during his
learning journey and rather than allow
them to be an obstacle he took them as an
opportunity for personal growth.”
The ACL Health and Social Care Delivery
team were highly commended for their
commitment to supporting their learners’

emotional well-being when all frontline
care staff and their respective leaders and
managers had to handle Covid cases. Many
learners needed extra support to handle
bereavement more than most people would
ever want to. The team worked tirelessly
ensuring their learners had welfare checks
every couple of weeks whilst managing
their own personal experiences.
Jack Parsons joined ACL studying level
2 accounting in Sept 2019 and is now
nearing the end of level 3. He became a top
student very quickly. Through hard work
and determination he gained a distinction
at level 2. He is now studying level 3 and
is doing well having recently started his
dream job in accounting for a property
company.
Scooping the Family Learning award was
Madalina Burlan. Her tutor said: “Her drive
and determination to open her own nursery
and make it successful is inspiring. She
is embracing all the learning she can to
help achieve her goal and has therefore
committed to gaining her accountancy
qualifications, not only to help her with the
running of the nursery but also as a backup. What makes her even more amazing
is the fact that English is not even her
first language and she had only recently
completed ESOL level 3.”

Amanda Rawlings, Commercial
Manager at ACL (Adult Community
Learning) Essex, shares some truly
inspirational stories.
Another Highly Commended award went to
Donna Fitzpatrick who completed several
Mental Health Recovery courses with us ,
showing commitment and determination
despite dealing with personal and physical
challenges during the year. She has been
an inspiration in building her personal
resilience and in helping others.
Jo Street achieved Level 3 Counselling
this year and Level 2 last year. The level
of expertise they’ve showed as a student
is incredible, their support for peers and
cooperation throughout their courses
to overcome personal and academic
challenges is an example of what can be
achieved.
I hope these stories have inspired you as
much as they have us. Full details of the
awards are on our website www.aclessex.com

equipping your people
for the future
> accounting
> administration
> communication
> cyber security
> data analysis
> digital marketing
> leadership
> office IT skills
> personal effectiveness
> project management
> software development
> web design
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HIRE LTD

A name you
can trust in
van hire

Our commercial van rental fleet extends from
small courier vans through to large panel vans,
long wheel-based vans, Luton
vans with tail lifts, tippers,
minibuses and single
and double cab
pickup trucks.

Our range of vehicles include flexibility
hire including commercial and private hire,
long and short-term hire. Long term rentals may
attract preferential rental rates as would
customer own insurance rentals.

Our van hire services could not be simpler.
You can call to discuss your wants and needs with a
knowledgeable member of staff to check out
our competitive prices and availability of the
vehicles currently in the Fisk Group Hire’s fleet.

For further information, call 01621 731400
www.FiskHire.Group

Hire@FiskHire.group

• Part of the FISK Group, a family-run Essex business for more than 40 years •
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Birketts assists owners of
award-winning holiday resort
in acquisition of Five Lakes

L

Director of Po
tters Resort,
and
John Potter.
Hannah
Harbottle (Property).

EADING regional law firm,
Birketts, has assisted the
owners of the Potters
Resort in the acquisition of
the Five Lakes Resort for an
undisclosed sum.
Located near Tiptree, Essex, it
is anticipated Five Lakes will be
transformed into another leisure, travel
and tourism resort designed to capture
the imagination of locals and tourists.
Founded in 1920, Potters Resort is a
family-owned business providing short
breaks in its impressive 65-acre resort,
located in Hopton-on-Sea in Norfolk.
Situated on the coastal border between
Norfolk and Suffolk, the resort (the UK’s
only all-inclusive resort) is one of the oldest
of its kind in the UK and was quick to adapt
at the height of the pandemic to create an
exclusive space for guests to dine and relax.
Now managed by the fourth generation
of the Potter family, the resort has offered

Five Lakes – under new ownership.
all-inclusive short breaks to adults and
families, for more than a century.
Birketts’ team was led by Partner and Head
of Birketts Corporate and Commercial
Team, Adrian Possener with assistance
from William Kemp (Corporate), Maisie Lee
(Corporate), Devreaux Gravell (Banking),
Tom Sharpe (Employment), Melissa Willrich
(Employment), Karl Pocock (Tax), Benjamin
Clarke (Tax), Duncan Williamson (Property)

Director of Potters Resort, John Potter,
said: “As we reflect on last year’s 100th
anniversary, we are pleased to be in a
position to look ahead with optimism.
We are delighted to have the opportunity
to expand the business and are
confident that investing in a new resort
will help us grow the business in line
with the rise in popularity of staycations,
helping to secure future bookings. My
sincere thanks go to Birketts’ team
whose highly responsive, pragmatic and
experienced approach gave me peace of
mind throughout the transaction.”
Birketts Partner Adrian Possener added:
“Once again the team demonstrated its
legal expertise and commercial sensitivity
in bringing this deal to a successful close
on a very rapid timetable. It was a pleasure
to work with Potters and we wish the team
every success going forward.”

Don’t let anything
get in the way of
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Continue doing the things you love most from the comfort of your own home.
We have a huge range of online and classroom adult learning courses and opportunities starting in January.

ent
Qualifications & Skills for Employm

Apprenticeships

Creative & Cultural Learning

English, Maths, Science & Digital

Mental Health & Wellbeing

Supported Learni
ng

Family Learning

We’re here to support you!
Whether in our virtual classrooms or our Covid-safe centres, we offer you the 1-2-1 support,
interaction with other learners, and a wide range of resources so you can succeed.

Book your course today! aclessex.com | 01245 952 626
It’s more than just a course, it’s Your future, Your community, Your ACL
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Quite simply, the best
and most cost-effective
way of putting your
business in front
of 20,000
decision-making,
business-focused
readers across
Essex, in print and
online, every issue
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Don’t just take our word for it – here’s what a few of our many happy advertisers have to say…

“We advertise with BusinessTime in Essex so we can reach
top entrepreneurs and business professionals in Essex. We’ve
found the business magazine and website to be of a very
high standard. It’s incredibly well-produced and provides a
balanced view of important, relevant news and insights.”

“I just wanted to say how excellent the finished magazine
looked. We really were pleased with the final look of our
elements, and the magazine was a really interesting read.”

Thomas Maddocks | Griffin Chapman Accountants

“Business Time Essex puts us at the forefront of our target
market’s mind. The B2B exposure helps us target new
clients and assists our business growth. The networking
opportunities created are priceless.”

“We have been advertising in BusinessTime in Essex for over
a year now and I can see my business is becoming more
widely known across the county, confirmed by the networking
events I attend. I hadn’t advertised in magazines before,
but Editor Peter Richardson has made the whole process
very easy. Thank-you BusinessTime in Essex for helping me
develop my business locally.”

James Young | Colchester Amphora

Robin Lodge | Lodge Associates

Sarah Hamilton | Chelmsford College

So if you’d like to be an active part of the next issue, rather than be
on the outside looking in, contact Editor Peter Richardson on 01206 843225
or 07778 067614 – or email him at peter@pjrcomms.co.uk

www.businesstimeinessex.co.uk
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Winners
one
and
all!
THE crème de a crème of the innovative Essex
business scene was brought together at a glittering
business awards ceremony in October.

HR SOLUTIONS
FOR YOUR BUSINESS

s

Turn to page 69

Direct Recruitment
Made Simple
Got a vacancy in the team?
Visit us online at www.kgdirecthire.com, and
let us help you recruit directly whilst saving
you both time and money!

www.kingswoodgroup.org
CHELMSFORD

01245 204450

LONDON

0203 984 6677
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RDA and Novo the
perfect match for
innovation
Novo Awards
shines light on the
best of Essex R&D

W

hat’s in a name?
Well there are
no prizes for
guessing that at R&D
Advisors, we are all
about R&D. We know the
importance of research
and development, not
only to a company’s future
prospects but also to the
UK economy at large.

And that is why we put our name
to this year’s Novo Awards, where
prizes really were handed out to the
most innovative Essex businesses, in
recognition of their efforts to drive
positive change through advances in
science and technology.
As a registered tax agent helping to
deliver tax relief under the HMRC
R&D Tax Credits scheme, putting R&D
Advisors [RDA] together with the Novo
Awards is the perfect match. RDA’s
founder and managing director, Kevin
Auchoybur, said: “We felt the Novo
Awards were entirely in line with our
values, because we are both about
making sure smaller businesses in Essex
are properly promoted.
“We got to meet some great growth

The
RDA
Way
Wheel

companies,
outstanding
businesses, and
we’re delighted to
have played our
part in it.”

At RDA we
R&D Advisors Business Director, the former Essex and England
have ourselves
cricketer Ronnie Irani (left), joins Managing Director Kevin
experienced huge
Auchoybur (right) on stage at the 2021 Novo Awards
growth since
we opened our
of fuss in preparing their claims.
doors for business three years ago.
The whole process is a positive
Since then we have processed more
feedback loop of engagement,
than a thousand tax-relief claims for
communication, consultation and
companies in Essex and nationwide,
analysis, with RDA making the final
representing businesses with more than
submission to HMRC on behalf of the
£5 billion in aggregate turnover.
client firm. But even before doing that,
“We’ve been through that journey from
our client managers are continually
the startup phase as, literally, a gardenmonitoring the ongoing R&D to ensure
shed operation with one man and his
there is a smooth transition into the
laptop to growing to what we have
next year’s R&D Tax Credits claim.
now, in our third year, with almost 40
And just like in the RDA Way wheel, this
staff and consultants,” added Kevin.
brings us back full circle to what RDA
and the Novo Awards share in common.
“Our success is bound up in our own
innovation, developing proprietary
“Just like we are, the awards programme
processes and software for our
is about liberating and supporting
customers’ benefit. We always put our
innovation in East Anglia and across
clients and their R&D at the heart of
the UK, from one year to the next,” said
what we do.”
Kevin.
With R&D Advisors and the Novo
The RDA Way wheel shows how Kevin
Awards, the best of Essex business at
and the team have gone about that,
last has the chance to put their names
thinking through every step of the
up in lights, getting the credit – and the
journey so that the companies who
tax credits – they deserve.
engage us are faced with the minimum

To receive your free, no-obligation consultation about how the work you do might qualify
for an HMRC R&D Tax Credit, visit R&D Advisors at rda.co.uk or contact us on either
033 33 444 026 or info@randdadvisors.co.uk. We look forward to hearing from you.
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From page 67

Book an award-winning clinical clean
As healthcare professionals with a passion for creating cleaner, safer spaces,
we bring hospital-level cleanliness to your workplace and your home
environment, tailored to your specific requirements and budget.
Our high-quality clinical cleans help you to increase productivity, reduce
costs and sickness rates, and raise your standards. We’ve already
transformed, and continue to work with healthcare (GP, Dental & Covid-test
centres), commercial, and assisted-living settings.

• Deep cleaning
• Disinfectant fogging
• Washing and sanitising
of carpets and upholstery
• Hard floor cleaning and sealing
• Specialist healthcare cleaning –
MRI/CT/PET-CT scanners

www.essex.gov.uk/tradingstandards
trading.standards@essex.gov.uk

Proud to be a 2021 NOVO award-winner

07568 932754

ecnailp
y

www.bluepearcleaning.co.uk
hello@bluepearcleaning.co.uk • #CleanerSaferSpaces
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GROW YOUR
BUSINESS!
FREE BUSINESS SUPPORT
TO MOVE YOUR BUSINESS
FROM RECOVERY INTO
GROWTH

Contact us
www.backingessexbusiness.co.uk
essex@ldbgroup.co.uk

Business
Support

Up to 12 hours of
free professional
0800 970 8981
advice on finance,
marketing, and
Fully funded by Essex County Council HEADING-1A
recruitment.
body-a

Financial
Services
Providing loans of
up to £150k for
business growth
and an accredited
delivery partner of
the recovery loan
scheme (RLS)

Access to finance for your business as you recover and
grow following the Covid-19 pandemic.
Loans can be used for managing cashflow, investment and
growth needs.
Loan amounts up to £150,000 from Let's Do Business Finance
Available terms up to 6 years.

Extended until 30th June 2022
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Group2Grow
Rapid results peer
group and 1-2-1
mentoring
Bringing business
leaders together,
and facilitating them
to make the perfect
connections for
their growth
ambitions.
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Let’s Do Business Finance continues to
support Essex businesses as Government
extends Recovery Loan Scheme

I

T was announced in the
Autumn 2021 Budget
by Rishi Sunak that the
Recovery Loan Scheme (RLS)
would be extended until
the end of June 2022 – an
extension of six months to
the previous deadline for
applications.

The RLS, administered by the British
Business Bank, was launched on April 6 2021
as a follow-on scheme to the Governmentbacked Coronavirus Business Interruption
Loan Scheme (CBILS), to help businesses
start to recover from the impacts of the
pandemic, and was originally intended to
run until the end of the year.
“Businesses up and down the country are
beginning to look beyond the pandemic
towards the opportunities available to them
in the recovery. The British Business Bank is
committed to supporting smaller businesses
in accessing the finance they need to grow

sustainably in the future," said the bank's
CEO Catherine Lewis La Torre.
The extension of the scheme comes as
welcome news for businesses across the UK
as a much-needed gateway to finance as they
continue to recover and grow following the
COVID19 pandemic. The scheme, which has
already approved more than £1bn to small
and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) across
the UK since its launch, will now be able to
aid more businesses until next summer.

news for business. Although the economy is
bouncing back well, many businesses still
have a long way to go before they recover.
The Recovery Loan Scheme provides access
to funds that can be used for cash flow,
growth investment or restructuring existing
finance.”

Let’s Do Business Finance (LBDF) is an
accredited delivery partner of the Recovery
Loan Scheme in the South East, offering
businesses loans of up to £150,000 over a
period of up to six years. Throughout the
COVID-19 pandemic, LBDF has lent £3.7m
(£1.2m in Essex) to businesses navigating
their way through the challenging times and
is now supporting them to move forward to
achieve their growth goals. Essex businesses
supported include Ventura Digital, Pasini
Leisure, Samuel Bros and KGK Genix.

There will be some changes to the scheme
that will take effect as of January 1 2022,
details of which can be found on Gov.uk’s
Recovery Loan Scheme page. The scheme
will only be open to small and mediumsized enterprises and the maximum amount
allowed to be borrowed is being decreased
from £10million to £2million per business,
with a lower Government guarantee from
80% to 70% which is said to hopefully
‘encourage the lending market to move
towards normality as the economy continues
to recover’. Through RLS, Let’s Do Business
Finance continues to offer loans up to
£150,000 on terms up to six years. Please
note these changes will apply to all offers
made from January 1 2022.

Sean Dennis, Deputy Chief Executive of
Let’s Do Business Finance, had this to say on
the extension of the scheme. “This is great

To find out more about the scheme 		
and how to apply visit 			
www.letsdobusinessfinance.co.uk

Why charitable giving is
good for your business

S

UPPORTING your local
charity at the same time
as growing your business
might not seem the most
natural of marriages.

are doing, demonstrate your charitable
presence in the community and show clients
that your organisation is committed to
supporting charitable causes. If managed
well, successful relationships with charities
can positively impact your reputation.

However, working alongside a charity can
help your business inspire staff, increase
publicity, create a healthier workplace,
improve community engagement as well as
making a difference for a good cause.

Getting your staff involved in fundraising
events and volunteering days can help
boost staff morale and offer fantastic
team-building opportunities. It also gives
employees, regardless of their seniority,
specific team or role, a common cause
to work towards, actively encouraging
inclusiveness and collaboration across the
business. Overall, you will have a happier
workforce which equals better performance
and increased staff retention rates.

Customers are looking for businesses that
deliver more than just products and good
ads. They are looking for businesses that
offer community support or broader social
gains. The charitable initiatives of your
company can become an integral part of
your brand, helping you position yourself as
reliable and ethical. It can also help set you
apart from the competition and ensure you
stand out to potential employees.
By sharing the stories of your good work
with a local charity, from sponsorships,
charitable events, corporate volunteering
and donations, you will raise awareness of
your organisation with newsworthy and
engaging content. This will offer benefits
from several perspectives; positive media
coverage can let the public know what you

By working alongside a charity, you can
widen your network and increase your
exposure to other like-minded businesses,
resources and opportunities. If you take
part in a fundraising activity for example,
you can encourage other businesses in
your sector, customers, or even suppliers
to get involved, strengthening existing
relationships and widening your network. By
encouraging others to get involved in a good
cause, you will also be bolstering your brand
and increasing your visibility within your
community, market or industry.

Michelle Martin, Corporate
Fundraiser at Farleigh Hospice,
explains how working with a charity
can help your business expand.
Businesses can usually receive tax
deductions from sponsoring charities or
events. You can claim by deducting the value
of your donations from your total business
profits before you pay tax. It is essential
you comply with all tax requirements and
additional information can be found at www.
gov.uk
There are numerous benefits from working
with a charity, and the public will notice
if a company is making a real effort to
improve its local community. There are so
many good causes out there: helping your
local hospice care for people living with a
life-limiting illness to improving schools or
parks, providing children with a safe place to
play and helping in the fight against cancer,
are just a few examples. The opportunities
to make a difference are endless, and the
business benefits are there for the taking.
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IMPROVE YOUR
SOCIAL IMPACT

BY HELPING THE HOMELESS

Opening doors to

INDEPENDENCE

SUPPORTING a charity
connects your company
to an important cause and
allows you to make a real
impact for good.
If your local community is important to
you and your staff, now is the perfect
time to think about choosing an Essex
charity to support as your Charity of the
Year.
CHESS Homeless is a registered Essex
charity that supports the homeless
by running a Programme of Change
which aims to change every individual’s
situation for the better. We are not a
‘sticking plaster’ because we really can
make a positive difference.
CHESS supports up to 66 men and
women at any given time, providing our
residents with a clean warm bedroom,
home-cooked meals and washing and
hygiene facilities. Of equal importance,
CHESS provides one-to-one support
and counselling from in-house support
workers.
Additionally, with the prevalence of
mental health and substance abuse
CHESS now has dedicated staff to focus

on these areas as well as being able
to signpost to specialist agencies to
ensure that residents receive clinical and
psychological support.

Your Company Support is vital

For more than 20 years, CHESS has
provided support and accommodation to
the homeless. Last year we supported 93
homeless individuals, (plus the 32 who
were still going through the programme).
Support costs money, and we rely on
donations and contributions.
Some support options are shown below
so you can see how your donations
provide tangible help.

2020 and Covid

Local Government were tasked with
giving all rough sleepers accommodation
with the 'Everybody in Campaign'
when COVID began in late March 2020.
CHESS worked with the county council,
local authorities and other agencies
to facilitate this short-term solution in
housing rough sleepers in vacant hotels
& B&B’s.
Since then we have worked to increase
our long-term accommodation and
support to those wanting to live off of the
streets.

CHESS gained its ﬁrst accommodation
site outside of Chelmsford in Epping,
whilst increasing its bedspaces from 32
(pre Covid) to 66. These are delivered
over the 13 properties on our portfolio.

The Beneﬁts to your Company
The social and economic impact of the
charity in 2019/20 was over £2.5m - a
297% return on investment.
CHESS were also awarded the Queens
Award for Voluntary Services in 2020
- recognised as an OBE for the third
sector.
If yours is a limited company, you will
pay less Corporation Tax by donating
to CHESS. What’s more, in return
for helping us your Corporate Social
Responsibility credentials will be sky
high.
We really appreciate your support. We
wish peace and joy to you and your
loved ones and every success to your
business in 2022.

To donate to CHESS, call 01245 281104,
visit www.chesshomeless.org or email
fundraising@chesshomeless.org.

How your Company can partner with CHESS to help the homeless
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fund the refurbishing and furnishing of one bedroom - £2,500
Help fund welfare and support services costs - £9,300
Help fund substance abuse monitoring kits - £2,500
Help fund safe and secure accommodation costs - £5,200
Help fund the cost of outreach vehicle - £3,800
Donate (or contribute to the cost of) a minibus
Sponsor or provide outsourced professional HR services
Sponsor or provide outsourced professional accounting services
Sponsor or provide outsourced professional IT support services
Donate (or contribute to the cost of) a professional Tenancies Ofﬁcer (housing)
Give your staff a day off to organise their own fundraising event for CHESS
Donate your services as a professional electrician, plumber or builder

Find out more at www.chesshomeless.org/corporate-support/
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Is your business changing
faster than your people?

F

OR many
businesses, the
pandemic has
accelerated existing
technology trends,
with digitisation and
automation becoming
more important than
ever to an increasing
array of sectors.
The accompanying restructuring
of work and home life has forced
companies and individuals to
quickly adapt to a new hybrid
way of working. This hybrid life
closely resembles the blend of
distance and campus learning to
which Pitman Training students
are already accustomed. We’ve
embraced the flexibility of online
learning but never forgotten
the value of our local campus
locations and personal coaching
support.
As an organisation with
approaching two centuries
of experience supporting
individuals to equip themselves

for professional careers and
supporting businesses to get the
best from their people, we’re
accustomed to evolving our
offering to stay ahead of new
trends. This experience ensures we
deliver relevant skills for the road
ahead.
The post-pandemic shift means
every business needs to develop
a range of digital skills within its
core team that previously were not
required or could be outsourced as
specialist non-core activities.
This shift is reflected in our
investment in a new generation
of programmes for software
engineers, web designers, data
analysts, digital marketing
professionals, visual designers and
cyber security technicians; career
paths that go far beyond Pitman
Training’s traditional strengths in
office and accountancy skills.
Whatever your job role and
industry background, research
from the McKinsey Global Institute
has identified understanding
digital systems and software use
and development as the essential
skills of our age.

From mastery of
everyday apps such
as Excel and Outlook,
collaboration tools
such as Teams or the
confidence to automate
routine work processes
to cut down your
administration time,
we’ve got you covered.

Chris Hodson is Programme Director
at Pitman Training in Essex. Here
he stresses the importance to
businesses of keeping pace with a
rapidly evolving digital world.

To ensure we fit
with this changing
world of work, all our activities
are fashioned to provide bitesize learning opportunities and
practical learning that supports
workplace application of new
skills.
Providing individual coaching
support alongside each activity
provides accountability that
ensures successful outcomes, and
globally recognised professional
certifications provide the certainty
that training outcomes meet
required standards.
Our tried and tested approach of
campus learning plus individual
coaching provides a layer of
robustness that purely online
educational approaches cannot

fully replicate. This increases the
value of time committed and the
bottom-line impact of investing in
employee development.
At Pitman Training, we typically
work with businesses who are
frustrated that previous workforce
development initiatives have been
too generic, lacked lasting impact
or failed to provide a clear return
on investment.
We provide our clients with highly
targeted, practical learning and
reinforcement over time to ensure
lasting impact. This may not be
an issue for your business, but
if your people need new skills
to keep pace with changes in
your marketplace, let’s have a
conversation to explore further.

#AskAlpha
• Construction
• Installations
• Maintenance

Kitchen & Bathroom Installations

Be the envy of the neighbourhood with a new kitchen or bathroom.

Our cost-effective accounting services include:
service levels so
3 pre-agreed
no nasty unexpected bills

Extensions & Renovations

Dedicated teams look after your project, from start to finish.

reviews to
3 regular
ensure the level of
service matches
your business
demands

Trust in our expertise
01206 648888

enquiries@alphagrp.co.uk
www.alphagrp.co.uk

Other services we offer:
• Plumbing & Heating
• Electrical
• Painting & Decorating
• Windows & Doors
• Roofing
• Flooring

3 cloud-based
single ledger
To us, you’ll always be more than just a number, so let’s talk –
in your language, not ours!
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The formula to quickly
grow your business

G

ROWING any business
comes down to applying
a few simple ‘business
growth practices’ to your
business. The foundation
of everything I do to help
businesses grow quickly is by
using a proven foundational
system.

I call it The Formula. It has five key components.
Here it is…
(T × L × C × M) S = Exponential Business Growth.
Every sales and marketing tactic and strategy
I reveal to you will fit in one of these five key
components. Let me take you briefly through
them.
‘T’ – Transform. To start with you need to
transform the results and performance of every
sales and marketing strategy you’re currently
using and those you add in the future. To do
this you must deploy something I call the ‘core
elements’.
The core elements are the tactics that make
marketing work. There are nine core elements
which do not cost a single penny to incorporate
into your sales and marketing strategies.
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‘L’ – Lead Generation. The lifeblood of every
business is its ability to generate a constant
supply of leads or enquiries. Without leads,
you can’t acquire clients or customers. Lead
generation, however, is often the most expensive
way to grow a business. So, you need to add as
many cost-effective and proven lead-generation
tactics and strategies as you can – the more the
better.
‘C’ – Conversion. Once you’ve acquired the leads,
you now need to convert as many of those leads
as possible into paying clients or customers. You
do that using different conversion tactics and
strategies. These will help move the lead through
to becoming a customer, ideally at the right price
or fee. For very little or no extra cost, you can
get more clients from the leads you generate,
maximising your return on investment on all
your lead-generation tactics and strategies.
‘M’ – Maximise Customer Value. Once you’ve
acquired the client, you then need to maximise
their value. Without doubt, this is the most
neglected part of almost every small and
medium sized business. I don’t mean businesses
neglect their clients, I mean they neglect the
money-making potential of them.
There are four key areas that will help maximise
customer value:
1. Increase frequency of purchase 		
(buy more often).

Essex-based business coach and
mentor, Kim Wheatley, reveals
a proven foundation system for
growing your business.
2. Increase referrals (getting recommended
more often).
3. Increase average order value 		
(value of every sale).
4. Reduce attrition (keeping customers longer).
‘S’ – SYSTEMISE. So far, we’ve covered the
first four elements of The Formula. They will
become the backbone of your entire business. To
accelerate your growth even faster, you need to
systemise and automate these four elements.
By systemising and then automating the growth
of your business, you reduce the reliance on
people, free up time for yourself and ensure
your business keeps moving forward at pace.
Systemisation and automation reduce human
mistakes and enhance results. It’s a win-win-win.
I’ve covered the key components of The Formula
really quickly here, there is so much more but
hopefully you have gathered an understanding
of the basics.
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VegTrug goes
from strength
to strength
V

egTrug, the
iconic raisedbed company
based in Colchester,
continues to go from
strength to strength,
heading in to 2022 with
large contracts already
secured with Amazon,
Robert Dyas, Costco,
Wayfair, Blue Diamond
and many others.

With the gardening industry
continuing to grow and interest
still increasing amongst all ages,
the company is also planning on
recruiting additional staff with
another three new members to
the team in Colchester durng
the next few months.
Expanding the business in
2016, VegTrug USA Inc. was
established in Montgomeryville,
Pennsylvania. The company
now has a US warehouse and
office facility of 55,000 sq ft
and supplies its product range
across North America. The US
subsidiary is growing fast and
VegTrug is extremely successful
with sales in America. QVC
America is a major customer
and has chosen one of VegTrug’s
planters as a ‘Today’s Special
Value’ promotion in February
2022, with expected retail sales
of more than $3m in just a 24hour sales period.
Richard Diaper has recently
been promoted to the role of
Operations Director and is
now the youngest member

on the company board after
working for VegTrug for almost
eight years. Joe Denham, CEO
of VegTrug, said: “We are so
excited to be moving into the
new season with Richard at the
helm in Colchester. We have a
young team which has gained
massive experience throughout
the very difficult global
pandemic. The business is
growing very quickly both in the
UK and globally and Richard’s
promotion is key to our future
success.”

Launching in 2022 is a range of
new and innovative products for
VegTrug including a Climbing
Arch, Wooden Trellis Box, a highend Aluminium version of the
Classic VegTrug, a new Potting
Table and additional colour
options for already successful
products such as the ‘Build-aBarrel’. After studying trends
and interests within the growyour-own community, VegTrug
has designed products that are
both practical and aesthetically
pleasing.

VegTrug’s products are often
featured as ‘Amazon Best
Sellers’ both in the UK, USA and
Europe and the company is
rated as one of Amazon’s most
successful resellers worldwide.
It is interesting to note that
the company consistently has
products in the ‘Top 100 Seller’
category and also the ‘Top 100
Most Wished For’.
The company has always had
an eye on sustainability and
every VegTrug product is
manufactured using 100% FSCcertified timber. Every product
is aimed at customers being
able to grow their own food even
with very limited experience or
space and they are only treated
with a food-safe, water-based
preservative.
VegTrug has also been working
on building a larger presence
on social media and is aiming
to increase this further during
the coming year. With exciting
projects underway to engage
its customers, it is hoping to
create content to assist with

educating its followers whilst
still promoting its products and
company.
The company has just signed
a contract with a marketing
agency – Revive Digital in
Southend - to design and launch
a brand new global sales
website platform which will
be launched in February 2022.
This represents a significant
investment by the company
and to award the development
contract to a local business
underpins its commitment to
doing business in Essex.
It has been an incredible story
which has taken VegTrug from
obscurity to a global brand
and it is looking forward to
continuing to grow the business
through 2022 and beyond.
What started as a one-product
company now has hundreds
of products on offer. It is
determined as a company to
keep the highest standards of
quality and service and will
continue to invest in business
as it grows. The future looks
very positive for VegTrug
following the success of sales in
2020 and 2021 after the global
pandemic and it looks forward
to continuing its incredible
journey, providing customers
with the highest quality
products, developing trading
methods, improving staff skills
and getting the best products
to market at the best prices in
the grow-your-own sector are
its aims.
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1,000 not out for Rob
George Foundation
T
HE Rob George Foundation
was founded in memory of
Rob George, who died aged
21 on December 9 2013 following
a long battle with leukaemia.

The Rob George Foundation has been set up
to provide practical and/or financial support
to young people with life-threatening or
terminal illnesses and provide financial
support to young people who demonstrate
exceptional commitment and/or ability in
the worlds of sport or the performing arts
but may be held back by their financial
situation from pursuing their goals
From the outset back in 2014, its mission
statement has been, ‘making a difference,
one individual at a time’. With the
foundation’s sure-footed growth and evergrowing reach across the UK, it has now
provided grants for more than 1000 young
people – quite a remarkable achievement
for a north Essex-based foundation
predominantly raising funds locally but
supporting the whole of the UK.
Everyone associated with the foundation
has a deep sense of pride in reaching this

milestone, especially when reflecting on
what a huge difference it has made to
grantees, be it providing practical and
financial support to young people with lifethreatening or terminal illness or supporting
aspiring sports people and performing artists
to reach their goals.

For example, Jude was diagnosed with
medulloblastoma on his 8th birthday in
March 2020, just as the Covid pandemic
began. Jude had to undergo the most gruelling
treatment – three months of chemotherapy,
followed by six weeks of radiotherapy and
then another seven cycles of chemotherapy.
Thankfully he has now finished treatment
and all the recent scans have come back good.
Jude’s mum Katie applied to the RGF for help
to purchase an exercise bike for Jude, to help
improve his strength and stamina. Jude now
has his very own exercise bike and is making
very good use of it.
Zac is currently in his first year of dance
training at Rambert School of Ballet and
Contemporary Dance with aspirations
to become a professional artist. Zac’s
training at Rambert requires specialised
dance and fitness equipment. Zac said:

“I am immensely thankful to the RGF for
helping me purchase this equipment. It is
immensely helpful to have the support of
people who believe in your dreams.”
Rob George’s mum, Lorraine, said: “There is
no doubt Rob would have been thrilled and
humbled by the difference he has made, and
ultra-proud. When the trustees reflect on
each of the individuals we are able to help,
we raise a glass to every single person who
has fundraised with us ever since our launch
in 2014. Likewise, we raise a glass to every
one of the 1000+ young people for whom we
truly hope we have made a difference – and
of course, there isn’t always a happy ending!
We raise a glass to £.625m granted since our
launch: making a difference, one individual
at a time – exactly what Rob wanted the
foundation to achieve.
“If you feel you’d like to get involved with the
work of the Rob George Foundation, either
by running an event, or maybe even making
us your Charity of the Year, please do get in
touch – we’d love to hear from you.”
For further info, contact lorraine@
therobgeorgefoundation.co.uk or visit
www.therobgeorgefoundation.org

We make the difference by treating you differently
Here at Devines Accountants we do things a little differently to most accountants. We have experience in working with a wide
range of clients, from multi-national companies to local businesses and sole traders.
We understand that every situation is different so we provide tailored services to meet the needs of each and every client.
Our services include:

Accountancy and bookkeeping • Audit • Corporate Tax • Personal Tax
Research & Development Tax Claims in association with Research & Development Advisors UK Limited
Management Consultancy and Accounts • Payroll and VAT • Company Formations and Business Set Up
General Financial Advice • HMRC Investigations

01245 929100
www.devinesaccountants.co.uk
email: crp@devinesaccountants.co.uk
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Time for change

G

LOBAL
warming and
by Karen Dixon, Corporate Coordinator at Essex Wildlife Trust
its downstream
Benefits at each level have been
The newly rebranded Investor
impacts are no
reviewed too, to reduce the
in Wildlife scheme provides
longer eventualities
pressure on the environment
a new vision to becoming
lingering vaguely off in
and make the financial
greener and more sustainable
contribution work harder for
the future. According to
– and it’s right on time. We
wildlife. The new partnership
know investing in wildlife is
the Intergovernmental
level is for organisations that
good
for
business.
The
natural
Panel on Climate
want to be part of real change
environment is the foundation
Change (IPCC), we
for wildlife in Essex and will
of our economy. Supporting
need to hit net zero
offer a unique partnership
local wildlife is a great way to
opportunity. The offering to
carbon emissions by
showcase commitment and
the partner is entirely bespoke,
demonstrate ethical credentials.
2050 in order to escape
depending on the needs of the
If
there
was
ever
a
time
to
put
the most deleterious
business. The new entry level
nature first, now is the time. Our
effects, but I don't need
will be Silver, followed by Gold
climate is in crisis and nature
to enumerate a series
then Platinum. With more than
needs our help. Being green is an
of statistics or point to
400 partners on board, we are
increasingly determining factor
hoping to inspire them on a
extreme weather events
in the performance and success
journey of collective action with
of business.
to underscore the fact
a process to becoming greener
the climate crisis is here
We recently undertook a review
and more connected to the
of the scheme, and as a result
and now.
natural world with the natural

selected start-ups and social
enterprises. They believe
businesses can be a force for
good and a collective ability to
affect positive change together.
So, when people make change
around us, they influence others
to change and act. When taking
action, it changes our beliefs.

The challenge of reversing
global warming is once again
an opportunity for the human
race to summon its ingenuity
and collective will. If the past 18
months proves anything, it is
that humanity can change its
behaviour and that systematic
inertia is not fixed. But we need a
transcendent call-to-action that
transforms awareness into agency.

It is time for business
and humanity to create
waggle dances unique to
their knowledge, place, and
determination. Working together
real change can happen. If you
are interested in becoming an
Investor in Wildlife, please get in
touch. Karend@essexwt.org.uk
or grantm@essexwt.org.uk .

it has a new and updated look
and feel, to demonstrate a
greener and more sustainable
approach to protecting wildlife
and inspiring a lifelong love of
nature.

To further our strategic aims and
meet our goals on sustainability,
the new scheme will comprise
three levels of membership plus
a bespoke partnership offering.

capita that this provides.

Ground Control, a Silver
corporate member, is leading
the way, In May 2020, it
launched the Evergreen Fund,
dedicating 5% of its annual net
profits to a £5million Impact
Venture Fund dedicated to
environmental initiatives and
carbon sequestration. The fund
is to seed growth capital to

When honeybee scouts find a
bounty of blooms and nectar,
they return to the hive, where
they do a symbolic waggle dance
at the entrance of the hive.
The dance signals the precise
direction and distance to the
flowering plants and trees. The
more vigorous the waggle, the
richer the source of nectar.
Once worker bees have seen the
dance, they have the necessary
information and fly straight to
the source.

Accounting, consulting and tax solutions tailored
to your needs.
To find out how the friendly, forward-thinking professionals
at Platt Rushton can help you, contact us for a
free initial consultation.

T: 01702 470531
E: mail@plattrushton.co.uk
W: www.plattrushton.co.uk
A: Sutherland House
1759 London Road
Leigh-on-Sea
Essex SS9 2RZ

We offer burial & ash interments,
funerals, services and wakes.
Memorial Services and Celebrations of Life.
Adaptable to any ceremony and a completely personalised
service from plaque to music including webcast facility.
The option to reserve a plot in advance is also possible.
Assurance of a caring and compassionate experience.

Coppice Lane (behind the Butchers Arms Pub), North End,
Between Chelmsford & Great Dunmow, Essex CM6 3PL
Tel: 01245 806332
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nvestor in Wildlife membership options
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Become a
corporate
member today
“We are extremely proud to align
our business with the Essex
Wildlife Trust, a vital charity
which does so much to maintain,
protect and rebuild the beautiful
county in which we live. Alongside our employees, we hope our
commitment to conservation will
motivate our stakeholders,
partners, suppliers and even our
customers to think about their
efforts to maintain our beautiful
local environment and ask,
can I do more?”

- Monthind Director,

“We are proud to further our
support of local environmental
initiatives by partnering with the
Essex Wildlife Trust, which is
known throughout the region for
its work to raise awareness of
wildlife and wild places and to
actively protect them through
a huge range of events and
campaigns.”

- Galloper
Wind Farm’s
O&M Manager,
Sean Chenery

Simon Biggs

TWO Cleaning &
Maintenance MD
Barry Osborn

Essex Wildlife Trust
Abbotts Hall
Nature Discovery Park
Great Wigborough
Colchester
Essex CO5 7RZ
E corporate@essexwt.org.uk
www.essexwt.org.uk
Registered Charity No. 210065
Company Registered No. 638666
VAT Registered No. 945 7459 77
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“As a local company we wanted to
support the work of EWT in
preserving the fantastic habitats
and variety of wildlife species we
have on our doorstep. Just like a
business, these areas need careful
management which requires
sustained investment, so by
becoming a Gold Corporate
member, we are contributing
towards safeguarding these
reserves for the community
to enjoy.”
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Net zero needs

nuclear
T
HE ambition to
tackle climate
change has
become a cornerstone of
Government policy. The
UK has set into law its
goal of net zero carbon
emissions by 2050 and
in its recent Net Zero
Strategy has pledged to
fully decarbonise the
electricity system by
2035.

Bradwell B, the proposed
new nuclear power station
in Essex, is set to have a big
role in creating low carbon
electricity, helping the UK
meet its commitments.
The emergence of electric
vehicles, and the need to
move away from using natural
gas for heating, means
that the UK’s electricity
demand will double by 2050.
These changes are vital to
decarbonise, but together
with the retirement of coalfired power stations and the
current fleet of nuclear power
stations, the country urgently
needs new, low carbon
generating capacity.
Renewables provide an
important part of the
solution. The UK needs
flexible renewable sources
like wind and solar, but they
don’t generate when the
wind doesn’t blow, or the sun
doesn’t shine and currently
there is no deployable storage
technology of significance.
The UK does not have the
capacity for significantly more
hydropower, so low carbon
baseload must come from
nuclear.
Earlier this year, the
United Nations Economic
Commission for Europe

(UNECE) published a
technology brief on nuclear
power, which found the
world's climate objectives
“will not be met if nuclear
technologies are excluded."
The report states as nuclear
power plants produce both
low-carbon electricity
and heat, they also offer
opportunities to decarbonise
energy intensive industries.
For example, there is potential
to scale up low or zero-carbon
steel, hydrogen and chemical
production to decarbonise
hard-to-abate sectors.
Alan Raymont, Bradwell B’s
Chief Executive, said: “Net
zero needs all low-carbon
electricity generation options
to be on the table. Nuclear
generation is uniquely placed
to work alongside other low
carbon electricity sources.
Nuclear energy is critical to
the decarbonisation of energy
generation and at Bradwell B
we continue to work diligently
to proceed with the project to
help support this ambition.”
As well as being critical to
our net zero future, nuclear
has already made a huge
contribution to the UK’s low
carbon history. Since Calder
Hall opened in 1956, Britain’s
nuclear power stations have
saved 2.3 billion tonnes

of carbon emissions, the
equivalent of all the UK’s
emissions over a six-year
period from 2015 to 2020.
In Essex, the original Bradwell
Power station generated
nearly 60 terawatt hours
(TWh) of electricity during its
lifetime – collectively enough
to power 15 million homes for
one year.
Bradwell B will be significantly
more efficient than its
predecessor, able to generate
far more electricity with
far less fuel. Capable of
producing 2.2GW of low
carbon electricity, enough to
power around four million
homes for at least 60 years,
the Bradwell B power station
would represent, by far, the
single biggest climate positive
act in Essex.
Bradwell B will help build
regional capabilities in
construction, engineering
and a range of other sectors,
delivering low carbon jobs
that will support long-term
economic prosperity.
For Essex and the East of
England this will mean tens
of thousands of jobs during
construction involving
multiple specialisms. People
living within a 90-minute
commute of the project, most

in fact far nearer, would fill
around 3,000 of these jobs at
peak construction. Bradwell B
will also create at least 1,200
apprenticeships during the
construction period. Once the
power station is in operation,
there will be 900 permanent
jobs supporting long-term
careers.
Although it will be some
years before Bradwell B
receives all the consents
and permissions it will need
to begin construction, the
East of England is already
benefiting from the country’s
need for low carbon nuclear
generation.
Since 2016, Somerset’s
Hinkley Point C project has
spent more than £1 billion
with suppliers in the East
of England. More than £30
million of that has been spent
with over 40 suppliers in
Essex. To date Hinkley Point
C has spent £3.2 billion with
companies in the South West
and has provided a huge
range of benefits through
training, apprenticeships and
jobs throughout its supply
chain. Essex and the East of
England can expect the same
from Bradwell B.
Mr Raymant added: “Bradwell
B builds on a history of
nuclear in Essex and
provides the county with an
opportunity to make a huge
impact on the UK’s journey
to net zero. Our power
station will deliver significant
volumes of clean, reliable
energy. On top of this the
project will also create many
thousands of new skilled jobs
and bring millions of pounds
of investment into the local
and regional economies.”
For more information on
Bradwell B visit www.
bradwellb.co.uk
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• FOR WHEN YOUR WORKING DAY IS DONE •

Spoil yourself –

it’s Christmas
after all!

T

Leading wine expert Peter Watts, of Coggeshall-based Peter
Watts Wines, offers some suggestions for treating yourself to
something a little special when choosing your wine for the festive
season – after all, it’s only Christmas once a year!

HERE’S no doubt
Christmas gives us the
opportunity and
excuse to deviate a
little from our normal drinking
patterns. Personally, I believe
we should drink what we want
but there is no doubt some
wines and foods go particularly
well together, so here are some
pointers.
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If you are having turkey, a
gentle red wine is best. Our
Bourgogne Pinot Noir “Les
Brulis” (£19.50) would be
perfect, coming from the Yonne
in the north of Burgundy. This

is predominantly a white
Burgundy region famous for
Chablis but global warming has
enabled growers to better ripen
red grapes for producing wines
like this.
Rib of beef is a good alternative
to turkey and for this you will
need a punchier red like
Chateauneuf-du-Pape.
Considered the finest wine of
the southern Rhône Valley, we
have a mature example from
the 2012 vintage (£32.50). The
European way is to follow the
main course with cheese and I
like this approach (savoury and
savoury before embarking on
something sweeter).
Vacherin is a seasonal cheese
from the French Alps which is
indescribably tasty. Perhaps
also Camembert or Brie made

from unpasteurised milk,
strong cheddar and, of course,
Blue Stilton. Choosing a wine
to go with such a variety of
tastes is frankly a nightmare.
We have an Australian sweet
fortified Shiraz from the 2005
vintage which may be bold
enough to do the job
(£16.50/50cl).
Then we come to desserts
which can encompasses such a
myriad of tastes that it makes
matching a wine difficult.
However, we have some
wonderful sweet wines all of
which will give unbridled
pleasure. Conradie Muskadel
from South Africa
(£13.90/37.5cl) has intense
flavours of honey and
pineapple.
turn to page 86

s

For pre-lunch drinks, you
cannot beat Champagne. We
have shipped the wonderful
Champagnes produced by the
Joly family since we started and
their Grand Brut de Reserve
(£35) is our favourite. Made
mainly with Chardonnay, its
mellowness follows from plenty
of bottle age. I recently enjoyed
this with some scrumptious
smoked almonds.

Many of you take smoked
salmon as a first course for
Christmas lunch and a white
burgundy will be perfect with
this. The Macon Charnay from
Domaine de la Feuillarde
(£16.90) is delightful and
comes from a tiny vineyard
unlike most Macon Blanc
which is mass-produced in
large quantities to an
unexceptional standard. If you
want to push the boat out, try
our superb Chassagne
Montrachet from the top-rated
Premier Cru vineyard
“Morgeot” (£61).

Christmas:
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bring it on –
and on and on!

BusinessTime in Essex Editor, Peter Richardson,
believes, in a rapidly changing world, we should
embrace Christmas and all its traditions like
never before.

C

HRISTMAS, more so
now than ever
before, appears to
polarise opinion. A
bit like Marmite, it seems you
either love it or hate it. Me? I
unashamedly love it – always
have and always will.
Whilst I don’t believe it can – or
should – be Christmas every
day, I certainly believe in
stretching out the festive season
for as long as possible. As soon
as I sign off this winter issue of
BusinessTime in Essex (around
November 15), I’ll be entering
festive season. So, by the time
you read this, I will have
doubtless devoured the first box
of Quality Street (well at least
the orange and strawberry
creams), polished off that nice
bottle of rum liquor I bought in
October and promised to save
for Christmas, got bored of
listening to Christmas is Magic
on the TV and taken instead to
watching Home Alone, Deck
the Halls and The Holiday.
I sense you’ll already be getting
the idea – Christmas for me is
all about indulgence (OK,
over-indulgence), tradition and
sharing quality time with family
and friends – probably in that
order (no, only joking!)
I don’t know what it is about
Christmas, but I become the
most outrageous creature of
habit. Perhaps a psychiatrist
could make something of it.

I have to buy the Christmas
double issue of Radio Times. I
never buy it any other time of
year (strangely, they don’t sell it
any other time of year) and I’d
never dream of buying one of
the less expensive Christmas
TV guides. It’s got to be the
Radio Times – because that’s
the tradition.
When the decorations go up,
certain decs which have been in
the loft for more years than I
care to remember, have to come
out and be placed in the same
place as previous years. I
suspect my long-suffering wife
Vivienne has on more than one
occasion tried to sabotage one
20-year-old illuminated
mountain village decoration,
but it shows an indestructible
characteristic and sense of
survival Boris would envy. He
might also empathise with its
somewhat tatty appearance, but
I love it.
Putting up and decorating the
Christmas tree (real, of course,
and Norwegian Spruce – none
of these new-fangle Nordman)
is always the signal for the
biggest domestic of the year. I
always fear we could be the first
couple in divorce history to cite
a Christmas tree as the third
party. Multi-coloured lights or
plain white, draped round
and round the tree or
up and down, red
and gold colour
theme or pink

and silver – and so it goes on.
In the great scheme of
pandemics and global
warming, not really important
you might be thinking – but it
is! Vivienne always wins of
course (that’s the secret of 40
years wedded bliss) but I then
get to watch three football
matches on TV on Boxing Day.
Fair deal I’d say!
Christmas Day itself is the
ultimate in tradition-keeping.
Parma ham and melon
breakfast (don’t ask me why), a
bottle of champers consumed
by yours-truly by 11am and
pre-lunch cocktails, also
prepared by yours truly, as the
family descends. Last year I
created, if I say so myself, an
absolute beauty. It’s called
Santa’s Pleasure and combines
Bacardi, Cointreau, clementine
juice and cinnamon shaken
over ice, poured into a cocktail
glass, toped up with
Champagne and sprinkled with
grated dark chocolate and
clementine segments. I promise
you, it tastes and smells
like Christmas in
a glass and
everyone
who’s tried
it loves it. I

was going to have some T-shirts
printed, promoting my creation,
saying, I’ve been pleasured by
Santa – but then thought better
of it. Some people are so easily
offended, you know!
Christmas lunch has to be
washed down with copious
amounts of wine, including a
luscious dessert wine and then,
when it’s finally time to crash on
the sofa, it’s the moment to
crack open a very special bottle
of Wray & Nephew overproof
rum I’m hoping Santa will be
bringing me. 63% proof and
guaranteed to make even
EastEnders appear watchable –
well, OK, it’s not miracleworking but it is good.
Then, onto Boxing Day. The
aforementioned three football
games, ridiculous size portion
of bubble and squeak and then
an extended nap in front of the
fire – real of course.
So, as you’ll see, tradition is
central to a Richardson
household Christmas. And
for those who say ‘tradition
ain’t what it used to be’,
well, it’s what you make of it.
Merry Christmas, one and
all!
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Auctions become a
favourite alternative

S

IMILAR to many
industries during
the past 15
months, the auction
world has learnt
to adapt and has
continued selling
properties to cash
buyers despite not
being able to hold the
traditional auction in
a busy hotel room/
function suite.

The upside to the on-line live
streaming is that buyers from
further afield can now bid at
auctions without the need to
travel to the venue, as was the
case in the past.
Selling property by auction has
been an alternative method for
more than 40 years. There has
often been misconception with

this process as many sellers felt
auctions were only appropriate
if the property had structural
damage, needed major
refurbishment or had been
repossessed. They considered
it was the most suitable route
for properties that were unmortgageable. During the past
ten years, it has been proven
that the process can be the best
route of sale for many different
scenarios and is of particular
interest to those wishing to
sell a wide range of different
property assets.
These include various property
types such as greenbelt land,
tenanted properties, open sites
or land for development, with
or without planning consent,
HMOs (houses of multiply
occupancy) and lock-up garages.
This wide range includes both
commercial and residential
properties, whether vacant or
being sold as an investment

with a rental income.
If an auction
Mike Gray is Managing Director of
catalogue has a
leading south Essex estate agency
selection of different
and auctioneers, Dedman Gray.
kinds of opportunities,
Here he looks at how property
then a broad range
auctions have flourished during the
of buyers often
Covid pandemic and why auctions
come running and
might be a very viable option to the
this could include
conventional rote when selling your
private individuals,
property.
investment
companies, builders
and developers and
that would not necessarily be
those perhaps just wanting to
achieved if the property had
try their luck on buying a vacant
been sold in the traditional way
property that gives them a
by private treaty. Auctioneers
project to really get stuck into.
can offer further advice and
guidance as to how and why this
Another misconception is that
sometimes happens.
the for-sale price is sometimes
low via the auction route. This
One thing for sure is that not
has certainly proved not to be
all properties are best sold by
the case in recent years. There
auction but, for the right ones, it
are many examples where a
really can prove to be the most
property is sold by auction for
satisfying outcome delivering a
a much higher price than ever
strong price and within a short
expected and certainly at prices
time scale.

IMPRESSIVE PROPERTY
AUCTION IN ESSEX
Mike Gray is delighted to announce that
nearly £25m worth of property has been
sold this year –

with many lots selling for much
higher than the guide prices.
If you are looking to sell land, investments,
vacant or occupied commercial or
residential properties, garages and much
more – contact our auction team on

01702 311010.

High sales success achieved at
Dedman Gray Already in 2021.
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Auction is now a popular
means of selling property
Mike Gray, Managing Director of
leading Essex auctioneers, Dedman
Gray, looks at why auctioning has
become a popular choice for both
house-buyers and house-sellers.

M

ANY years ago, it
was considered
properties sold by
auction were
either in full disrepair,
structurally unsound or been
repossessed by the banks and
various lenders.
It was also considered to be the
last resort for a sale in forced
situations. Dedman Gray has
been conducting auctions in
Essex for more than 30 years
and seen a dramatic change in
the auction marketplace,
particularly during the past ten
years. Many buyers and sellers
have now chosen this route to
be their preferred process due
to the swift transactions that
can be agreed and the certainty
of a sale going through during a
short period of time.

of land without the potential of
development whatsoever.
Buyers have to carry out early
due diligence to ensure they are
happy to bid competitively on
the day as once the highest bid
is accepted and the gavel goes
down, contracts are
immediately exchanged and the
interested party suddenly has
become the purchaser. Many
enthusiastic buyers arrange
finance and various forms of
funding before the auction so
they are ready to pounce and
are sometimes lucky to acquire
a property under market value.
During the years, we have many
experiences where several
buyers have been frantically
bidding for the same lot and the
eventual sale price has been
much higher than expectations,

proving once again the right
property, at a sale by auction,
can bring the seller the very
best outcome.
The auction market has also
been transformed during the
lockdown. After holding
auctions in function rooms and
hotel conference suites,
suddenly this was no longer
appropriate during 2020.
Instead, the auction sale itself
has become an online event
being streamed live to buyers,
with the sellers being able to
watch the action from wherever
they may be. Whilst this has
seen the loss of the traditional
vibrant auction room with
many bids being received by the
auctioneer from many
directions, and sometimes at a
strong pace, the online

streamed auction has the added
advantage of being readily
accessible to buyers from all
parts of the UK who may not
have had the opportunity to
make the journey to the
traditional auction room.
In July 2020, Dedman Gray
offered a lot in north Essex.
Four bidders battled each other:
one online from Manchester,
another from an investment
company in London while two
separate private bidders phoned
from Cyprus and Spain. This
international mix of keen
buyers ended with the lot
selling for more than 20%
higher than the anticipated sale
price. Perhaps we are not
missing a ‘live’ auction room as
much as we thought!

It is often the case that a
property can be sold and under
contract with a committed
purchaser within eight weeks of
first being offered for sale by
auction. The regular auction
sales attract buyers from all
parts of the globe and also
those dealing with a wide range
of properties, including many
different sectors. This includes
vacant properties, both
commercial and residential,
investment properties with
tenants providing a regular
income and open land either
for residential development or
quite simply open space for
private recreation.
It is the perfect stage on which
to sell investments, including
ground rents, lock-up garages,
small yards and greenbelt plots
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Are you languishing? If so, it’s
time to do something about it
We have all heard about the risk of professionals hitting a wall of exhaustion and becoming burnt-out, but have you ever considered yourself ‘languishing’?

T

Sarah Myerscough, founder of Colchester-based Coffee Calm & Connection, explains
more and discusses how, with an extended Christmas break looming, we should find
the time to make changes to our lives.

HE World Health
Organisation describes
burnout as a form of
job-related stress which
occurs when our lifestyle isn’t
managed.

rather 'the absence of feeling
good about your life’.
Languishing is also the lack of
meaning, purpose or belonging
in life, which leads to emptiness,
lack of emotion and stagnation.

The number of employees
describing themselves as feeling
burnout has never been higher.
In many ways this isn’t
surprising. Living in a 24/7
connected world that becomes
ever more complex means we
can easily become overloaded –
and that’s without the added
uncertainty of a global
pandemic which has no clear
ending. Whilst we may hear
about burnout and tips to avoid
it, we rarely hear about
languishing.

Languishing can be defined as
life on auto-pilot. People who
languish aren’t depressed and
are able to get up and face the
day, but that day is unlikely to be
filled with any joy or purpose.

Whilst burnout is a work-related
problem and has clear
symptoms and causes, such as a
poor work-life balance or being
asked to do work that is in
conflict with our values and
skills, languishing affects every
area of our life. Languishing
doesn’t fit the specific areas or
criteria of a mental health
diagnosis, yet it can be just as
devastating.

s

The sociologist Corey Keyes
described languishing as not
depression or sadness, but

from page 82

Pedro Ximenez Malaga Virgen
is a wine from Andalucía in
Spain, dark and rich with an
aroma of raisins and fruit cake
(£20.00).
Carlos Aliaga makes a cracking
late harvest Moscatel with
immense concentration on his
estate in Navarra, Northern
Spain (£25.00/50cl).
These wines are typical of our
portfolio mainly coming from
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The signs of languishing vary,
but some of the most common
are feeling that your life is
without purpose,
procrastinating more than you
would like, a sense of unease but
not high anxiety, a lack of focus
which is worse some days and
generally feeling flat.
Whilst the list makes for fairly
depressing reading, the feelings
listed are not uncommon.
Studies suggest the older we
become the more likely we are
to feel that we are languishing or
stagnating.
Whilst it's incredibly easy to end
up in a cycle of languishing, it's
not in anyway inevitable and is
not healthy, mentally or
physically. Corey’s research
suggested people who languish
are at high risk of developing

small growers at the top of their
game. We ship direct and have
dealt with many of them for
over 30 years.
Due to adverse weather
conditions the 2021 vintage is
the smallest in France for 30
years and most other countries
have smaller vintages also. New
Zealand has produced only
70% of average and with the
massive world-wide demand
for Kiwi Sauvignon, shortages
are already occurring. We are

anxiety and depression and also
drew links to premature
mortality. If we feel powerless or
hopeless it’s hard to find the
motivation to eat well, to
exercise or engage in any
personal development and in
fact why would we, if we feel it's
unlikely to make a difference.
If you feel like you are
languishing, can you do
anything to change it? The
answer is yes. Research suggests
making subtle changes can
make a huge difference.
You need to focus on
connections. Languishing can
make us feel less inclined to
connect with friends and family,
we may feel like we have
nothing to offer. Taking steps to
reconnect with people face-to
-face or on the telephone can
give our life purpose and value.
Change one thing at a time is a
golden rule.False starts increase
our feelings of failure and
languishing. Telling ourselves
that we are completely
overhauling our lifestyle, by
taking up new sports, changing
our diets and meditating is a
noble endeavour, but more often
than not is one that’s doomed to
fail. Changing one thing at a
time is more likely achievable

fortunate and our cracking
Torrent Bay Sauvignon 2021
(£14.90) shipment arrives soon.
Having travelled through
European vineyards for the
past 40 years, I have been guilty
of many a faux-pas. My wife,
Lyn, and I once lunched at an
ordinary but good café in the
Loire. My French was even
worse than it is today and at the
end of the meal I asked for
dessert. Upon receiving two
hard-boiled eggs each, I

and can give us a real feel of
success.
The past two years have forced
us to spend more time alone or
with a smaller pool of people
than ever before. Connecting
with your community through a
group or volunteering can help
you build connections and,
perhaps more importantly, allow
you to feel a self-esteem boost
knowing you have changed the
lives of others.
Being creative can help you
connect with interests and
passions. It can also help engage
your mind and encourage a flow
state.
Remember, we can all feel stuck
from time to time, but we
shouldn’t have to accept it.
Taking small steps to connect
with things that we feel
passionate about, begins to give
our mind focus and helps us
reconnect with positivity.

realised madame had thought I
had asked for deux oeufs. Not
wishing to offend, we ate them
with the thought that future
English visitors might also be
treated to this English delicacy.

Finally, may I wish you all
a convivial Christmas
in the hope you might
find some of my
recommendations
interesting.
Happy imbibing!
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ESSEX
BUSINESS
PODCAST
For business owners and leaders that are looking for practical
advice, tips and inspiration from peers and professional
advisers across the county and beyond.
In the latest episode, three
leading Essex business
people offer their opinions
on the recent supply-chain
issues, the benefits of
bringing manufacturing
back to the UK and the
county, and the support
available to manufacturing
companies of all sizes.

RECENT EPISODES INCLUDE:
EPISODE FIFTEEN: MANUFACTURING - CAN ESSEX
LEAD THE UK TURNAROUND?
EPISODE FOURTEEN: OPEN ALL HOURS - THE
FATE OF THE 21ST CENTURY BUSINESS PERSON
EPISODE THIRTEEN: DIVERSIFICATION - THE KEY
TO ECONOMIC RURAL SUSTAINABILITY

Visit www.essexbusinesspodcast.co.uk

or subscribe directly from your usual podcast content provider by searching ‘Essex Business Podcast’
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